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TEN CENTS PER WEEK
TWOAAYS MORE "Fine and Healthy Family Life" is CHEMIN CHORUS ,
ON WHICH RAFFLES What We Need Declares President GREETS REPORTS
;CAN BE CAPTURED Roosevelt to Church Delegates OF DEPARTMENTS
wiii he Exposed .. -the hen. Character of Individual men TWO MEN ARE HELD Good New/ to Southern Bap-
TO GRAND JURY 
lists in Figures Shown in
H
lucky Monday Night I Mess and Women Mainstay of Na-
Captured Sooner. tion. Nut Mere Per Capita Annu
al Statement.
Wealth. ROBBERY CHARGE
II ts A Strenuous Time Friday
Put Ito itiPM EitOrift.
WHERE t4 )U t'AN FIND HIM
Where tie F'ind l'oday 'sad
Tonight.
Kaffir« nih vialt Jo Wolff's Jewelry
Noire. arid $125 renned sill be paid
for hie rapture there between 2 sad e.
Style. •••ii•l) NIA 1414111 %Ater *ore
torttirew 3 and It III., %hell' $150 M
Mr reened for 111. 1
RH)I,. • 13111011 & I 11 , IHAWeen N SSA
p. iii. $1."01) 11.441i01 for his raptsu-r
there.
Ie. N. liartiner PlIr11111111P 4111444
on Third astrees, between I and 4 p.
no. e150 reward for lib emplane
therein.
ti Noales Ark ft to 3 p. m.
41100 reamed.
At Nettle's from 3 to t4 p11S.
•114111. $12.3 regard.
tI llenrwlier & lyceum'. from A to 9
p. in. Rewanil $1110.
Where to Find Rade., senfiale
Will ibis Weeltaire park emcees:soma
befessen g and t capture bine anti
get Stott reward.
Italie. siIl %lett the ball genie Mon-
ths, between 14:30 1I•14 n-41112:1 etn-
Nati! if Fatitered at the gator.
Watch the Ford Automobilfs...Bein-
abeut. the machine that never breaks
Washington. May 16.-- Over
,000 delegates to the general confer-
of the Methodist Episcopal
church at Baltimore, arrived here to-
day as guests of the American Uni-
versity. luncheon was served. The
exercisers began at 3 o'clock. presided
over by Bishop Cranston. President
Roosevelt, Vice President Fairbanks,
Senator Dolliver an others spoke,
Mrs. Roosevelt and the president
received the delegates in the college
building.
. In his address* before the Medic-
dit t general -conference President
Itoosievelt said:
"True religion, through church or-
i nstitutions, through philanthropic or-
I gasisations, In all the field of kindred
endeavor, can manifest itself as effec-
tively In the crowded and complex We
of tocley as in the pioneer yesterdays;
lIght The neat morning Shearer got 
thel
ad the @outs of mint ned the
ring and tried to sell it to mare' pen-
they 
and strive blindly toward it, ap plc before disposing of it to Jim Bu-
seeded it, and strove toward It
on the yanibbed past. 14 is your task (ford for $2.50. Charles Morgan, a
to do the work of the Lord on the Illti)Y 
who had a stand at the carnival.
isaw the robbery and being frightened
, farm and in the mine', In the counties kid himself. He told the police that,
iroom and the factory, in the car shops'
furnaces, justIbe 
thought Jim Taylor was fine- of
land betide the blasting
as It was the task of 
youc. wiritual i the men, but that the other man was
. tOtt tall for Shearer. However, both
the men and women wire dwelt on Me
forebears to wrestle for the souls oil
et the defendants !wore they were
.separited but 'a few minutes during
nturop-dotted clearings is the wilder-Ithe whole evening. On the strength
of the testimony Jtidge Crone detailed!
..No nation In the world h" 
more the grand jury should take Airtime.]
i reibt than ours to look with proud and held both over.
leongdence toward the future. We
hare erne n better and not worse; for
Missionary
Elects Officers.
On the charge of robbing Charles
Thomas of bis ring. Jim Taylor and
Will Shearer, alias Will Orr, were switml'afty
held to the grand jury this morning
and their /bond fixed at $300 each.
While ea route to the carnival May 7!
Tbomas was knocked in the head and;
when he revived his ring and his
purse were initieing. The ring was
found in the possession of Jim Bu-
ford, a colored barber, on South
Third street, and he said Will
Shearer sold it to him.
The boys admitted being at the
carnival that night, and said they had
been drinking. A hobo wished to
Will iftearer a ring, but he declined
to purchase it. and Taylor borrowed
70 cents from Shearer and bought
It, according to Taylor's testimony.
alas here he has seen many autos go I`
down. Riders says that during h'e If thew' 
is telteli evil,
abounds. and if wrong grows. SO
good also great 1SALE OF TOBACCO
down, hot sever one of his favoritess, in even greater 
measure grows the
the Ford Automobile Runabont islets sense et r
igbt before which I
Rallies says the only pace you can srong meet eventua
lly yield. It would ON LOC
have -bleb-clam work In photography 
in' both untimely *ad unwarranted to
Is at Meleadden's. !become fa
int-hearted or despeirling
RAM's had a busy time of It Fre:ahem the nation's future. trear-
eyed
day, but succesefuly balled all efforts and far-sighted 
men who, are both
to ridelt him. Last night the exette- WI-event heart and cool of 
bead, while
meet wet-intense and any number of not for a moment to see- and 
acknowl-
Men WPM bent ht t Tbe  ollee'edge the many evils around 11/1 
must
ig o Nun
for identification. but no one had -the
'
Jet also feel a confident letteleance
real "Mr. Raffles." ithat in the struggle we shall win and
Some wage are having a great deal not lose, that life center, that 
has
of fun at the expense of the public. Just opened will set great triumph
'kWh has heen annovieg. If antes- for our people.
Mg. to Raffles and The Sun. "Ile "Prosperity rich as ours. neceseary
Eagles" has been caught in other though it be as the material basis of
town* repeatedly, and may yet be national greatness, inevitably tends
captured In Paducab. You will, how- to undue exultation of the mere*
bat_tme_ days mare In tertal aids of the national character:
which to catch him. and If he elstleitimad we inert largely testy on the of-
the public until S gee-Fork Sunday
afternoon the reward Is 0E.
"lir Rallies" will appear In Pub-
He at The Kentucky Monday sight.
as advertised elsewbere In todars
Pun.
"Radies" Peklay visit.
started my moment( advontures
by steadier on the corner or Fourth
and Rreaditay. mingling with the
crowd, and watched the big parade of
Gentry Oros'. dog sad pony show. I
later visited Rhoden-Hurford's and
fecund. to- my great iiirprise, a mam-
moth attire room filled with a rove-
plete line of furniture. brie-a-brae
ape an exquisite display of china. I
particular a swell line of
piety rocking chairs. one is particular
which I occupied Ityletif for severe!
minutes, with a paper In lay haled
waiting to catch myself. I was env-
rounded by an excited throng of
lefties watching If their life des
pended on capturfeg "The Mystere
OUP Raffles." While' I was sitting,
salting for some one to say the
'mettle words. my attention was at-
tracted to a swell' bras* bed. which
looked so inviting I almost fell acCeep
and forgot that there was $150 hang-
ing neer in, bead. After giving
everybody a tate chasm to catch me
I left what I enoshiered a "Palace
of Household Furniture" and re-
tuned tee my residence. Mr. Rhodes
- *hovel Indeed be proud of' his estab-
lishalmet.
I Started my Pimping's experience
(Continued on page 51
SNEAK THIEF 11 1•1)1.1: 1150
FROM COLORED MAN'S HOME.
Some sneak thief is $0 richer tor
his clever work In frittering the resi-
dence of D D. Davin, colored. 1207
North Eleventh street, Wednesday
afternoon about 4 o'clock. The
money was under a pingo, en a bed
In the front room, and while people
were in the rater room the thief en-
tered Um house unnoticed and slip-
ped away with the cash. The pollee
were notified of tbe robbery yester-
day.
forts of curb MPS and women as those
1 am addressing to build up the spirit-
rat life without which the material
life antogints to nothing As gener-
ation succeeds generation the tomb-
lems change In their external shape:
but if remains as true as over that in
the !Nat anal)sta national greatreesa.
national happinesie, national success,
depend upon the character of the in-
dividual man and individual woman.
Most of all we 111.011 that fine and
heafthy family life the lack of which
makes any seeming material prosper-
ity but • glittering eham We can
vet stand up for what Is good in man-
hood and womanhood without con-
demning what is ey.l. We must con-
demn the man sho j either. brutal
and vireo's, or weak and cowardly;
the man wits falls to do his duty by
the public, when is a bed neighbor, an
Idler. as Incoodderate and' selfish
husband. • Neglectful father. An also
we mast eoederun the woman when,
whether from eowardiee Of coldness.
from selfish love of ease or from lark
of true womanly quality. refuses to
do aright her great and all-essential
chilies of wifehood and motherhood.
We admire • good man; but we ad-
Mire a rood woman more
"No bureau being hap a greater
title to reepect than the mother who
does her full duty, who bears and
rears plenty of healthy children, so
there shall be national growth and
not national decadence, so that In
quality anti Is quantety_ our people
shall increase."
FRANK 114/ONE•11  CONDITION
MOWING 1MPROYFINIENT.
Some Improvement Is reported to-
day in the condition -of Mr. Frank
Boone, and the paralysis has begrime
ellstiortly lens right He was able this
morning to move his leg and his ap-
t...Me has returned, though he is still
in a critical condition.
Grain Market.
Whole. Family HONE
eetkalunk. N J., May 11 -Wil-
liam flitopard, wife and servaneeJen- Weilpt
tile Bondi', were found murdered on Corn
• firnilleas bare tether.' The csarsild ()pap
11/1114' was !Shah' Mot. A farm hand pros
whose usenet. unknon II is «Hays ted 1,,{1






... 1142% 9.25 540
• e 7.27% .722% 1.27%
41, MARKET
REPORTED TODAY
As official report to be forwarded
to tbe auditor of (be Planters' Pro-
tccftve afewelation by tialeaMlin Vettle,
of the Paducah market, will show
that altogether 2.1414) hogsheads have
been sold and delivered at this point,
which is a slight edrunee over the
number sold at that time last year.
This prices received have been those
Axed by the official grader* of Abe as-
-that law- in-
stance. hogdteada have sold for more
$bMjbe graded. prices,
Melmunan Wale is of the opinion
that More tobacco has been sold at
Paducidt than at any other market,
although the reports paeliched !viva
,home Clarksville leading. This is
explained by the fact that Paducah
eine tobacco for ten different ware-
houses situated at different places and
it Is more difficult to get reports
promptly on the result of the vamp-
Thee office of the salesman is to sell
lobster° from hoes fsersibloss by the
privy and before the sale is consum-
mated the hogehead lit sampled in the
warehouse, where it in stored, and if
accepted the warehouseman delivers
and collects the money and distributes
it among the farmer-a growing the
hogsheadi- Fold When the deal la
finally closed a report is made to the
Falosman, wbo in tarn reports to the
weiditor.
TILLMAN SAILS
Boston, May 16.-Accornoanied hr
his wife. Benjamin Tillman sailed for
Eurnee "to gst well and avoid a 110
etical campaign," he said. His son





Hot Springs. Ark.. May 16.-A
cheering chorus of plaudits answered
the presenting to the Southern Bap-
tist convention of the department of
home mimions, foreign missions, the
Sunday school board. the Baptist
Young People's Union, representing
the younger element of the organisa-
tion, and the Woman's Missionary
Union, all of which in undisputable
form showed the remarkable work
that had been accomplished through
this denomisatioo within the pad
year.
Home Mitufloot, Diffetifeted. •
The addresses were given largely
to the home mission work, and the
discussion of the best means of ex-
tending the church work within the
south and west and the territory'
within the radius of this board.
The $22,000 Indebtedness of the
home mission board was raised at a
mass meeting. ,
Before its temporary adjournment
officers for the ensuing year were
elected by the Woman's Missionary
Union.
Miss Pantile E. Heck, of North
Carolina, was re-elected president.
Other officers elected were as fol-
lows:
Corresponding Secretary - Miss
Edith C. Cruse, of Maryland.
Recording Secretary-Mrs. A. C
Johnson, of Maryland.
Assistant Recording Secretary--
Ws. F. C.- Wills. of Georgia.





several states, were elected as fol-
lows:
Alabama, Mrs D. B. Malone; Ar-
kansas. airs W. T. Amis: Florida.
Mrs. W. D. Chipley; Georgia, Mrs. X.
G. Vellingham; Kentucky. Miss E. S.
Bradus; Louisiana. Miss Hollings-
worth: Maryland. Mrs. J. H. Eager:
Mississippi, Mrs. J. H. Hassell; Mis-
souri. Mrs. J. H. Burnham; North
Carolina. Mrs. W. M. Jones; Okla-
homa, Mrs._ T.. Carleton: South
Carolina. Mrs. L. A. Crutchfield.
Statue of West.
The report of the convention secre
tary. Lansing Burrows. shows the
following status of the work in the
fifteen states of the month under the
convention government:
Associations. Sit; churches, 21.-
266; increase of membership by bale
tism. 129,152: total membership, 2.-
015,080; contributed for missions.
$1,134,695; contributed for all pur-
poses. 97.843,414.; -value at church
property, 530,861.438; somber of
Sunday schools. 14.923; enrollment
of Sunday schools. 959,7115.
In addition to this the full Baptist
membership is shown by the mem-
bership in other states of 1.144.063:
the colored members Is the southern
states 1,900.000, which makes a total
denominational membership In Amer-
tea of 6.1129.133. Canada, Enrope,
Asia and other lands bring this to a
grand totalof 6.001,906 in the entire
world.
The report of Secretary. J. M Frost
of Nastivilie.-of the 'Sunday school
board shows the receipts to have been
i182,326, with the disbursements
$176.969. and a total on hand of
$5,357. 
M1441coisry Work.
The report of Secretary B. D. Gray
of Atlanta of the home misdeal board
.hews that 919 missionaries are ac--
tIvely engaged in the litid work. This
is an increase of more than two-fifths
and the reading of the report wan
greeted with prolonged and enthu-
siastic applau-e
The sixty-third annual report of
the foreign mission board was sub-
mitted through Secretary R. .1. Will-
ingham, of Richmond. and shows a
total of $402.128 collected, the col-
lections apportioned by the states of
the convention being as follows:
'Alabama, $28,255; Arkansas. $10,-,
145; District of Columbia. $2.665;
Florida, $5.728; Georgia, $641.769:
Kentucky. $34.0811; Louisiana. 87.-
1409; Maryland. $7,668. Mississippi
$28,930; Missouri. $19.418; North
Carolina. $35.540: Oklahoma. $2.-
108; South Carolina, $31.548; Ten
negsee. $28.700: Teem, 944.504:
Virgin& $50,085; other sources.
$4.724.
NO MORE NIGHT. MA 
NliCeinpei
FOR THE BRITIAN NAVY
London, Stay 16.-Ro, many wreck,
byte resulted recently from night
naval Inerieuvers that the admiralty,
has ordered them discontinued. • 
•
•
Cossey and Two Sons Recognized
Nine Night Riders by Their Voices
When They Gave Him Twenty-three
Hugh Wallace Warned Him VI
He Did Not Join Band-1
Owners of Scraped Plant
Beds Are Paid,
Cadiz, Ky., May 16.--,-N1ne alleged
ntAitt riders were given their prelim-
inarr'hearing. J. G. Cooney said
Hugh Wallace *rote to him March 30
and asked him to join the night riders.
He refueed, and Wallace paid he would
be whipped. Later, after the raid on
Golden Pond, riders went to Cossey's
house and fired 135 shots through the
house and gave him 23 licks. Cossey
and his two sons testified that they
recognized nine of the raiders by their
voices. They were masked.
floasiderate Night Riders,
Williamstown, Ky., May 16. (Eire-
cial.)-Fifty night riders from OWPD
touter, rode into the Hinton neigh-
borhood. Scott county at 110:30
o'clock last night, scraped tobacco
Led; on three or four farms and
awakened the farmers end then paid
them for the damage done, warning
them at the same time not to raise
any more tobacco.
KN1VUTS OF COLUMBUS ,
GO TO MDRGANF1ELD. KY.
John T Donoran. state deeutys of
tbe Knights of Columbus, and his
staff composed of ten men, compris-
ing the third degree team, will go to
1111110.4ofield to itsitlate a class of 50
new member,. The officers who will
make the trip are: H. U. Weikel.
staff warden; F H. Flantgan, grand
night, and Morton Hand, treasure-
F'red MeCreary and a number of other





Peru, Ind.. May 16.-Mrs. James
H. Clear is dying and her husband, a
Civil war veteran, Is la jail with his
throat rat. Tire omit* recently were
reitaited, the husband having begged
the wife to join him. Clear admits
having Induced his wife to join him.





man is hairy and amid: ."The
oi no reason why we shouldn't have






The interesting Wiffith willloase is
set for trial in circuit court Monday,
and indications are that the case will
go to trial. Special Judge John K.
Hendrick is attorney in the Case and
County Attorney Alben Barkley has
been agreed upon by both sides to
preside in the case.
The suit grew out of the refusal
of County Judge R. T. Ligtfoot to
allow a will, purporting to be that of
Mrs: Alma Griffith. probated, decid-
ing that the instrument was not ee-
ecuted by Mrs. Griffith. Attorney Si.
E. Gilbert. who drew the will and by
Its terms was made guardian of two
infant children, Urey and Isabel Grif-
fith. In addition to being executor of
the estate. appealed the case to the
circuit court. Mr. Gilbert was to re-
ceive 10 per cent of the entire estate,
which Is valued at $15,000, for his
services.
At the hearing before Judge Light-
foot evidence was introduced to show
that on the day the will was said to
have been executed in, Mr. Glibert's
office in the Fraternity building. Mrs.
Griffith was seriously ill of pneue
monis, her daughter and other mem-
bers or the fancily swearing to that
fact and that the signature attached
to the will Is not that of Mrs. Grif-
fith.
Monday Dealer) the day set for trial
of the appeal frog, indee Lightfoores
decision In removing Gilbert as ad-
ministrator of the estate of W. Y.
Griffith. husband of Mrs. Alma Grif-
fith, on the grounds that he was In-
competent to handle the estate. Dr.
B. B. Griffith. brother of W. Y. Grif-
fith. was appointed by the court as
administrator of the estate and has
Performed the offices. notwithstand-
ing a settlement fruit had been insti-
tuted by the former actenniestrator.
The cases have attracted consider-
able attention and will be watched
adtk,iaterests
110TORIEN AND CONDUCTORS STRIKE
ON CLEVELAND MUNICIPAL RAILWAY




Soya All Will be
Soon.
Rusninc
Cleveland. Ohio, May 16 --The
greater part of the traction !system of
this city is tied up today by a Parke,
which began at 4:30. o'clock. The
majority of the conductors and ino-
ormen on the original three cent cars
:efueed to strike. Superintendent
,74:14/k, of the Municipal Traction corn-
vany, says the cars will be running in
teen hours. The men say the strike
,as caused by President Dupont
breaking faith and refusing to carry
out a contract made by the old rout-
Pan"' prior to the coneolidation. There
eras some trouble early ha the day,
but the police are in charge.
Pollee tired shots at the strikers.
who were cairght tearing up tracks
and throwing bricks at cars During
the morning crews were pulled from
nnprotected car,. There were many
small riots.
MILLION DOLLAR
Laporte. Ind . May 16 -.County
commissioners met today to appro-
priSte 514.000 for the solution of the
Guiltless murder mystery. Of that
sum $7,000 will be offered for Hrs.
Gunnese capture. if she Is still alive.
The coroner will have $50,000 to de-
fray expenses In the investigation
and the sheriff $2,000 Andrew Hel-
gelein'n body was buried today with-
out mourners.
GOULD CHAMPION
London, May 16 -Jay Gould, the
American tennis charapeon, won- the
first and second set of games with
Enstace Miles. of England. Wets
took the third set Gould took the
fourth set, retaining the champion-
ship.







New Edifice Will Cost Nearly
$20,000.
FOUNTAIN AVE. AND MONROE ST.
Ground will be broken Monday
morning for the first work on the
-reetion of the Fountain Avenue
Oethodist church at Fountain avenue
end Monroe street. The committee of
the Trimble Street Methodist church
iwarded the contract for the con-
-traction of -tire-new-church to if. M.
Weikle. The ehwreb will be con-
tructed of concrete blocks up to the
first floor, and pitch brick with nat-
ural atone trimmings will be used for
he walls.
For several days' the bid bas been
older consideration by the commit-
cc, and when opened several days
-go MT. We-file's WO was the lowest.
Che cost of the chard' will be nearly
20.'e.010, and it will be eoinpleted as
non as poseible. There Is nothing
ipparent to hinder the construction.
When completed the chureh will be
:Inc of the neatest'in the city and will
eat -794 people._ 411 =dent con-
vcniencies will be installed. Since
raking PP the queelion of bundlng a
pw church the congregation and the
Rev. G. W. Banks, pastor of the
(nimble Street Methodist church, have
info with great encouragement.
Dirt Breaking.
The first Service on the ground of
the Fountain Avenue Methodist ehurch
orner Fouatisin avenue and Monroe
trent will he held tomorrow at 4 p
n. The contracts are let and the
-rowd present will take part in a
tarahAug" eneretate EteseJeae
that will, may lift a shovel full of dirt.
The foliowqr short program will be
-*cried out: '
Call to order, GI et- Bank., the pas-
or.'
Prayer-C. W. Morrison.
'Hccng Inr the choir, "Joy Bells."
Cornet solo-A. J. Bamberg.
"The Church and Its Place in the
Communite"-Rev, J. W. Btackard
Song by tbe Sunday school. "The
!tarred Field."
"An Encouraging Word.--4Iev. G.
W. Banks. '
Benediction-The Rev. H. B. Telleir-'
IWO BOYS PLUNDER flrocf4E
DI'RING OWNER'S ABSENCE
The residence of Mrs. Mattie Harris
905 Clay street, was broken into yes-
terday afternoon about 5 o'clock by
two boys about 12 years old, and
:lathing and bedding were taken
away, and a gold ring. Neighbors
taw the two bors leave with large
molts on their shoulders. and sonple-
'on was aroused. Patrociman William
Roger,. was cailed. The boys were
-aught at Eleventh street and Broad-
nay, where they vo-re resting from
'he burden or carrying off their plow-
ler One gave the name of Will Ray-
iturn, het the other lad refused to
talk. 11 wag thought all the clothing
*rut recovtreti butt a skirt and ring. It
prObaille that the lads will be let off
with a good lecture.
REAL ESTATE RI-SIN-ICBM
SHOWS DECIDED GAINS.
Real estate dealers report a favor-
able increase in business in their line
'his weeie, which Is a good barometer
of indoserial conditions generally.
Slack trade due to heavy rains, haa
Leen felt In nearly all limes, but the
prospect for next fall, baring unseserin
Ole weather. Is unusually good. Tb•
farmers are planting liberally through
Att. this section.
Only Ose Leg. bet Two Heade,
George Richardson. s colored boot-
elack. who keeps a shoe shining par-
lor In an old street car near the
union station, was arrested yesterday
afternoon by Patine 'Kirk, of the Illi-
nois Central curet.. for flourishing a
revolver. Ricestrdson hat bet one lea,
but after getting ROM, booze under
Ma belt he was better than a pound
men. I Neely was called Into his
parlor, and tweet's... Neely refused to
he rociable. RIchserdeon flourished a
hatchet and three:loped to kill him.
ehen the hatchet was wrested from
ne be grabbed a butcher knife and
made things merr) until Detective
Poughkeepele. May 16.-Worried ICIrk arrived. Riellardion had for-
BIG OMAHA PLAN'Tia ndrtnetrvorayierefriryrytoThaw be a the gottens :ct g i given :teit this $7asd using". :mita it:
-Smith Omaha. Neb . May 16 -the
Omaha Packing company was de
stroyed by fire last night.' The loss
will he about a million and a quarter.
nig. Ceded, plant also suffered $20,-
900 loss. Flys &email were rescued
from under falling walls.
ghee little during the night. Dr. Ev-
ans, of "brain storm" fame. who
serer. Thaw was Insane at his trial,
testified that. Thaw Is now sane, bits-
'fie his opinion on observatifmn of the
prisonrr He field N•Irl Thaw last
night that Thaw stmuld teatifv, as he
thought Thaw could convince the
court of his sanity
being dronlegled disorderly.
leasmiewr tniosi Meeting.
R. L. Sarsett, addreved a meet ,ne
'it the LIvingetcha <sinner Farmer.,
!union EildaY. 'ditch was wet: *Weil
-d The mcettltg wail heed at (him
:torltiirs and wait peglisted over by W.
F Ross, mural( mMMiltmL
Fair tonight sod Heeled
teeiiJM'u attic'.-yestentay, VC; loa "It to
day. IS.
int/ filiation for the change, and an-
!other simply to recommit it had been
I laid on the tabl
e h) large majorities.
On the qiiestion of the Adoption of
i the comiu:ttee's r(port the adverse
itETAINED By mykylit,ms maw. %OLP WEIS equally decisive. That there
, opirsy cutateu IN REroim is a strong sentiment for the suggest-
ii change and speedy action looking
th.reto was silown in the tenor of the
ilheuss.on. and the strength of the op-
blot-erne-at on Foot to Change Title Position to the 'committee's report
to That of District Super. ::g.rinst it.
,_iatelsk.s.t.
PRESIDING ELDER
' Baltimore, May I6.—The -report of
the committee on revision against the
1.roposed dyange of the title of the
.•'presiding elder" to that of "district
Superintendent," Caused the liveliest
debate that has yet taken place thus
Tar at the general conference of the
iliettodist Episcopal church. -•Th.
geommittet's report was rejected by a
large majority, leastug the qinution
In such shape that it may come up
again at any time. This result was-
iliot reached until after a motiou to
/recommit the iwporteto the committee,
pith Instructions to report a reveal-
Radiant-Thighs,-
The Austrian government is about
to bui:d hotels near the spring. eigh-
teen miles from Carlsbad, which has
been found to contain mdlnru. This
spring is considered to have water
of high medical value in certain dis-
eases. It is located near the urani-
ium works. which yield most of the
world's supply of radium.
Manima- Here comes your father,
hoe cross you've made him. Now,
go and tell him you're sorry.
Tommy—Say:pop. l'm sorry you're
so blamed cross.—Phliadelphia Press.









"Air. Rattles" Has St) Far Sur
cessfully Eludtd Capture,
Is Noiii tier 1,4 tit Timis the World
Il'no roil II) pueitIs4. l'hof.
011 E. Nlariiios.
A full week's bard work by elver.
astute amateur detpetiees and lynx-
erect professionals, *Ith wits sharpen-
...d_to al liccen edge by the desire to
In the big reward offered, has failed
to uneover The Sun's ''Mysteriuu -
Mr. Rattles" so far, notwithstanding
e his daily traversed the pubik
thoroughfares, visited numerous Dyer-
can tile establishments and mingled
with throngs upon the streets. Won-
derful! Mysterious! but not more so
:nary the man himself—Prof. Clinton
E Marquis, the actual ."Mysteriou:
Mr. Raffles," a fact now known to
.‘ery man. woman and child in Pa-
ducah.
The "Mysterious Mr. Raffles," or
rather. Prof. Clinton E. Marquis.
hypnotist, mind reader and master of
the occult sciences of the Orient,,vill
nToSt rate-arThe Nentutty 
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights bis perfect right to the Mice(
King of Fun Makers,: in addition
to an erudite dissertation, devoid of
technical terms, upon tile subject of
hypnotism. giving at the same time
l•ractical examples of Oh wonderful
mesmeric power, using qnly a large
class of local volunteers as subjects
In a lengthy program of 12 numbers,
Prof. Marquis, not having been
taught In h!s dual character of the
"Mysterious Mr. Rallies," for whore
rapture one hundred dollars was of-
fered. will 'as an evidence of good
faith upon his part, give away the
saine amount to some fortunate hold-
er of a numbered coupon (*eery isur-
eirar of a Octet to Monday !eight's
purforniance at The Kentoeky bought
Lefore 6:34/ p. in. of the same day.
On Tuesday afternoon Prof. Mit'
quis will give his remarkable mlnli-
reading test, the test consisting St
driving an automobile through the
trowded thoroughfares of the city
while abeohytely blindfolded, and find
a pin previously bidden by four gen-
tlemen. Mayor James P. emitt and
Messrs. Richard Rudy, A. S. Thomp-
son and Den Weille. and having dls
covered it will replace the pin whets'
It was originally taken from by the
gentlemen. The four gentlemen will
have entire charge.of the test. The
start will be made from in front of
the theater at 3:50 P. W.
ENCAMPMENT OVER
G %. H. VICTEH‘NS• NEXT MEW-
ING IN COVINGTON.
Delegates to Natiomil .1.0.embly to G.,
Held at Toledo. 0., in August
Elected.
IAMBI:111e, May 16.—The twenty-
sixth annual encampment of the
Grand Atmy Of the Republic, depart-
ment of Keetncky, came to a close,
foilowilig the election of °facers and
'delegates to the national encampment
to be held at Toledo, 0.. for the week
beginning Monday. August 31. The
five delegates to the national encamp-
ment are: C. C. Vaughn, Russell-
ville; George W. Smith, Louisville;
H. A. H. Beyland, Bellevue: d. W.
Ward. Covington, and C. C. Degman,
Springdale. Mason county, while the
following were elected members of
the court of administration: J. T
GUM], Lexington; R. R. Perry. Win-
chester, Thomas Sheehan, Louisville:
A. P. Settle, Berea; J. B. Miller,
Richmond.
In the vote to determine the place
for the next annual encampment of
the Kentucky department. Covington
easily led -all competitors and will re-
eerie the delegates In May, 1905.
!fight Men! Whip Wooten.
Olive NEI, Ky., May 16.—This
town received a visit from the night
riders last night. They were not the
night riders of tobacco Value, but a
body of masked men whose purpose'
seemed to be to rid the town of sev-
eral women of questionable reputa-
tion, who had made their presence
too conspicuous of late. Each wo-
man In the case received • severe
whipping and a warning to leave
town After administering the whip-
ping the hand fired a volley of shots
and left immediately without their
identity being known.
Thinks' litiders Are After Mat.
Lancaser ,Ky.. May 16.—James
Marfcrrd, a young termer, who lives
nine miles northeast of Lancaster. Is
a raving maniac air a result of read-
ing the stories of the lawless deeds
of night riders. He thinks the riders
are after.hlm, and was heavily armeg
when arrested. He is a brother of
pryttmaottor Merford. of Sourne, thqs
enmity.,
The average man would rathe•
Lave people lio about him than t
1 th.• uth $0.)111 Mag.
We have made careful preparations for the selling of
the dresses and costumes for the graduates this-year. We
want every one who don't know just how she wants her
costume made to come to us and we will be glad to give
some suggestions which will assist you greatly.
We Offer the Following Suggestions as to Materials
Sheer French Lawn ID white and ro:or rubles or gm ild,. h a.. t wattles and still retains Its
t:«shness, 10c to 5<le the yard.
White lingerie stuffs—beautiful and filmy Persian lAwns--Batister,--SlIk. Mulls—Chlna. Silks — Chiffon
Taffeta,. and Crepe De Chines. On "itch of those fabrics we have placed pr.ces that will be specially Interesting
As to the Trimmings we Advise
_
Silk AppHque bands. hi Eli ubli t ani cram—Fillet and -round Mesh fare bands, And narrower
 .isee edges
••
sad insertIngs. We have always be -nrecognised by Padircah 
women is the lace store of the
•
city, and this season we have broken all past records in both sales and compleieness of stork,- there's every-
thing that one could -possibly wish in the way of trimmings or laces, and the price is always l
ower than that
of other stores.
We believe that 4' have reached the Corset perfection in our (km Ton and Royal Worchester Models.
The long Princess hip, and hIplesa effects so popular 'taw in Paris are well demonstrated in these 
Boas.
Wester Corsets $1.00 to 12,60; Bon Ton Corsets, $3.04161te $8.00.
Other Items We Call Your Attention To
Our "Prince of Wales" 16 Button Kid Gloves, $3.50.
Pure Silk Hose; all colors, $1.00 to $7.50.
Beautiful Gauze Fans; 50c to $3.50.
For the hair our Diana Ribbon Comb.
322 7 324 A'WAY
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DO NOT JEOPARDIZE YOUR FUTURE
Startling Proof of flit Strange
Powers, Ile Myetilles Ilia
Calle, s. The World a Great-





I Athertise What I 'Tln





orT ASKINti A ri1l4411.1t:
QU 'CATION. TELLS NAME.
EAC AND IM'CUPATION
OF EVICHY CALLF:11.
CC% THE EUTURE 
BHETOLD.
ARE YOU IN TROUBLE OP
ANY KIND?
Discontented, unhappy, or
Dot satisned in life? Have
you any domestic or past trou-
bles that annoy you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, You will be told of
them and receive' the proper
ad% le P.
HOW TO OVEVA 'MOW ALL
THOVIII.1104.
Your past, your present Itte
and your entire future, and
ever )thing can be told by con-
sulting thts world eminent
clahselyant and Spirit Medium
Mho is the greatest master of
atria sefrnce and male
forces the world has ever
known. lits predictions are
always correct, and never fill







mation regarding all kinds of
s business. law suits. claims.
collections. Investments. spec-
ulation,'. changes wets, pen-
sions, Insurance, deeds, mort-
gages. patents, inventkots and
all financial difficulties.
RV WILL TELL 'OIT WHAT
)'OIT CALLED P011,--ANIN






I ves t rutchilli revelation.
In ail love affairs, troubles.
marriage., family difficulties
aud vorce. Settles lover
quirrels, gives name of tJac
One you will marry and date
ot rearilage, how to win the
mm u or Woman you love, etc
HOW • TO CONTROL Vir.
PAPKINATE ANYONE
TOP 1/1)Yli AND ADMIE.E.
No matter what your it
hes been I will rehire you right
mean. I will teil you Moe to
control friends and enemies
Thonsanda have beeonst halite
by taking me a tyke., With-
out your stelen•s one question
I will tell ye o exactly what
you called for, whom and
when Yes. will marry. Call
. and I will send you away hap-
wise r and bolder than
.,efore: he sad and broken
haerted n away cheerful and
happy.
I
Private parlors. Mains 9 a, in.
to 9 p. tn. daily and Sunday.
332 cutt' Forrth Sirtet
THE WORD.
Today, whatever may annoy,
The word for me is Joy, just simple
Joy;
The joy of life:
The joy of Sright blue skirl.;
The Joy of rain; the glad surprise
Of twinkling stars that shine at
night;
The joy of winged things upon their
Melte
The joy of soon-day, and the tried
True joyousness of eventide; •
The Joy of labor and of mirth:
The joy of air. and sea, and earth—
The countless joys that ever flow
from Him
Nehose vast beneficence doth dim
The lustrous light of day.
And lavish prifes divine upon our wee.
Wbate'er there be of Sorrow
put off till Tomorrow,
And when Tomorrow comes, why
then




TUESDAY-- Mimi Marie Roth is
hostess to the Carpe Diem club in
tbe evening at her home, 502 }tars-
ban boulevard.
THURSDAY—The Woman's club
will have a business session at 2:30
p. m. at the club buildipg. At the
close the club will be the guests of
the president )Ira. James  A. Rue,
at an info/pal' tea. It is the presJ-
nent's afternoon.
THURSDAY --The Musical depart-
ment of the Woman's club will have
an open meeting It S p. m. at the
club house. The. sacred cantata, "Vic-
tory Divine." will be presented by
lore musical talent of a high order.
leltIllAY -- Afternoon Tea and
Linen Shower for the Home of the




if any "one has ever doubted that
clubs have been it amps in society's
game this past season. one giant* at
the eocialestiendar. -now -that so matey
have Meted to bee will 6e proof con-
vincing. So accustomed have we
been to having clubs fill ip for us
that we seareely xeallted how little
else has be'e'n doing. The Woman's
club is the last in the field, but the
coming week will see her graceful
bow- until as joint hostess of the
State Federation she, with the other
clubs, will be once more In charming
evidence. A "rest cure" is absolutely
essential now. After burning the
midnight oll eo proeigalle their
spendthritt clubs must have some
beauty sleep and get rid of the brain
fag. How beautifully serene you
will see them come forth after this
brief rest. on the days towards whic11
the faees of all Kentucky club wo-
men are devoutly turned, June sec-
andel° the fifth.
A beautiful collect for club wo-
men is this:
•
-Keep us. 0 God. from pettiness:
let us be large in thought, in word.
In deed. Let its be done with fault-
finding and leave off self-seeking.
klay we put away all pretense and
nie..4 each' other face ro face--witb-
out self-pity and without prejudice.
May we be never hasty In Judgment
and always generous. Let ue, take
time for allihings; mak' us tts grow
calm, serente. gentle. Teach us to put
Into action our bettew impulses.
straightforward and' unafraid. Grant
that we may realise It Is ti1. little
things that restate differenres: that in
the big things of life weare at one.
And May 'we seelve to touch and to
know the great, common woman's-
heart of us all, and. 0 I Hrei God, let
us forget not to be kind!"
•
There. are now 44 cbildron al the
Theme. more than ever before and the
tax upon the funds this winter has
le-en unusually heavy. even the little
reserve fund has b ,en drawn upon.
The contributions hr vi been as always,
Yot generous, NI it the Immediate
need for bed, tale . end household
Veen Is Insister it and this little
:Shower has seethe 'II a happy Fr.oiution.
There is quite a dearth of entertain-
ments Ju-t now, and the soy'si feat-
cres will appeal'. to everyone, while
the giving will add a three-fold
plesisere to the unarm.
Al friends of the Home are cordial-
Invited to conks and have a cup ot
A
Remelt ifee st use •al :Evvoia/I at AVos
noun's club.
The Ira cred cantata. !wiebnry tf
in"." h., J. Christopber Narks, to be.
viven teem the. musical deportment
of the. Woman's club on the «selling
of Mee, 21. Is an uneserally beventifirl
mliteicsal work. As the closing event
of a. most successful year the Wo-
•
Aftenisoun Tea and Linen; Shower for
the--111..me of Friend leas at
Woman's cloth.,
'fhe WrofIlaa'a Board or the Hama
of the, Friendless will r. revive (beer
frienes Informally Ott Ft itiay after-
roon at 4 o'clock at MO Woman's
Club. house. It will be an Afternoon
Tee and Lioen Shower fon the flOrlie.
MI,,ere. just now all kinds of houe.-
hold and table linen are tisillekleveded
Ths• Woman's Club has graciously
lev en the use of the clubl house to
ffotm. for the occ,as oh, and it
et hoped the central local me will at-
t act many people who), perhaps.
.• mild not otherwise go.
The children will shoe durtng the
e`ternoon Tea- with ileht refresh.
mesas will be eerved sod It will he a
nleasant social occasi.m.
club women. The ,six cite, fled
ther reterseittatives are.:
WOMAN'te CLUB --Mrs. Jain, s A
Rud), presideut of the club. Mrs.
811/44. Bryant, Mrs. Miuscoe Burnett,
Mrs. Henry Overby, Mrs. Eli Boone.
Alternates: Mrs. Nitrides- Palmer,
Mrs. Jobn J. Dorian. Mrs Robert
Becker Phillips. Miss Helen Builitt
man's club makes it a brilliant finale. Lowry sal Mrs. I. D. Wilco)
Though not so pretentious as ors- DELPHIC CLUB--4drs. Mildred
torio, the sacred cantata approaches Fowler Davis. president ofeti,;111tos-Iub,
this must nob:e and beautiful music. and Mrs. Aionso Meyer*. A41'
and Mr. Meeks has followed the text Mrs, Elizabeth Austin and Mr, David
In a most sympathetic and effective A. Yeiser. ,
manner. The cantata is new, its MAGAZINE CLUB—Miss Anna
initial performance being . given in Webb, the president for 11107-S and
Chautauqua. New York, last season Mrs. Charity K. Wheeler, president
With chorus ,of several hundred roe 1908-9,
voices, a quartet of solo voices. Seel KALOSOPH1C OLUD--Miss Eliza-
companied by pipe organ, grand both Sinnott, the retiring president
piano and full orchestra under direc- and sfrst, Edward Meng Dringisurst,
Hon of Mr. Arthur Henry Hallam. posident for the cominglear.
The topic for the last musical pro- MATINEE MUSIOAtLCIA'fi- Mrs.
gram from the Musical hepartmeni of Hai S. ('one-U, Mr.. Janke Wellies
the Woman's club was to be ''On I Alternates : etre. Victor Vor:s and
Hearing Good Music," and Miss Mrs. Lela Wade !Awl&
Newell, as chairman, asked the prive ALUMNI ASSOCIATION -- Moe.
lege of presenting "Victory Divine" Johp JSDorian and Miss Adah Braze'-
In an open evening program. As ,ton. Alternates: Miter Olga List
usual the club members will use their lied Miss Cour-tie Puryssr.
membership cards for admIsesion,
while the regulation price of admit-rimer in earenell t Mies
tance to others will-be 25 cents. 
o
Miss Mary Bolling of feAris, Terms
A very delightful group •of musei who has been the attractive gm st of
clans will give the cantata.' They Miss Belle Cave on North Seventh
are: street, for the Pest two w" k•s, was
Sopranos—Mis• Anne Bradshaw, the guest of honor at a girls' din-
Miss Julia Scott: ner on Friday noon at the Palmer
Alto—Mrs. Leila Wade Lewis, Mrs. House, Miss Bolling returned home
George B. Hare Mrs. W. C. Gray, that afternoon and the dinner was
Tenor—Mr. Slavin Mall. given in farewell honor. The nee!
Bass—Mr. Robert Scott, MP Ent- covers included: Missies Bolling,
mett Bagby. Belle Cave, Frances Wallace, Re-ha
Accompanist—Miss Virgins New- oleman. Frances 'Coleman. Ethel
ell, piano, assisted by instruments Elooks, Blanche Hills, May Owen,
under direction of Mr. WllligrnDeai.1IJIlje La • Willlit rad Attire the. 
Part 1.—la the Garde.. teethe following young men arrived
I. Ham Solo—"In the Garden.''rad drove the party over the, city:
2. Quartet—"Sir, We ReMeM Fred Wade, Douglas liagby,
ber." Jubn Brooks. Walter Iverson and
3. Chorus---"The Sky Is Dark." David Koger.
4. Tenor Solo—"He Was Wound
ed."
5. Unaccompanied Chorus—"God
So Loved the World."
Part II—The F.artimardte.
6. Recitative Bass — "Behold
There Was a Great Earthquake."
7. Soprano Solo and Chorus--"It
is the Hour of Morning."
8, Boerne° Solo, Recitative and use for the ninth bienniel of the Gen-
leeart to Terror Throbs:" eral Federation of Woman's Clubs to
Part III—At the Tomb. be held In Boston June22 to July 1,
9. Instrumental—"Lento." 1908, inclusive. It will be necessary
le. Soprano Solo. Recitative and to make application in advance. 'Ac-
Alr—"ee If Began teepawa.-" - jcordingly the Ticket Committee re-
11. Bass Solo and Chorus—"Fear etpeearuey requests that a vouched for
Not." lest of members of your federation or
_ 17. _Rase Solo—"And as They club, otter than delegates or alter-
Went." hates, who wish to attend the con-
13. Duel Soprano and Tenor— vention, be sent as s000 as possible
"By Gift of Love." to the. under-feigned.
14. Finale Chorus—"Death Is These tickets will- be ready for do-
Swallowed Up in Victory."
Smite Social 1.'111We/4 of the Federa-
tion.
The federated clubs of the city are
making extensive plaits for the so-'
alai aide of the State Federation of
Woinin's clubs that will meA here in
June. The program for the business
session has not been received from!
the official heads, but will doubtless
be here next week. The entertain-1
meat' of the visitors. though, will be.
In the hands of the local clubs and
there will be some brilliant and de-
lightful funcziona.
Mrs. 'etcher Riker. the president.
and some of her cabinet will arrive
on Monday. but the majority of the
delegates will not roam entil Tues-
day. On Tuesday evening the Wo-
man's club will give a reception in
honor of the visitors at the club
house that will introduce them to
their Paducah hoots most deitght-
fullyhT e Delphic. 'Magazine and Kalo-
motile clubs will serve a two-course
luncheon at noon on Wednesday at
the club house. There will be a
fliiilght ride given on the Ohio river
on Wednesday evening from 7 to 8
o'clock and the party, will return in
time to attend the musical and re-
ception.of the Matinee alueloal elub
that night.
'An automolvile ride over the city
with Afternoon Tea served at some
of Paducah's charming summer
homes will feature Thursday. The
lectitre of Prof. Claxton. dean of the
Eduentional department of the 'Uni-
versity of the South, Knoxville, Tenn.,
is the order for_......Thursday esesisg-
Pretty Eventual Party.
Mrs. Mildred Davis entertained the
member"' of her Sunday school class
of the Broadway Methodist church
and some of their friends most de-
lightfully on Friday evening at her
home. 620 Kentucky avenue. A lit-
erary contest was one pleasant feat-
ure. Miss Cora Richardson received
a pretty bunch of carnations for cor-
rectly guessing the greatest number.
An impromptu musical program was
attractively featured fry Miss Julia
Scott, Miss Ruble Lanes Mem Caro-
line Ham and Mr. Frank Cheek. Ices
and cakes were served "during the
evening. The members of the class
are: Dr. Acree, Mr. Neeley, Mr.
Woy. Messrs. Vernon Merritt, Will
Scott, Melville Byrd, Frank Davis.
Durward Sutton, Herbert Martin,
Watson Rockmon. Buitiey. The wide
liana' gltestie were: Misses Blanette
Mooney. Rosa Sullivan, Floyd Swift.
Cora Richardson. Julia Scott, Caro-
line Ham, Jean Morris, Kate Crum-
haugb, Lucille Lamb. Mrs. J. W.
Oliver, Dr. 0. T. Sullivan, Mr. Frank
Cheek. Mr. Joe Beall.
Notable Representative% from Padu-
cah Fluke.
The federated clubs of Isatittenh
have completed the appointment of
the dt;legatee for the meeting of the
State Federation of Woman's claim
In this city. June 24.. The. pereennel
Is an attractive one and includes soul,
of the most brilliant among Paducah
The Boston Biennial.
The following important notice has
been sent out from Boston in regard
to the biennial:
To Presidents of State Federations
and Presidents of Federated Clubs:
In order to secure admission to Sym-
phony Hall and other buildings In
livery at committee headquarters in
Symphony Hall biennial week.
A prompt response will be apprecl-
*Ad. SA RA if A. ARMES.
Chairman Ticket Committee.
96 Elm Hill Avenue, Roxbury, Mass,
U. I). C. Meeting June 0.
The executive and program com-
mittee of theePaducah chapter. United
Daughters el the Confederacy. met
Friday afternoon with the president,
Mrs. James Koger, 314 North Sev-
enth street. The date for holding the
June meeting of the chapter was
changed from Tuesday, June 2, to
Tuesday. June 9. on account of the
meeting of the State Federation of
Women's clubs In this city. A Jef-
ferson Davis program' will be carried
out. A sketch of Davis will be read
by one of the members and little
Miss La-Verne Purcell will recite an
original poem written by her mother,
Mrs. C. Z. Purcell on Davis. Mrs.
Joseph Gardner Will be hostess of the
meeting.
The first meeting next fall will be
with Mrs. R. B. Phillips at her coup-




The Literary department of the
Woman's club held' a pleasant meet-
ing on Friday morning at the Wo-
man's club house. George Brandes,
the critic, was the study. Mrs. Ben-
jamin J. Billings gave an interesting
review of his life. Miss Dow Hus-
bands discussed his work as a critic
In a most comprehensive manner. A
paper on Gabriel D'Annunsio, left
from the last meeting, was attrac-
tively given by Mrs. I. 0. Walker.
The depastmeat_ will stain, Ameri-
can literature the coming rear. Miss
Helen Lowry and Mts. Thomas Tur-
ner were appointed to arrange the
program of the Literary department
for the year book of the ‘-eth. There
will be one more meeting of the de-'
partment this year. on Friday. Mee
29, and Tolstoi will be discuesed.
In Honor of Miss Marshall or Iowa.
Hrs. Paul Dysart was the hosteks
at an attractively planned informal
reception on Tuesday afternoon from
4 to fi o'clock at her home, 203 Foun-
tain avenue. Mrs. Dysart's guest,
MINI Maud Marahall. of Keokuk.
Iowa, Was the honoree. Assisting
Mrs. Dysart and the guest of honor
In receiving were Mrs. Clarence Sher-
rill, Mrs. Victor Voris and Mrs. Fred
Rudy.
In the dining-room the red motif
of the room was grette) ,,mpeasIzed
The tea table was alarming with red
carnations. Strawberry punch was
served with the salad course, carry-
ing out the color scheme. A number
of guests called during the hours
Truck Garden Hata Failure Novelties
Perla modietes, having exhausted
the possibilities of decoration of hats
with Rowers, fruits and feathers, have
according to the Oil Was, been coin-
-pelted to look for novelties elsewhere,
and have to see what teey can make
of the produee of the kitchen garden.
First experiments are to be mode
with tomatoes which will shirk b•
bet II All the ernartest itats, while the
cucumber and the parsnip ' kiosk
threateningly on the horizon.
It is a wonder that celery has not
been utilised, as nothing could sur-
pass its possibilities as an aigrette.
Should hats increase In size, the
mangel wursel would be a pretty little
trifle to nestle beside the crown, some
of these fruits of the soil weighing
as little as eiget pounds. Egg plants,
too, will be favor, while the pumpkin
is promised for the early fall.
Surprise Party at "Briarbrae."
Mr. Edwin Randle was pleasantly
surprised on Thursday evening at his
country home, "Briarbrae." by the
senior class of the Paducah High
school, of which Mr. Randle is a
member. Miss Adah Brazelton chap-
eroned the crowd who went out in a
large wagon and carried a picnic sup-
per. Mr. Randle is-spade-Venter for
the class and one of its most popular
members. In the party were; Misses
Saidee Smith, Eunice Robertson, Bess
Lane, Marguerite Schwab, Helen
Hills, Ethel Sights; Messrs. Gem El-
liott, Will Rock.
Pretty Al Frescos 1.teetainntent.
The Furnishing society of the First
Christian church held its open meet-
ing for May on Monday afternoon -
with Mrs. Myra Malone at Wallace
park. The usual social featuree of
the open meetings were delightfully
emphasized. The house was 'prettily
decorated throughout with a pro-
fusion of flowers. The business ses-
sion was held indoors. ,
The social meeting following the
business session ,was eh al fresco
affair. The band stand of the park
was elaborately decorated with honey
suckle, syringes, roses and other
ng flowers. Jardiniers of pretty
plants were arranged in front ,of
the stand and rustic seats were
placpd about. The informal program
was an attractive -one. Miss Ruby
Lamb gavek a charming reading. The
musical numbers were by Miss Caro-
line Ham and Miss Ruby Lamb. lees
and cakes were served after the pro-
gram.
—*—
Dance for Carpe Diem Club.
The members of the Carpe Diem
club were delighttully entertained
with a dance by Mr. Gus Legeay at
his home on the Cairo road. The
,party went out in wagons and
,affair was most enjoyable.
Knights or Pythias Hatertain.
A pleasant social affair was the
Autograph Social given by the Puedu-
cab lodge Knights of Pythias on
Tuesday evening at their ball. Broad-
way and Fifth streets. The lodge
rooms were prettily, decorated with
the color of the order and a profusien
f flowers An attractive musical
i program with several addresses by
!local knights was pleasantly featured
,The souvenir programe carried out
.tire red, white and blue colors, and
were used in securing the autographs
during the "autograph intermission."
'Miss Fleta Price received the prise, acopy of Winston Churchill's "The
Crisis." for having the greatest num-
ber of autographs. Delightful ices
land cakes were served in an unique
way. Mre A. B. Stein, chairman of
the entertzlement committee, was
the master of ceremonies and deliv-




I Will Alien Dromgoole, the Tennes-
see writer, paid a pretty compliment
,tc Kentucky, Mottle Nashville Banner
*some time since:
I . "I had the pleasure last, week of a
bright. beautiful - day in Kentucky. At1
,the little town of Glasgow where they
haven't heard that courtesy and hos-
pitality are out of style and that
'
chivalry is a lost art.
"I saw young men and boys lift
their hats when old men addressed
1
them; I saw young girls rise in thr
presence of their grandmothers: I
saw young men give their seats in a
crowded car to old men. I saw old
men, observing the sun shining in the
face of a fellow passenger reach uli
:and draw down the window shade. I
saw men of the humblest ranks and
of the most pretentious glve the skie
eat* to ladles:" and I saw things
that you only read abodt now in
books, and that you hear as fairy
tales from "the good old times"-of our
forefathers. And when I asked a
Igellant Kentuckian how on earth
'they happened to be so her behind the
times he said: "A Norttieern man said
to me the other day. 'Oh. you
Southerners will never eel over .
fool whys.' To which I reptied,'Please
feed, I hope not.'" Amen."
—4,—
Enjoyable Party.
MIgf Mary White entertained a
number of her friends on Wednesday
evening niost pleasantly at her home
at Tweno-third and Monroe streets.
Games and Mash' were enjoyed and
delightful refreshments were served
during the evening. Those present
were: Misses Mettle Thompson. Eu-
'1ah .McInHre. Bessie Thompson. Irene
Scopes.. Beatrice Buchanan. Nannie
Watkins, Kitty Woodard, Gladys
Stewart, Mary White. Ethel Mlles,
Julia White. Gladys Sams; Messrs.
Polk Graves, Emmett Morris. Robert
McIntire, Luther Neely, Harry (Wi-
liam. Forest McIntire, Harry -Wet-




The Woman's Home Missionary so-
ciety of the Mechanicsburg Methodist
church met with Mrs. Jerry, McDon-
ald at her home on Farley Place
Tuesday evening. After the business
Isession a beautiful program was ren-dered, consisting of music and read-
ings. Refreshments were, perved, i




1 Announcement was made this week
of the approaching marriage of Dr.,bel Compton will leave next Sunday
Jamie Thomas Gilbert, of Paducalr night for New York and will sail
and Miss Ada Blanche Stamper, of from there in A few days for England
IOvveuton. Ky. The wedding will take where they will spend the summer
place on Thursday, May 28, and will with the Rev. Charles Compton 'and
be solemnized at Cincinnati. Dr. Gil- hlv. Compton. Miss Compton will
bert Is a popular osteopath of Padu- be in London doting' tho session of
1eab. His fiancee is a sister of Dr. the Pan-Anglican conference June
Ethridge Stamper, of Paducah, and 15-22 and will witness the ordination -
an attractive girl. The couple will of her brother there,
reside here.
The marriage of Mr. Clay Finley,
Mr. Irvin S. Cobb, of New York,
will visit his mother, Mrs. Maple S.
(bb. 616 Broadway, some time dur-
formerly of Paducah, but now living l Ing the coming month. Mr. Cobb
in Leavenwbrth, Kansas, and Missiwill represent the New York World
Anna Boldick. of St. Joseph, (Mo., at both the Republican tionvention at
has just been announced here. The
marriage took place April 20. Mr.
Finley is a eon of Mr. and Mrs. M. T.
Finley, of the Benton road. He is In
the government service at Leaven-
worth.
Mr. E. T. Bourquin, of this city,
and Miss, Cora Gough, of Metropolis,
were meetly Married on Thurs-
day afternoon at 5 o'clock at the
home of the bride in Metropolis.
They came directly to Paducah and
will be at hme to their friends at the
residence or Mn. Deboe, 123 North
Seventh street,
Miss Maud Babb and Mr. Thomas
Curley, both of this city, were mar-
ried in Nashville. Tenn., on Thursday
at the Nashville cathedral by the
Right Reverend J. B. 31'orphy. They
are making their home with Mrs. W.
.1„ Foster, 431 Kentucky avenue,
The marriage of Miss Agnes Cath-
erthe Brogan, of this city, and Mr.
John Matthew Ryan. of Central City,
was solemnized with nuptial mass
on Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock at
the St. Francis de Sales Catholic
church. The Rev. Father H. W. Jan-
sen officiated. The bride was becom-
ingly- gowned in white chiffon over
white silk. She wore a white picture
bat and carried a prayer book.
Messrs. Joseph Ryan and Henry
Ryan, of Central City, were the
ushers. A pretty wedding breakfast
was served at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs.- Margaret Brogan. After
a wedding trip east the couple will
be at home In Central City.
About People. •
Miss Elizabeth Walsh and Mr.
Haywood Osborne. of Nashville.
Tenn., will arrive this evening to
visit Visa Blanche Hills, 320 North
Ninth street. a
Miss Addle Byrd, 1043 Trimele
street, willleave early in June for
Cape Girardeau, Mo., where she will
attend a summer school for several
weeks.
Mm. Sallie Morrow and daughter,
Miss Emily Morrow, 433 Jefferson
street, will arrive home on Monday
from a two weeks' visit to Mr. and
Mrs. Robertson G. Morrow in Mem-
phis. Tenn.
Miss Kate White, Miss Hattie Sher
win, Miss Rose Flournoy, Miss Lucia
Powell will spend a portion of the
summer at Knoxville, Teon., attend-
ing the summer school of the Uni-
versity of the south.
Miss Cora Richardson, 320 South
Third sereet. will leave in July for
San Bernardino, Cal., to visit her sis-
ter, Mrs. Oscar B. Jones. Miss Rich-
ardson will make an extended stay
in California.
Miss Rose English returned to her
home in Louisville this week after a
delightful visit to her Meter, Mrs. H.
G. Reynolds. 603 Kentucky avenue.
Miss English is an attractive girl.
Mrs. James F:lward Baker, of
Tampa, Fig., will arrive' Thursday
to visit her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. Greer, on Fountain avenue. Mr.
and Mrs. Baker left Paducah last
winter to make Florida their home
and are charmed with their environ-
ments there.
Miss Carrie Soule Griffith will be
graduated ip June from Sullivan col-
lege. Bristol, Va. Miss Griffith -is -a
pretty and gifted girl and will be
graduated with the degree of Bache-
lor of Science, She IR the daughter
of Dr. B. B. Griffith and Mrs- Griffith,
1001 Jefferson street. ,
Mayor James P. Smith and Mrs.
Smith have _ bought the --handsome
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. At-
it'ins. "White Haven," in Arcadia.
They will occupy It during the sum-
mer and will make it the center of
much genial and delightful hospi-
tality. as the may-or and his charm-
ing wife are among theanost popular
of Paducah's young married couples.
Miss Eloise Bradshaw. the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. .J'4 Bradshaw':
1520 Broadway, will be graduated
-Delmont - eigreete, ' hreabilrit,
Tenn.. on Wednesday, May 20, with
the degree of B.A. Miss Bradshaw Is
an exceedingly bright girl and very
popular here. Mrs. W. F. Bradshaw
and Mr. V,'. F. Bradsbaw. Jr., will
attend the commencemetse .
Miss Marton Noble. teacher of
Win, and Miss Susan Smith, teacher
a modern languages, of the Padu-
cah High school faculty, are planning
to spend the summer in Europe study
Mg. They will be a greater part of
the time-at one of the universities of
Germany, after which'Ibey will travel
some before returning home. i
Mrs. Edmund M., Post, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs.• Cook
Husbands. In Richmond. Va.. for the
past month, will arrive nert week,I
aceompanied by Mrs. Husbands, who
will visit her mother. Mrs. Joseph H.
Fowler, 619 Kentoricy avenue. Mrs.
Husbands la exceedingly poputer in
Paducah and will materially add to
the summer pleasure and integest. I
Mrs. Gustave H. Warneken and
Mrs, Anne Berryman. of Clarksville.
Tenn . wilt he the guests of Mrs Ed-
mund F' Noble at "Rosemary." dur-
ing the Federation of the Kentucky
Women s clubs meeting hers In June.
Mrs, Warneken and Mrs. flenTmllin
are out-of-town meMbere of the Pa-
ducah Worms:Ws club. They will ar-
rive the last of May. ,
Miss Compton WI Miss Alice lets -
Chicago In June and the Democratic'
convention at Denver in July, and
will be in Paducah while out west.
Mr. and Mrs. Cobb have bought a
pretty home at Yonkers. N. Y., and
will move into it about June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burnett. of
Louisville. formerly of Paducah, will
spend the summer abroad with their
daughters. Mrs. Robert Horner and
Miss Susanne Burnett, who have been
In Palls for the past year. Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett will sail from New York
on May 20 on the Noordam and will
land at Boulogne. Mr. Burnett will
be a delegate at the Pan-Anglican
conference in London, June 15•22,
representing the Kentucky diocese.
The party will renurn home' in the
autumn, when Miss Susanne Burnett
will make her debut.
—.0—.
Hope For All.
Advising the timid man as to the
way to proceed on the threshold of
Leap Year, a current magazine gives
the following hints on how to say "no"
to a woman:
"Courage and firmness are the
Arst requisites. For the courageous
man, in full posstesion of all his fac-
ulties, it might do to hesitate and
evade the question, and thus delay
the matter until beep Year is over.
But for the timid map such a rule
will never apply. He must come
right out and say 'no,' without any
hesitancy at all. Don't think of the
consequences. Don't think at all.
Just say 'no,' and then jump out of
the window or by other means get
away from the scene asquickly- as
possible and leave the town. Go
mmewbere else, begin life all over
agaln. and make it a rule to take a
year's vacation every Leap Year
thereafter and spend the time at some
hunting-resort or mining camp where
no females can be found.
"For the courageous man, the man
who has nearly as mach nerve as a
(Man, a different policy may be pur-
sued. If the girl is not too persist-
ent—if she lives somewhere else than
in Boston or the Twin Cities or Chi-
cago—he may be able to avoid the
marriage and at the same time not
come right out and say 'no.'
'No better direction can be given
to this man than to employ the tactics
used bo•• women. Say 'I will be a
brother,' or 'This is so sudden,' or,
better tell, tell the girl that you had
intended pnoposing yourself, that you
object to Leap Year proposals and ask
her to wait until next year, when you
will have another chance to propose.
Tell her anything. Don't mind a lit-
tie white lie; resort to any kind of
scheme or device, but avoid the mar-
riage. Be very careful to word your
utterances so as to not become in-
volved in a breach of promise suit,
however, for here is another grave
danger of Leap Year. It may cost
you a large sum of money, or it may
cost yile your life.
• • • • • • •
:Weyer think of suicide ant* all
other expedients have been resorted
to. And remember Leap Year Is but
one day longer than any other year."
MATING.
Oh, get your rubbers out, my love,
and let us two go Moying,
The skies are leaden-hued above and
breezes cold are playing.
I think it well that heavy duds should
for the jaunt be chosen;
: would not have testi. like the buds,
benunrbed and well nigh frozen.
So get your ulster out, m3 dear, anti
let us two go Maytag.
That glad and gentle spting is here
the sportive bards are saying
We'll wander through the leaf) grove
and let the birds console us,
And then we'll hurry home, my love,
and take a quinine bolqs.
___ =Cott Her-J ou r n al.
Passed the Orsitioiy Mark.
Glasgow, Ky., May 16 - Mrs.
Nancy Witte. one of the Most widely
known and oldest women in this sec-
tion. died at her home some five
miles from here. aged 101 years. She
was the widow of the late John Winn
and molter of Dr. Smith Winn, who
is well known in Kentucky. Until the
pest three years she has never known
what it was to be sick or take medi-
cine, and attributed her long if. and
perfects health to this rule For over
half a century she had lived on the
farm where she died -It had been
the ritsioni of the people of 141i.: coun-
ty for Many ypiirs to meet at her
home on her birthday in November
and celebrate her anniversary with
many tokens of love from some three
generations.
"That young doctor is a queer eOn-
tradIctIon " "In what way?" "He
has an exceedingly good temper, and
yet he is lacking in patients."--Balte
more American.
Ws hard to be convincing without
convktions.
BETTER THAN SPANKING.
5:pawkier Ormignot cu.• Wm oil, beihrel•
nog Thar. is romtoutional cii e Ce 'hot
trowl,le Mrs. M Mehemet*, se.. W tbAnth bred
Int will wend free to •ar 'nether bet emcei.
fat h me treatment. will tun Iwo cameo
sewci so money. bat wtb• her teds• 1t,ou
chll.ittn trnahle rw. 5 skis es, nsw't
labiate hert.II4, Me chancel are It ret;'11 ha& It
etr. treetment al a mama • otto mai lard peo
Me CSe.hi. s atth sd.. 41111 silas. br day or
t. •
_SO
One of the Wright brothers pulled
the wrong lever and his airship
struck a rock, which leads to to ob-
serve that all now necessary In order
to enure aerial navigation as a com-
mercial possibility. Is an appatatus
for controlling gravity. Some simple
mechanism by ̀ which the law can he
Filspended or released at the will of
ste. operator would be sufficient. Then
If the operator, was careful not to
pull the gravity release 'lever, and
the “gravity suspender" did not catch
and send the machine soaring on past
the moon. navigatiogoof the air could
be made sate and comfortable.
As It is our fondest dreams have
been rudely broken. It Was the boast
of aeronauts that'  they were sae;
from the dangers of collision; and
scarcely was the boast uttered before
an aeronaut wrecked his machine
against a building to prevent running
over a woman in a low flight. Then
Mr. Wright ptillt the wrong thing
and- smash! His aeroplane become'
kindling wood.
We bate found grevny of Immense
advantage in our clfrumamholations
Pt the terragaeons globe. When he
iNatmoilb shine ,retire at night it is a satisfaction to
Gent that an immutable law of nag
wyssur. Jure will pievent our tallies tumid
.......11111310011 AWD, downward through space and cutting
SSW 41WOLISMING 00114,01112. our 
scalps on (le of the projecting
poems of Jupiter. For this reasonIMOMPIPOleaTISS.
- and several others arising from em-
ir. 111111111t. Presages toms founded on confidence in the
PAITIon. dienuirel tileasigge.— IOW, we are lesesed to fesor er et
illstenall et the peatellim at reattaint- adherence to the law of gravilation.
WY. 4111 eereed clams Matte,.
111101e11 LEMNOS! 1111111111114
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Personally appeared before me. this
Ray 2. 1908. R. D. MacMilien, bust-
Seas manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.





-The use of leisure often
mines the nsefilness of lite*
*specially while our aerial navigators
Manliest such gross carelessness in,
pulling levers and things.
•
eA.
"4 4The   zy-RoyNoR_ olT
j44,4***4 offn 4, oar **OM
GHAPtER I.
A Sleeping Nation.
Apathetic and unprepared the cdun-
try stood on the verge of war. The
u heels of Many closing factories
had droned a ffnal pretest. idleness
was spreading. and throughout the
land the subject of the Impending con-
flict was gravely discussed. Distin-
guished orators in great cities •pre-
dieted dire losses In prestige and
honor. and every hamlet had its
prophet of woe. The nation's position
as a first-class power, even its very in-
tegrity, seemed at steke.
Mkt in all this ominous unrest, this
clamor for action, tjee &din 'lest ration
at 't'asbington nat unaneved, smiling
what seemed to the rountr) ane the
leered at large a fatuous snaile of com-placency. It was then endeamotine,La lid previous crises, through the use
01 high-wending words, to avert an
actual clealeat WWI.
For eerie years there had bees
mooted questions between Javan and
the great American republie due in
'Om ars instance to troubles of a pure-
ly reseal character. The Piteinc coast,
which for many decades toe been com-
pelled by its geographical situate:*
to taw an economic int-as/en from the
orient.. wanted Mane Of the SMILE Alga 
beep across the lodes.
Other complications followed. Jar
pan by example and precept miE
matted the sleertilig giant which 
vc 
her sister tongue and had ;tint her
Qukkesand and the Nigger Branch of nee
that could be Invoked in time of need.Frozen who would make an airtight
and by further adroit poncy mall-
Obi to or&e "as pear nature as
tattled a similar compact with Great
could be made for a sixpence." And B i
A SOCKDOLAGER FOR NtGlIT
RIDING..
The jurors who axed the tesponal-
bility for the whipping of Mr. Hello-
%ell where it n.longed audefound
Judgment for $35noutt in favor of the
plaintiff *elicit a anusating blow at the
pastime known aa "night riding,
says the Courier Journat. Judge Ev-
ens is to be congratulated upon his
conduct of the ease, the juisra are to
be cogigratuinted upon having done
their duty without fear or favor and
the plaintiff es to be congratulated
upon baring adopted the proper means
for eventing scores wee his unneigio
I orly neiebbors, the unheroic heroes
of a midnight front' in Caldwell oona-
.1y and a Midday "'ascii In eicOrackeo.
The alibi testimony submitted to es-
tablish the innocence? of twenty-eight
defenslents was, as a total, manifestey
a manufactured product. Had there.
been a few leanest al.bis among the
twenty-eight set up they would have
suffered, like deg Tray, from the cone
Pany iii whites they were found.
The alibi. whist Judge Evans. in
hit instructions, characterized as "the
moat satisfactory defense and the
etuttet fabricated," is the ever-pres-
ent-heip-in-time-trouble to the moun-
tain feudist, whose methods are no
nes cowardly anti whose ethics are the •
Mane as those of his cousin the night
rider. Perjury. Where the reward Is
present and the chance of punishment
!emote. le a nenarkably cteap con -
reedit,. in any market, The late
Judie* Hargis could wind his horn at
Jackson and sail lee belly boys from'
as taigas Judge flares was regarded
et the mountains as the court of first
instance, the circuit court and the
pardoning power, as well as the grand
Judi: and the sheriff, there was never
a lac* of alibi er'itnesges when a meat-
her of the elan wee arraigned in court
to answer a murder charge. During
the litigation at Jackson, knynthianal
and Winehemer which resulted large-
deter-
I
ly from the Courier-Journal's crusade
against Horgisism. and willeb brought'
about the destruction of the power of
   the murder syndicate at Jackeon, sell-
The Bracken county judge has lrg perjury in court and suborning
warned the sheriff's deputies not to perjury out of court became unprodt-
able and uarpopular branches of in-
datetry. notwithstanding the Pact that I
many of the guilty escaped and fey I
were punished sufficiently._
The beeline:1g of the end of nigizt
rlditig is at hand. Conitiderable litl- -
gation t3 ftx responsibility for the
crimes tonnnftted in the tobacco dis-
tricts is to come In criminal and civil
courts, and no doubt in state aed feel-
er?! courts. To the end that the Mills
lot the rads, alien are slow enough inany erent, Shall :rind as-rapidly as
A layman might judge from the may be, and exceedingly line withal,
following elitorial in the May-field the authorities Monde. and doubtless
Messenger that both these teats are will, exert every effort to bring to
unusual or simply annual accomplish- troller. punishment wItnesees who
metes of the editors of the stale: swear false alibis ;for night rider*. A
One Month from today and few examples of what may be done
the Kentucky editors will meet to men who can be procured to aid
at Ceruleaa Springs to eat In the manufacture of alibis would go
chicken and drink water, far toward simplifying prpseentions
and reducing the expenses of litiga-
tion.
The verdict at Paducah, although a
sockdolager for the night riders of
Caldwell, was merely a lick and a
promise to the night riders of Ken-
tucky. to past a new meaning into an
old .phrase. Persons who have con-
tentidated doing any little kindneeses
in neighbors In the way of appearing
as alibi witorsees regardless of the
law and the facts, or who may be ap-
proaohed upon sue a matter, would
do well to relied t t perjury is fee
ony and etand -from under while there
is yet time.
permit soldiers to assist them in slak-
ing street* on night rider warrants.
That will not bother the soldiers.
They did not go to Bracket county
lb arrest anyone. They went ebere
to protect citizens from outrages.
which the county judge apparently
has encouraged. If it were not for
the presence of the soldiers, those
citizens Ayoub] not have dared to -pre-
fer charges. and compelled the unwill-
ing county judge to issue warrants.
A MAN AND AN OFFICE.
The reappointment of Alex Kirk-
land to be city auditor is a distinct
encouragement to public officials to
do their duty. It is not always true
that a man, who does his best In
offer, is reappointed. Likewise, it is
not always true that the man who
does his best in some private occupa-
tion is promoted. or even holds onto
his position. Sometimes a man is not
eminently fitted for the job. In the
case of Mr. Kirkland we have a man
of extraordinary qualifications for the
meeker. working earnestly in the
ciO's interests, regard •-ss of pone-
cal considerations. The ritv would
have suffered more than Mr. Kirk-
land by his loss. There are a great
many mete who can keep books, and
perform the clerical duties of the
office; Out it was well nigh- Inthenel-
Me to. And another Man who co
bring too much intelligent understand-
ing of the city's fiscal affaireento the
performance of his ditties. The gee-
oral colonel! and other departineata
are greatly indebted to Mr. Kirkland
for the snecess of their policies.
SLIGHTLY HITHOB01711.
It you would find folks you must
-first be yourself.
•
It's not the things laid on it that
make the life larger.
A crooked path is the Straightest
road to the traps of sin.
Helping always brings happhiess,
and bapptheds always helps.
GRAVITY.
Any man cab talk religion, but
only those who have it can preach
It.
You can't, always judge a sasn's
worth by the size of his bank bal-
ance.
Polities! Candldate--"WhIch way
do the farmhandselean atusad here!"
e Farmer RystopdenWell. • stranger.
around plowing and planting time
you will see them leaning against the
barn or fence every time your back
is turned."-Chicago Daily News.
"Every ballot must be counted,"
the first speaker had declared. "I
agree with the gentleman you have
just heard." began the one who fol-
lowed. "but I go so far as to Ray
that in certain emergencies some of




Why does be work so hard




tuanding trade concessions where
once she bad begged them. Nor had
she neglected the perfecting et her
navy, which from the time of her war
with Russia had been one of the most
caleible. Now it equaled in size and
probably excelled in fighting efficiency
that of the United Boles.
In the Philippines the racial war
came to such an acute stage tbat Ja-
pan demanded immediate adjustment,
although following the sane diplo-
niatir methods which characterized
her career as an advanced nation-
pitifully pleading to the world at large
that she was a small power whose
only wish was for peace, Invoking
sympathy on the one hand and pre-
paring to strike before hostilities were
anticfpated on the other.
And in the midst of all this turmoil
of mind and passiveness of accom-
plishment. Guy Hillier, secretary of
The British embassay in Washington,
found. deter and more personal annoy-
ances. ?The particular vexation was •
woman's perversity . •
He brooded over his love affair
more than the welfare et natIone as
he stood In the great railway station
of the capital on this night. watcisigg
for the arrival of the Florida special
which was to bring to him 'Norma
Roberts. after an absence of nearly a
month.
With soma bitterness he recalled
that it was not the first time within
six Months that lie had loitered la
this station. To him it seemed that
laud that even as be 
came the inventor
was furtively willing a pair of grimy
hands on his handkerchief. But it was
not the man nor the -suppressed tit-
ters of laughter that he recollected
best; it was the girl who escorted
him.
She came leading her father by the
arm, the daintiness of her costume
enhanced by the markt.; of the work-
shop on Ma coat. She walked smiling-
ly forward, completely self-possessed,
with head thiown back, and making
no apologies. Had it not been for the
conversation at the door, overheard
within the retina, !tone would have
supposed that she wished a more core-
masi"s 




guests, sad to Hillier's surprise, bound
In cunventionadity as he always had
been, it. suddenly seemed that in all
of it there eaa nothing inappropriate
nor Locoagruetta.
Then name that later hoer when he
was introduced to the savant, and the
latter had lookeil him seuarely in the
eyes and given him a handshake that
was surprisingly stroug. And the
girl; At the tirst word spohen by her
his heert gate a great leap, insistentle
demanding that he should know her
better. It had been easy to yield_
Its can, and he made occasion to be
as near her side throughout the even-
ing as was possible. He was to learn
later that she always was with her fa-
ther. nearly always inaccessible, and
sometimes wrapped in such thought
that he could scarcely probe tier mind.
The evening of their steering bad
ended as do all evenings - but thence-
forth he thttl sought he#. Their ac-
quaintspee crew to a more friendly
basis, and went steadily forward until
I on his part at least it culminated in
love. Sometimes he had the courage
to believe it returned At other linos
he grew despondent Meals assault on
the portals of her heart. but now that •
war and venetian.= threatened, he
was resolved to bring, his siege to the
issue and gain an answer.
A long-drawn whistle of increasing
l yolumet vibrated through the dusk;, one headlight stared more steadily
than the others which gleamed arose
;the network of steel rails beyond and
' came swiftly. picking a trail to the
great arched shed. With • anal clang-
ing of its bell, the big locomotive
perspired past him, the wheeling
brakes gave a harsh grind and the
train caine to a halt.
Guy hurried back with quick. Im-
patient steps to the Pullman. where
negroes dropped carpeted steps, in
time to see the one for whom he
waited emerge, calm and immaculate
as mime but with such a gladness of
welcome in her eyes that he could
barely resist taking her intle his arms.
Time might *tag, but It always found
her unehanged.'In stelae awkward-
ness he utok her lighter luggage and
wrap and walked with her to the exit
of the mese station. finding all his
carefully formulated seatenees for-
grime, and listening to her rattier
than ita Mg anything himself.
Almost the first question elle asked
him was of the war: and at this he felt
alncesbeettratinad known the girl he al- La tinge of disappointment It was too
ways had been waitiag and tonging- iniperrional a topic for a man who had
Stedliskri•held him In thrall since the waited a month for an opportunity to
nieftt be met her more than a year speak of affectem. He would rather
she gave first Uusught to what he had
been doing, what he was going to Ito
and what he teethed to do. Even when
they reached a more quiet place sitar
from it.., din of railway traffic and
aside front the rush of outgoing pas
sengers, she turned toward him with a
grave taco and asked for 'the real
latest news."'
"Do t• II me," she said. "not what
people say, err what the officials send
out, but the real Inside situation. Is
there ping Wise any waif"
"I am afraid so,- h. answered,
gloomily "The governmeet is still in-
sisting that there is not mueb danger
of a clash, and backs up its manila's-
toes by makiag preparetiou *hat-
ever. There has been no attempt to
mobilise a fleet In he Paelfie. st.tr to
assemble other vessels frau forefeet
ports, hut our own &Metes are tiat
war is inevitable and may come at any
before; when half reluctantly be had
acetspted an invitation to a reception
given to her father; and yeteineall
that afterthne lie had been in per-
petual suspense. Tile reception had
been much like other receptions, and
was given nes honor of another tnven-
tisn 'by "(141 BM Roberts,".. he styled




 had gone through mere care'
Salty, wishing to see at short range •
man who only a few years before had
eon dubbed a "harebrained crank.'
but whose were bad rental him ether
wise. Ile remembered the lights of
the drawing none the throng of
guests, and that Roberts had forp..0
tea the event and kept some ot the
rocs( distinguished men of the oaten.
Incleding et.ery member of the eabi-
se'. waiting till he ccultt be dragged*
trc n his laboratory at the end of the
iga rden.
Inveryene had taken the remiestsess
wl h Ametican good hewn., laughed
and chatted till a search count be
Wade. and then given way to the in-
ventees entrance, which was aot tri-
umphal- Row effected with something
avroaehleg a' lack of propriedes.
There bad been the sound of a high
rung, snarling voice In pretest from
the lower end of the draweig room.
which wail luxuriously furntshed see
proilded 'ever by Norma. There had
been a moment's silenee, then an ex-
cle mation loud enough to be beard by
these whp were ctirloutly expectaut.
"Weil, I couldn't help It." the petu-
lare steels came. "I got tired a wait ,
inc around, and went back to work.
Yea g•it me into this mess. TOO know
I Mat like dress affairs, and hate,
areas snits. orkIng clothes suit me
bet. So thee"
Everyone hiI looked at one another
in lerstandingO and smiled sthen the
erinent scientist and inventor had
hem led into the room Guy, craning
his neck le a sudden desire to see this
entry, bad • mistimed picture off a
math with a shock of while hair aryl
long eyebrows, from hr•neath eh!, 1.
glared ryes of great restlessness, reel
also remembered that the dress goit
which had (•aused so much worry was
allalaed with frailty spilled chenlJe.als,
moment."
Site did not respond, but teemed
almost to have forgotten hint In her
reverie and contemplation of his
words. Nor did she express surprise
and interest when he gave her a that
In the brougham 'which waited for
them beside the station gates. Not
till the heard him order the driver to
take them to a fasheseble nate did
she return trout the land of abstrac-
tion and become vivacious again.
-Where are you taking me?" she
asked. "Did I understand it that we
are going to an old fiend! I'm half
starved, and ant going to drop all this
war *object for a while."
When he told her their destination
she clapped her hands and showed her
approval by ionise: "That's good.
Do you remember the little balc?my
overhanging the street, where greet
things grow sod we used to sit knit
simmer when we wanted to be alone
and talk" 14 Of VP have the ilialeatay
table'''. His galling assurance that
ht. tt`OlcOlOPtoti /41111 that It was to
that very spot he was oondncting her
ht might forth her applause at is me
lection else Maori, out to look ahead
4111I they approached it, looked MO*
i tented wham they alighted before it,
i and eagerly ',teemed within ether tbs.
attendant swung open the (haws
Th07 walked across the carpeted
floors -and between tenets gathers 0th
era were dining, dud everywhere as
they went ahe was recalled to the
sterner things of life by a conversa-
tion which had no other topic this*
war. Here and there she recognized
men occupying more or less respon-
sible positions In the government, and
a few labour uniforms proclaimed
them to be Akers of the army and
natty These latter seemed discuseing
the 'emulate train a mons ceufidential
viewpoint, and held their heads close
together now sad then as if fearful
that ethers might overbites' their
whispered comments'.
"All criticising the government,"
Guy muttered, Indicating one' 6A311P
with a slight nod of ht s head. ''They
can't understand It any more than we
can" -
She looked et him tharply as It
about to speak, and then after an In
stapes hesitation closed her half
parted lips and advap red to the seat
she desirer A wlitte-chut waiter
served them eon deferentially brought
a newspaper still wet from the Press
"Thought you'd like to see the latest
extra, sir," be explained, as he left
them; and Niftier, with a leek of
weariness, glanced at the headlines
and laid It amide.
"Same old thing," be commented,
in reply to her look of inquiry. -TO
Ylasette has Met learned that not eves
coaling orders have been teamed, sed
this from no lees a person char lb.'
secretary a the navy, vino hi* s born
goaded Into flee speech by the con
staat pricks of criticism. I woad., if
these people are insane!"
"Guy," she retorted, I don't think
it altogether fair to speak of the men
at the head of the government as in-
sane ultil they have been proved in
error. Let's talk of something else
And he, worried and tired of the
topic. was glad to lead into twee per-
eonal subjects. Me thought of the
foorld minu4potio.ntor "'horn ISM
1101I id your father now? he
asked. "Is be improving in health,
and where is her
For the first time she showed some
embarrassment. He watched her. and
as she hesitated before answering be-
gan to wonder if theist Itfils not some-
thing concerning Roberts which she
was endeavoring to conceal from him
"Oh. he Is well, but very overworked
and tired." she replied finally.
"Rut' you haven't answered ail me
question." he insisted. "You haveal
told me where he is."'
She remained geese toeing with
one of the rings upon her hand and
,looking out through the vises to
where the lights of the city gleamed
wig There Going to So Anty Warr
below and stretched out into the
blackness beyond
"Norm" be geld, leaning toward
her, "Is there anything wrong with
him' All your letters conic from
Miami. There's a sanatorium there.
It can't be that your tether Is-"
'No-no--no. It isn't that'" she re
piled, bat with a 1614 of such appre-
bemire' that be almost died:eel tier
for the first time in all their friend
ship. "Father is ell right, only he hes
worked very bard. and- Oh. please
don't-Ingle& on my telling you eag
.-more! fleveoie, I should be freak
with you, of all persons la the world.
IS I could; but I can't be-quite"
Impulsively be stretched his heeds
across the table and seized hers. TOO
nuns of conversation had died our th
the room bark ot them, most of the
diners having departed. It had grown
to quiet that they could hear the
strains of a band from Mae of the
parks, !laying as gayly as 11 war was
an unknown contilefeelbe1:-
"Norm ," he sailplesedin g I Y. 'lake
are into your 'fedi confidence' Tell
me what it Is that troubles you'
Something does, I'm fur*. I bays read
it in your letters, and la atom' eyes
when you come to me Let OW ablial
it with you You know I love you
and a part of love be is share each
other's troubles."
He teed ist Mild her bands. bet abs
withdrew them tremblitigly. She
turned her face away toward the
lights of the night, without looking
at him. For what seemed a long time
be waited. "Oh. I wish you had set
maid thet to nue-Jest yet." she sa-
Sweeed at length. 'You melee It very
hard tor both of atsw. IwastlebiS
honest with you, wont to give you illy
contelenee and my -but I rate! 1
can't tell you anything Youo must
salt"
"Listen," he commanded, again
leaning toward her There is some-
thing which makes me think !.cte love
me 1 shall ask nothing more of your
lathe?, or of your plans, beesese
want to make you see the positing."
He frowned at the welter, who came
toward them and thee retreated.
"Norm," he went on. ' there is to be
war. Your country is waeriAlared, It
will be overrun by an enemy that is
ottidese nee that will COOK, to cafe
yrier The cad may not be defeat;
but as ceriala depth sesstr,
will writhe and suffer before it can
regain the ground it ewitl lose in the
outset. Can't you see that? ('an't
you understand what it will be for
you and your lather here under such
conditions' Don't you know that for
your very safety you must leave! As
my wife, or even my betrothed, 1 caa
make the sto so much easier kw
you! Give me the right, dear, give tue
the right!"
''It is impossible." she replied, turn-
ing toward him agatn; end he looked
hurt. "it is the very danger of war
that makes it so. Yoe don't know
bow much I wish I could lay Yes to
you; but it's Impossible I must be
with my father, I owe it to him. He
can't go away, nor can I leave him.
So until tbe way Is clear we east be
friends only, and no more."
He sat stunned for a nioneent. vain-
ly 'trivia( to understand a circum-
stance or cttnibinatIon of conditions
Irbil* could have dictated stab an
waiver.. Thee the thought came that
perhaps the girl before him tem ma-
king a secrilthe I. sonic awful men
me, and It could be only toe thing-
the threatened insanity of her father.
But whet had the war to do alth that?
Perhaps she wergild never be more to
Min if her father went Inoue., because
then she would say no became of bar
very love for hint, and the fear for pos-
terity. Their happiness, then, was to
depend upon the conditions of an old
man's mind.
"Norm." hp asked, softly, "Is it to
sanity'!"
She turned toward him in amaze-
ment, not fathoming his line of reason-
ing. -I can tell you nettling more"
She spoke as one under stress and
suppresshm. "Tmi meet ask nothing
more You must take my love on
faith or not at all mai you know It is
ewe for you to tell me again that I
am neepesary„ to you"
tie felt that It was • crisis wit!
Rhein, and slowly thouille of what he
wide say to break away this barrier
or induce her to remove the embargo
They sat looking Into the distance;
bat before he eisuld formulate an sr.
gumeot tee souud of s liorse's boots
madly elatsertitg over the pavements
commie sheet atientios it came near-
s, asiligeater. and then past them as
the street below • man in soldier's u'
Worm Sashed Mr. They lobed at eart
other wonderlog1y, half starting to
their feet, ant as they hoked a sudden
pandemonium broke forth
From KO siteyway nearby burst an
army to( netarbieres. the agreets madder
iy because aite• with pedeet dans
belched forth trona (tares and hotels,
and above all other sounds cans* the
cries tif "Ratty! Retry! War Dotage
out! War! Was! Warr
he turnedMitire.y fro. bits as If in
thlbee levies were an inetocable een-
trace of nearer,. parted the vines and
Aped silently looking oul into the
night: and be knew without seeing
;tat la her toes wore tears.
ers• be coatinued in meat ithuee
• .
TO13 DOW? HAVE TO WAIT
getsee does makes yes NV:otter. Les.lte
keeps year whole hieneem 4041. OW se the
seem- heck plow sewrireetr Prittetelltesile
11111 911111
L,......,........I°VOICE OF -rm.; PLOPLE
A teeter, le it.. N14•estoil. if ‘14,
14sseph I.. Preeleassa.
41'rom th, directors of the Hoene of
th, Friendlem
it se with hearts full of *ODOM
ogret 'hat we mourn the departure
of our friend and oteworker, Mr;
neepti I. Friedman; ihe who came
noo cur nedirt sell all the Nimes of
her happy: }seem nature, Cepensing
nossailne and sheer. Trely ere was
• spirit of tire-for she came
ut.ne ••-great luippinaie by tie way of
greet forptfulams." Always quick
to fa-Grease the good. standing ready
en rebuild the (ellen. patient with the
7 mit saw sought to cher, aid and to
rive comfort aied hope. Her many
line •tsr.butee endeared her to a large
i'd. of friands-ette will be aimed
i the medal life, but her lift. flower-
ed to the fullest fruition IF ill her
devotion to the Children at the Home
- rite iteattered her charities like lbw-
ers a* their feet, for to them her heart
went out In aP its weidtti of love and
empasetion Today at the Hod. of
the' Friendlesi her metleOry is tee
earthed in thic hearts of many Stile
ones who hies been made Nippier by
the unselftigh- gfving of her time Mei
self. Ever faithful to serve In any
way for the rood of others she was ah
I Otiration to her co-workers and he#
wipe conftee4 sed advise. will Moss/illy
mooed Mrie we stele to emulate
her 4-xample by a deeper Interne 'in
tee work she 140 mach loved. "elle
has papered away Ilk. • gentle breath
rfto the beautiful Insti by angels
Dime."
*There la a coupon in !Sunday 'e
yf o.nse you. (let it. orth
Cartes Helover it. Appointed Again
Mayfield, Ky., Mast 16.--Professor
Leaven% n has just received notice
from Hon. 011ie 
I 
JII4, of the reap-
pointment of Mr. las Brewer to
the vacant cadetship ip the National
ilillitary academy at West Point, N.Y. When Mr. Brewer was first ap-pointed In the winter be had hnt two
days for review work before being
ordered to St. Louis for examination.
He 4141 dot pass by a %mall margin,
Nee one applicant In one loindred MO
Paile this examination sescesetully on
such short noticeI
•
-Tie•re ia a conpon In Sunday's
reee-Dismato h for yob. Get it, 11 oral
name( helix 14, yea.
Postmaster Hardin Ford. -of Ben-





Cloriniusti Enquirer Wasilingstm Spr-
ee.' Ceuta/es That laterinstioe.
A Washington special to the Cin-
cinnati Sweeter says:
"i'ice Preside& Fairbanks will be
the first Reptileican presidential can-
didate to establish headquarters at
Chicago. Next blionda.t morning
Joseph B. Keeling, the United States
district attorney at Indianapolis and
one of Mr. Fairbanks' managers, will
open up office- at the Annex hotel.
where the ..unal committee will
assemble later on.
"It was learned that Praetor-elect
WILlana 0. Bradley, of 4Centurkr,
whom the Tett forces in control of
the state convention at Louisville last
week refused to give a place on the
delegation at large, may go to Chi-
cago as a proxy for one of the del.--
gales from the Second Kreisky de
trice The delegates from this des
Met were instruetesi for the vice-
president, and eoneteretrtie Bradley
would go as a Fairbanks boomer.. If
this plan Materializes.. and it is now
believed it will, the eloquent senator-
elect will second the nomination of
the viceepresident. whose name will






Cleasago 13 7 .640'
Pittaburg 12 8 .600
New York 11 9 .591
Philadelphia 12 9 674
Bement .  1-2 le .500
(eactinnati  5 12 .421
'I. Louis  9 141 ZIP
Itrooklys 5 16 310
At Chicago.
Chicago, May 16 lerooklyn out-
batted and oatilekled the !orals
Score; RHIC
hieago  t; 2
'rootlet)  6 II 1
Batteries' - Eraser and Kite': Mc-
Intyre and herpes.
At in. Louie,
St hou.s. May 16 Berner Meted
lit., and ass 'even good exteniert.
Score: R H II
St leruls 
Beston 
[Muerte*, Itaernond. llostentie all
Ludwig. liorner add Rowena*.
At Pitishents.
Petsburg, May 16 - WIll s we
knocked out of UM bog In the thind
Score: R U
Tittsburg   0 4 it
Phi la del pb la   11 14 0
Batteries; - Willis. Pbilithe Gibson
.ind (NM nor; lila • sae Hoofs.
At Clurlimett.
Cincinnati. May le. - The locals
blew up in the eighth.
&ore: R H
Cincinnati  2 s 2
.t, Yark  9 11 a
Datterke - (nampbell and Scathe





Cleveland  12 10 .545
Sr. Lassie 11 12 .6241
Fh Slade/it la le 10 600
fla Ica go  11 12 47)4
Detroit  II II 5.0
Wad* hthilTh  * 14 .391
Dolton  5 17 3t1)
At' 'Mew Tit*.
New York and Cleveland, pod-
polled owing to rain
At Philatletiplallik
Pb ladelphia and Chicago, peat-
posed owing to Tait)
At Watthiseles.
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Makes the most nutri-





The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
No fussing or fretting over
the biscuit making. Royal
is the aid to many a
cook's success.
NO ALUM -NO LIME PHOSPHATFS.
THE ',LOCAL NEWS
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forms for real estate agents for
isle at Dili ot54-e.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a Ow months. and I have ac-
quired an interest In his business and
shall /toe after itefor him. Any in-
furmatiou with reference to any
branch of It aill receive prompt 'at-
ono°. if you will call up The Sea
ollice. Both phones ;38. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-We ran give you the Steel -car-
riages' in the I ily for wedding. hall
and thearestseralts. Our prices are low.
er than thole, charged for like service
In any city In America. Our service
Is second to none, and the best in this,
ell). Palmer Tlansfer Company.
-If you want a nice limn sow
Brunson's lawn grasp. seed. Flower
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower
Shop. •Ini Broaitway.
- -('hance of a lifetime ti bu) jew-
elry at sour own pr•Vee. Aw.tion sale
now going toil at Pollock's, 313 Broad
weY. Next ea e 7:30 tonight.
- Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, and
ktelik supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Cleaients -& Co.
- Straw and ['enema bats cleaned,
guarenteed. 'New York 'Mine Parlor.
40s % Broadway.
- For house eumhere, door plates,
brass stencits, brass and aluminum
dee ks of ell k type signs.
markers. See The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South Third. phone 35S.
A 27.e box of our exterminator will
rid your home of Owes. mean roaches,
mice or rats. Your money hack If it
deesn't. Eamlelter, the grouer.
•- Tickets for the ball game Son-
day afternon between the Paduelth
team and the Paris. Tenn., nine are
now an sale at Gilbert's drug store.
•----Chanee of a lifetime to buy jew-
.e1r) at jour own prk•es. Auction sale
now going on at Poem-Vs. 333 Broad
soy Next salea7:30 tonight.
- - Mr. Harry toiline. one of Midis -
earl's west [emitter singers, and Mr.
Owen Tully, another of Paducalee
fblVISflibe and popular piano players,
are now. ceettected with the Kozy the-
ater. Mr. Collins will wing the 'Pus-
'itrated gongs at night performances




In the mind of the scrupu-
lous housewife, spring clean-
lug and bug exterminators are
indissolubly linked - a n d
rightly so. Mag5 extermina-
tors, insect powders and moth
balls art' Rs necessary to house
eleauing as soap and water
and we have the beat line Of
them that can be bought. We
handle the Diamond Brar.d of
pure Ileltuatian Insect Powder






43 I !teed* ay Polk limn 77
wort.
New 1-••rk. May 16.- -R. a. Dun's
week', trade report follows:
stee. seasonable ten;perature has
bone:Tit distinct improvement in the
trade tomtit tens during the Pu)d
%%eve linters are assembling at the
primary markets to attend special
saleseand stocks of staple goods are
running Inc In the retail stores be-
ra te-. ennservatIve purchases. Mer-
inelile •4411erlions are more prompt,
but tal,e-erting conditions are at the
least satiefactory point of the year
Hine far. 19 per cent of the freight
care 1,‘Ing
Lower pikes for pig iron have
been minuet with good results.
Whre the textile situation le AM
complicated by many conflicting' in-
fleences, the price, of cotton goods
/kre in many eases as low as possible
trader the _present conditions. but the
outlook for activity is brightening.
As td woolens. there Is • fair depli-
rate business In men's wear.
Developments are aFner In loot-
wear and leather. New England shoe
manufacturers are increasing their
output ati shipments are stotstee.
Gaily larger. A fair volume of dupli-
cate orders for quick delivery of
summer goods are received from job-
bers who. are carrying light stocks.
rrade in leather`continues unaistis-
factory.
RAILROAD NOTES
J. A. Lawless, who resigned his
PelsItion as ear inspector for the Pa-
ducah Traction company to aecept a
similar position with the Nashville.
Chattanooga & St. Louis railroad.
will begin work with the railroad
Monday. ..
Fred McCreary, of the ear repair-
ing department, and Fred Flannigan,
of the Mt hino *hope at the DIMON
Central, will go to Morg-aafield to-
morrow to attend a Knights of Colum
has Initiation.
Herbert Terrence, who has a cleri-
cal position with the Illinois Central
railroad at Chicago. returned there
yesterday after visiting his parental,
here for
The pay car left this morning at
4:30 o'clock to pay the from Pad.-
1
 SicKlaney will sing illuetrated songs
luring afternoon performances, and
also slily 3 epecialty during the inter-
i mismionli at night. Patrons of this
eopular theater are assured the very
,,-st in songs and music, and by home
:sleeve Mr. loots Farrell never over.
leoks tile opportunity to give the beet
land alwlays patronize home talent.
Ev••iy 4niploye belongs and lives in
Paducah.
Polloek's auction sale of Jewejry
stares today; three sales each day-
10:e0. 2:30 and 7:30. Nothing re-
lented. 333 Broad". ay.
-The Elks baseball team of Marion
ill., will play the Elks 'team of P111•114-
cab Jun. 7.
-- Auction sale of fine jeweire now
on at Polloek's. 333 Broadway; next
sa'e 7:311 tonight. Handsome souve-
nir given sea) each, rale. e
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES 11 IN METROPOLIS 1
• earewhie Party. I -Mrs. Sam Wells visited her daughs
A bletbday surprise party was given ter. Anne, in Paducah the ear4 part
lest night to Mrs. C. C. Petty, 16L7 'of the wek.
Broad street, by her friends. Thel Mts. Vesta Leonard visited Padu-
home had been decorated prettily in cab Wednesday.
gr*, n and white, and refreshments of1 William 'tentage made a business
hes and cakes were sersed. About visit to Marion the early part of the
s,xteen guests were preseht during ' week. • '
the evening. Mrs. A. 'Davis and daughter, for-
mer residents of this place. are visit-
(died Meettnar of Matinee' Modest lug Mrs. L. 'Corns.
tiqb for Monday. I A. H. BurIlson and family left
An important meeting of the Mati-,Thursday for DuQuoin.
nee Mu•Ical club is cal:e41 for Monday.' Miss Carl Choat is visiting her site
May IS, at 14, o'clock In the morning ter, Mrs. W. Ft. Brown. at East St.
' with the president. Mrs. Hubbard FL Louis.
l evees. at her apartments in the Em- Robert Lynn has returned from at-
?pine Flats on Broadway. • lending school at Allem. ill._ -
I The club will, bring the Verdi J. C. Courtney. one of our most
Quartette of Chicago here on the prominent lawyers. has gone on a
evening of Monday. June 1. and the vacation in wbich he expects to visit
meeting is Co arrange for this and important countries of 'Europe..
also to discuss some plans that thel Miss Victoria .. Walker. who has
club have on hand for the entertain-,been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Georgei
l ing of the State Federation during its King: has returned to her home near
evasion here June 2-5. I Joppa. .,
! 
Jesse Gurley.  who is working In
Art Department Hold% Final Meetine. Patitesh. is spending a few days at
The Art department of the Wo- blouse. s
man's club, of which Miss Anna, Sam Martin, a well known East
Webb Is the chairman, held. its final Metropolis citizen, was buried There-
meetime for the Season this tnorning Iaye-
at the Woman's club house...Tele pro] The meetings at the U. B. church
gram coueluded an interesting study.conducted by the Rev. Walter Spence,
of the Italian School Of painting, pastor of the Congregational church,
The artists discussed were Palma are well attended.
Vecchio by' Mn. John J. Dorian, Tin- -
toretto by Mrs. Sydney Loeb. Car-
TOBACCO NEWS -paccio by Miss Webb. Paul Veroneseby Miss Dow Husbands. 
Before adjourning Mrs. Victor
CO
gracefully presented Miss Web with
a handsome silver purse and Miss
Alice Compton. who has been such a
charntIng contributor to the Art open
meetings, est% a beautiful book.
Miss- Compton will leave shortly for
Mu rope.
The Art department will study
French art net year.
The Rev. William Bourquip, pas-
tor or the German Evangelical church
who had an operation performed on
bls nose last week by Dr. Otto Freer,
of. Chicago, is recovering rapidly. Dr.
Freer lecture& at the meetfiig O. the
medical Repetition.
Mrs. Mary Brian. of Marshall
county, was operated on yesterday
for appendicitis at the Illinois Cen-
tral hospital. She was resting well
this, morning and will recover. Dr.
W. S. Stone. of Birmingham, assisted
the hospital surgeons in the opera-
tion.'
Mr. L Robertson.- of the He1ve-





Col. Swathe' Crossland, of May-
.





New York, Mae 16.-Dun's Re,.. alum, last night In 1.4e city,
view says:
"Hark clearings for the second
week of May make a highly Setter
showing than the returns for the pre-
ceding mouth this year, total hank
exchanges for the week ending
Thursday at all leading cities in the
lTuitvd Stales being $2.233,81:4:1672,
a decrease of leper cent, compared
with a seer ago and 19.2 per rent
compared with the corresponding
were( of 1906. Nearly every city re-
ports set:- Iler exchanges than in either
Mr. Thomas Long, of the Cairo
Home Telephone company, is spend-
ing a few days with his family in the
city.
Judge William Reed came down
from Dawson to testify in a ease
pending in court this morning, but
returned at noon. He is feeling bet-
ter today than yesterday.
Mrs. Edward H. Bringhurst, 620
Kentucky avenue, will arrive home
tomorrow morning from Henderson.
Ky.. where she has been for a week
tb, two preceding years, thonght.isltIng the Misses Virginia leetchcli
there a . -Till a few exceptions in the and Belle Lockett.
The Rev. G. T. Sullivan left today
for Clinton. where he will preach the
baccalaureate 'sermbn at Mervin col-
lege, Dr. Sullivan will retdrn Mon-
day evening.
Miss Maud Marshall. of Kedknk.
Joule who bas been the mime of Mrs.
Peel Detart. 203 Fountain_ avenue.
lett for her home last night.
Mrs. %V. r Bradtdmer left at
Tema teen for Nashville, Tenn., to
1. present at the' graduation from
li..imant college, of her daughter.
Mee EloleelFeadshaw.
Mr. L. M. Rieke, president of the
A met Ican-fietinin Nat tonal bank,
*lett to Loulaille this morning on
business.
Mrs. A. L. Berry returned ,to her
home In Uniontown this morning, af-
ter visiting her son, Mr. J. J. Berry.
Ml's. John Dillon arrived from
Hickman at noon today to visit. MTV.
Vernon Blythe. 3,03 North Sesentn
street,
Mee. J. II. Davis, of Tampa. Fla.,
Mrs. Frank 011ihtms of Mayfield; and
Mrs.. T. H. Scott, of Rots, are the
smells of Mrs. J. H. Dmis, 439 South
Fifth street,
Mrs. Thomas McBride, of Union-
town, who has been visiting Mrs. N.
R. lisesortson, 1319 Jegerson street,
retnfneit-410Me today.
Mies Ethel Roberftion and Was
Ruby IMnlap left today to visit
frienNt a in May field,
Mrs. C. F. Suing, of Huntsville, Ala,
Is the guest of her fester, Mrs. T.
Moore, 1187 North Sixth street.
Will Fisher, eon of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank M. Fisher, who has been 111 of
appendicitis, is recovering rapidly. He
Is out of danger now and will be re•
moved honer In about a week.
Mrs. Michael (Seldwell and eleldren
returned to their borne in Fort Worth,
tbis morning after a three
weeks' The to friends and relatives
in the city.
Mrs. .1. H. Buchanan, of North Six-
fietith street, is visiting Dr. and MM.
F. V. Klmbrottgh. of Maxon Mills.
Mr. Paul Cooper, of Denton, Is the
truest of Mr. Ben Wilson, of North
Eighth street.
Mrs. W. A. Martin is improved to-
dAy from her Illness at her home.
1109 Jefferson street.
Mr. T. I.. Reeder. deputy jailer.
eonttneee to Improve from the pistol
pund he received left week.
Mrs. C. C. Grassham end daughter,
Pmdine, isft today for fienttbiend to
i.4811.Vdife Tobacco Market.
The Dark warehouse sold 23 hogs-
heath', of dark at $7 to $3.90.
The Planters' warehouse sold 13
hogsheads of burley at $7 to $16, and
3 hogsheade of dark at 11$7..95 to $6.
The Central warahousee.sold 100
hogsheads of Mules' at $6,40 to
$14.50. and 25 hogsheads of dark at
$4.30 to $9.40.
The State warehouse sold 20 hogs-
heads of burley at $9.60 to $14.
Report of Sales.
Report of sales of tobacco made
by the Planters' Protective associa-
tion for week and year to May 11.
1908, in hogsheads Is as fol:ows:
This week. Total.
Clarksville . . 364 1851








Murtay  86 602
Total sold this date. 1789 bilds.;
this year, 9142 hhds.
Graded this wee', 27E6 hhds.; this
year. 36100 bhde.
Sunday Schools,
Hot S'irringseArk., May 16.-At eht
morning session of the convention the
Rev. J. M. Frost. of Nashville, read
the annual report of the Sunday
school board. The report in part Is
ha follows:
"The ovelpts show a gain over last
year of $17 5S2.3.4). Eight year!' ago.
-when the convention met In Hot
Springs, the annual receipts were but
tittle over $70,000; this year the,
reach the noble aggregate of $179.-
0e0.37. The business not only pro-
vides for the heavy expenditure neces-
sary to its own success op2ration. but
te also a missionary rower, and has
become a nerve center in the denomi-
nation's life.
"The board has done three things.
First--It has been self-sustaining
making ample provision for the in-
censing demands of a growing busi-
ness. Second-1k has set aside at
Narliville. as necessary to the safety
and eMeteney of Its business. about
$N40.0110 in tanaible assets. Third-
It has made gifts to lb.' denomioatioli
aggregating about $275,000. (boos-
ing for this outlay such channels and
agencies as the Baptists of the south
hive themselves created and are fos-
tering.
"The amount set, aside to denomi-
national purposes is $46,110.18.
"This, bum represents what may be
recognized as the cash dividends the
Baptists of the south receive from
their publication blueness.
-The board now has a reservt fund
of Vie:NM and a building fund of
$31,000. Last fall the board Made a'
gift of $20,000 'to the Woman's Xis-
alonary__Unioe for its training school
at Louisville. KY.
"The board's permanent funds now
Amount to over 9100,800, although
it NA given as largely as heretofore
to all mitts:rime"
Hog J. H. Koos, of Calloway coun-
ty. and Mr. R. N.,,Keeti, It Fate,
Texas. are In 4he city this moon
to see Col. B. B. Linn.,elte Is ill.
Mr. en& Mrs. Rollo Graham. of
Enid. Okla., are guests of Mr. Gra-
ham's parents. the Bev. Me. Graham,
pastor of Calvary Baptist church. and
Mrs. Graham. They came here from
Pecitteah. where they were called by
the death of' Mrs. °lethal:Wave, rand-













Tbe suit of A. G. Owsley against
the Globe Bank and Trust company
is being tried In eircait court today.
and as the isee involves many bust-
woe transactions. some of which are
rolunlicated, it probably will not go
to the Jury until late this afternoon.
Oitsley is suing for $2,000, which he
claimed to have had on deposit ln,the
bank during the administration of W,
B. Smith as president of the institu-
tion. The money was chocked out.
but it Is alleged by Owsley that the
signatures to the checks were fer-
eerie& The hank's defense is that
In the many -personal business trans-
actions the plaintiff had with Smith
the money was used up on Owsley's
authority. Judge Reid is a witness
in the case and Judge James Camp-
bell is presiding as special judge,
Court adjourned at noon today and
all cases on the docket that have not
been reached went over until next
wesk, including the suits of the city
against J. le Jewell and Lee Robert-
:on...and the Osburn-Byrd slander
suit. The eases will be taken up
when the Owsley bank case is con-
cluded.
In County Court.
Fannie White and other heirs of
Norvell White. fluid a friendly peti-
tion in county court yesterday, asking
the court to appoint commissioners to
divide the estate of Norvell White,
Deeds Filed.
E. Freeman to J. II. Pryor, prop-
erty on qamithland avenue $773 
L. Barnes to J.. H. Pryor. prop-
erty, on Smithland avenue, $32.3.
G. R. Radford to Max B. Nahm,
property at Second street and Ken-
tucky avenue. $3.5.ise
E. W. Whittemore to Frank Arnold,
property at Twentyelleth and Jones.
$1 and other considerations.
Ft. H. Willingham to H.- A. Fut-
trell. hind in county. $100.
. W. C. 0. Bryan to Robert Perry, lot
in'oliryan's addition, $300. .
In Police court.
The docket in police court this
morning Was:, Drunk a.pd disorderly
-George Richardson, colored. $10
and costs. Breach of peace-rharles
Murray. colored. $30 and costs. Reb-
bery-Will Shearer, alias 'ATI Orr,'
and 'dim Taylor. held lo the grand
,eteee Jury and bond Axed at $300. Obtain-
171 trig property by false pretenses-W.
12.90 E. Johnson. continued until Wednes-
day. Criminal assault-Frank Blote,
179 colored. dismissed. Selling liquor to
1620 a minor-Dan Galvin, dismissed,
Breach of ordlnance-L. D. Sandere,
-ontinued until Wednesday.
-There Is a commit in Sunday's
Pese-Dielletch for you. Get it. Worth
atosnething to you.
Inquiries have been, received from
the Scott Manufacturing company of
St. Louis, founders and machine
builders, about the advantiees of Pa-
ducah for a branch factory- of that
concern. The letters have been
turned over to the Commercial club
for investigation. Tbis company wants
Paducah capital and business men to
take an interest in the proposed
brands factory, which will be located
in some Kentucky city.
DO TOE OWN A HOME?
How long have you been paying
rent, and do not own a picket on the
fence or shingle on the roof? Own
your home. $6 a month or 20e a day
wie start you, and, after the loan is
granted it will cost you only $7.50
per month on each $1,000 borrowed
with 10% years to pay, back. We
have bought and built 300 homes at
$1,000 each for people id the state
in the last two years. Call on Stani-
ard Trust Co., State Manager W. E.
Mathews, for a few date-at 216 South
Third street. lienntberger House,
from 8 a. in. to 9 p. m.
Xpitscopel.
GRACE-The Rev. _David C.
Weight, rector. Holy communion at
7:30 a. in. Sunday school at 9:30 a.
m. Rentilar church services at 10:45
a. m. and 7:45 p. m., with sermon by
the rector. There will be no Monday
afternoon Bible class until the
autudin. •
T. P. A.
There will be an important meet-
ing oe the T. P. A's at the Pittner
House this evening at .8 etlock.
E. LACKEY. fieey.
3 FORA 1-41
Now Look! Any 3 of the
articles mentioned below are
yours for 25c Saturday, 16th:
25e Package LightninuSilver
Dip




















6 and 8 ring Mullin Pans
5u foot Wire Clothes Line
Toilet Paper





2 quart ('off" Pots
1 quart III:k Cans
Miik Strainers
2 quart Cups.
4 quart Covered Buckets
Bridle Bits
4 quart Stone Crocks
10 quart Flaring Pain
3 for Twenty-Five Cents_
fiEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
inn' re. -rated,
-
Subscriber, inserting want ads in
The Bun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for when
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
Sc every one without exception.
FOR heating and movevreed rise
437. P. Levin.
WANTED-Two furnished rooms
eownstaIrs. Ring 915, new phone.
FOR RENT-Four, room house on
Clay street near 16th. Hank Bros
-OVERSTRA-XT, the painter. Old
phone 2559. .
FOR RENT-Three room house.
10311, Monroe street. F. M. Filter.
FRANK HEGARTY, plastering
contractor. Prompt attention to job-
bing. Phones 1833.
FOR MOVING, hauling. packIngeor
Picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones.
George Rock.
STEEPLE-JACK and elevator man
John Buell and Ben Smith, foot of
Monroe street. and office.
-FOR SALE--Four-room house and
lot in Mechanicsburg. A bargale. at
$2311. Address "Bargain." care
J. IC. MORGAN hem Shoeing.
general repairing. relator Urea. WI
130•1 th Third.
-WANTED-Lady solicitor of neat
appeacaneee. Apply Credit Tailors,
118 1-2 !Teeth Third street.
-CEMETERY WORK given prompt
attention. Joseph Mattison; Jr., at
the cemetery.
CARPER contractor. Proastit
attention to repairing. Call E. *E.
Moore. New phone 528.
FU RN ITU RE.- EXCHANGTe-Paes
best price for furniture and so:min.
205 South Third. Neve phone 901-a.
_
For gale.
Gasoline launch 22 feet long, 6
/terse-power, 10 miles an hour. Phone
423.
STRAW HATS called for, cleaned
and delivered. South Side Pressing
club. Both phoned.
-1-1-1-GrYCnt It EPA IRS-Phone 101 a
new phone, and we will call for and
deliver work promptly. Welkert &
Huge. 126 North Fifth.
l'A-ft-URAGE-Two hundred acres
good, shady. plenty water and more
-Three is a coupon In Sunday's cram than 100 horses can eat, Apply
euet-Dgeplittil for yoa. Gm it, Worth John W. Roof. Phones 745.
wimething to rm. GET OUT that old suit of last year
 and hare it cleaned an pressed by
  James Duffy, Ithiuth Nin:h near Broad-
way, and it will look like new.
FOR SALIO-Ose new and one 'sec-
ond-hand fireproof combination safe.
Paducah Printing and Book Bineling
Company. 'S
FOR REN4-- Ten room dwelling.
1319-1221 Trimble street, only $16,
including water. Apply le J. Fried-
man. 128 Solidi Third.
FOR RENT Two front office
rooms. betereen 'Penh and Sixth on
Broadway. will be vacant May 37. M.
F. Singleton. Phone 119.
WANTED--Yotme ladies of neat
appearance can make $3 to $5 per
day. Apply to Mrs. a 'W.
433 Clark stieet. at 8 a we
FOR SAL0---One 14 bereeltairet
gaeothis engine. Franklin make. Milt-
mitre fr r gasoline boat Newly over-
.auled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-









FOR SALE--At a pertain. seven-
' .1111 slate Nal WV brick house
iLot 65x166, oa Sixteenth street fla-
tiron Monroe- and Madison. Ring
old phone 11$3.
--- -
FOR RENT-Apartment In Hecht
Flats, 511 Adams.
NeCE gentle pony for sale at 11117
South Fourth. 1
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnished or
unfurnished. Ring 2255. ..
FURNSITE-15 -ro- tr light house-
keeping: 313 Madison.
WANTED-Two solicitors of neat
appeirance. Apply 518 Broadway.
Ask for Mr. Bourquin.
FOR RENT-Store room- in Em-
pire Flats. Heat furnished. L. 8.
DuBois.
FOR RENT-Dwelling. Kentucky
avenue. near Fourth street. L. S.
DuBois.
W'ANTED-A good second-hand
range with hot slate; box. Address
F. W. C., care Sun.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened and
adjusted at Jobe Greif's, 318 Wash-
ington street. -
LOST-On, Rowlandtown car NT.
104, Saturday morning, black leather
pocketbook containing money and
black gloves. Return to Sun office.
ARTS & MASON sweets/tors to Mt.
J. W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
street. All kinds of fixture aid other
carpenter work.
WANTED--Saleamen to sell lob-
Meeting oils and greases on salary
or commission. Excellent side line.
The Champion Refining Co., Cleve-
lead, Ohio,
WANTED-For U. 8. army: Ablte
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good characte- and temper.
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write' English Men wanted for
service in Cuba and ,the phifippInes.
For information apply to Recruiting




Paducah, Ky., May 14, 1908.
Sealed proposals will ..be received
at this building until 2 o'clock p.
May 18th. 1908. for furnishing fuel,
lights, 'rater, lee. plscellaneous Pun-
plies, welshing to els, hauling ashes
and spriokting streets for this bulditig
during the fiscal year ending June 30.
1909• or 'nub portion of the year as
may be deemed ads legible. The right
to reject any and ail bids is reserved




To the Wanien as Well is Men of
Paducah:
If sou have no life Insurance, boy
stone: If ss !lase buy more.
as you can't have too mach of that
kind of a good thing. Patronise your
own home agent that spends his earn-
ings in your own home town. See
advertisement in anether column. •
Reepectfully,
M B. NASH.
Agent New York Life insurance Co.
-Auction sale of fine jewelry now
on at Pollock's. 333 Broadway: next
sale 7:30 tonight. Handsome souve-
nir given away each pale.
Notice.
All members of Man, hesrer Grove
No. 29, are urged to present at
Jersey camp hall, Third and Elizabeth
streets. Sunday, May 17, at 1 p. m.
sharp to assist the camp in memoriaL
service and decorating at Oak Grove
at 2:30 p. in.
A. L TAXMAN. W. G.
NORA JORDAN, Clerk.
L-Potloelee auction sale of Jewett y
Idiart• today ; throe Flies cacti
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Another Week of Surprising May Sale Bargains
Prices now at the lowest on Women's Suits and Waists; big bargains in dependable Footwear; the greatest of all Clothing sales; new
Dress Goods and Silks at big reductions; a great sale of Chinese and Japanese Mattings; new models in,Millinery with still lower prices;
a bargain sale of Gloves, Embroideries and Laces. Convincing low prices in every nook and corner of the big store the coming week.
STYLISH MILLINIRY
Cases fall of charming hat,, leeight
at sacrificing prices on sale the com-
ing week. Great assortments of the
season', best, the new, the correct
and approved shapes and styles, all
priced at prices that make it to your
best interest to buy byre.
(heat Dress floods Specials
in the May Sale
r One table of 23c values at 19c.
One table of 30e values at 39e.
(Me tabie of extra values at 4Sc
One table of,jil values a(75e:
One table of •1.2,:, values at 96e.
Wash Fabrics ler the May Sale
If you haven't seen the 2or fabric-4i
we are selling for this sale at 12%c a
)ard. Don't delay, but come along.
Ific light blue Ginghanars, very
special In this sale at 10c a yard.
White Lawns for the May Sale
3.5c line Linen White Lawn at 315c.
40 Inch Persian White a 50c value
for :2 \fic iesard.
India Linons ?f unusual merit at
seed 
Short lengths from 1 to 15 yards
"priced apechil tor-this sale it 8 1-3cs
a lard.
A May Sale of Charming
Waists
Stylish Lawn Waists 75e, 90e.
$1.00, $1.35, $1.5\0, $1.75 and $1.95.
Stylish lAce and Net Waists at
$3.98, $4.75 and $4.98.:
Stylish Jap Silk \Valets at $1 65,
$3.98, $4.75 and $4.95.
Women's Snits
At the lowest prices of the season.
some of them are now about half of
former prices.
$10 suit this week at $5.95.
Most retnarkable suit bargaine
from $5 9.5 to $14.60.
$1 Black Mercerized Pettit-
cos, s 59c
This extraordinary Friday and Sat-
urday bargain will be continued next
week. Don't miss them It you' want
7.9c to do the work of a $1.00.
Matting. for the May Sale
New China and Japanese Matting,
Bought (item a year ago on import en-
der for this year. They are here now.
Most probably cheaper now than they
-setti be again -When you consider the
quality.
Special May Sale prices 17%c 19 SS c
and 24c a yard.-
avl)
Department Store
North Thhrd Beirert, Juet Off Broadway,
A May Sale of Slippen and
Shoes
A tsig variety of styles. Our lines
a' $441, $1.73, $2 and $2.50 are
great.
Our prime range from $4. $3 50
and $3 down.
Thousands of men, women and (-MI-
dren end it to their interest to heY
footwear here. If H.'s good for theta
It will be good for you.
Stylish Skirts for Next Week
el the May Sale
The greatest assortment In the city
to select from. The best fitting. hest
banging man tailored Skirts at prices
re higher than you have to pa v others
for Ill fitting, pooitly constructed
Skirts that does the wearer an injuat-
-Ice.
Here the coming week at 98e 'up
by eery stages to $18 each.
Men's Suits in the May Sale
at Reduced Prices for the
Coming Week
Orly ballet) men's suits reduced to
it It:. for thls sale
One. lumen of flijell'h SIIRS reduced
to $6 85.
One bench merits reduced to is 75.
hixtraordinetry suits that you can't
match enieshere in quality, style, fit
and color at $10 to $15. Come try it
and get convinced that we advertise
truthfully.
Men's Pants
Men's Pants for the May Sale One
lot wen's $3.50 pants for this sale at
112.45 a peek
Men's NegFgee Shirts
A peat sale of 50e Shirts at 39e
each
Bey.' WashableSuits
Big Meek here and more on .
way for Ma) Sale. PrIoes range
(rem 5,4. up to $2 a suit.
Men's Straw Hats hr the
May Sale
Values that will please you at 30e.
$I and $1.50 each. s,
Mea's Balbriggan Shirt* and
Drawers .'
Qu.d•ti,,. out of the ordinary at
25e and Woe each.
DAIRYMEN DON'T
DESIRE ANY TEST
And Fight Tnberculos4s Or
dinanee In Police Court.
dissatisfaction among the fa; me re and
dairymen. At Grahamville the farm-
ers and dairymen intend to get a vet
ernarian trout Metropolis to make the
tests, but their attention was called
to the reading of the ordinance. It is
understood that some dairymen have
had their herds Vsted by vest-martens
other than the city inspector.
iJudge (Vows Takes Cane l'inder Advise-
ment and Will Deckle M'ednes- 0.1,..**********4
Say on Law.
Nlethodiat.
BROADWAY-- The Rev, G. T. Sul-
livan, pastor. No preaching services
will be held tomorrow as Dr. Sullivan "Lost Opportunities." . ;Paducah
left today for Marvin college at Clio- CUMBERLAND--The Rev. Jamie! .leairo will eont:neie rising 24 to 36te ie to preset the baccalaureate leer- McLeskey will--preeeh at Roger's bail, Water is still- running 4o a Cell)/441 'boors reaehing seohtly over 44 41 fret. mon. Sunday school at 9:34 a-, In. Sunday morning and evening at the terable volurno out of The upper itarts i The T. one twee at Floe nee and lily-
.
Unfavorable legislatioar was the Epworth League at Cis p. m. Public usual hour. Friends are co-Cdlally In- of the rivers as evidenced by anotherclass In which the attorneys placed the cordially Invited.
WOr I.D HIRE OWN DOCTORS.
city ordinance requiring dairymen
selling milk and better in the city to
have their herds tested for tuberculo-
chi by the' city milk and meat inspec-
tor. In order to make a test of the
case a warrant was sworn out against
Dr. L. D. Sanders by Hounder. A.
P'owler, who is desirous of totting the
validity of the ordiaance, and argu-
ments were heard this morning by
Police Judge D. A. Cross. As the ease
Is of much interest to the eitirens of
the city and to the dairymen, „lodge
Close has taken every step carefully,
aid will not give his decleion unt:1
Wednesday morning. Authorities
will be considered, as .Judge Cross
said he believed the cats will land in
the higher courts however it is de-
cided.
Attorney Thames ("rice represented
the milk -stealers. and he read many
ordinasam.from other cities in Ken-
tucky, having teats for food. The
testing of the cows orotnises to de-
velop some Interstate law, as many
farmers across the river In Illinois
beIng milk and butter into the city tea
sell. It was agreed that whenever the
mOlt and butter Is brought to Padu-
cah it is subject to the laws of the
(att, and may be examined to see if
adulteeited but the qatation whether
the Paducah inspector would have the
right to laspect the herds of the
datrymen arrow; the river was
brought up. Tht. ordinance provides
hien of inspecting herd of every farm-
shell inepect the herds, and It. is be-
lieved that this will be changed or
ectastrued to read that any competent
atterinarlan may test the herds of
dairymen selling milk ri the city. •
Without girds any decision in the
case. Judge Cross said he believes the
elan of having the herd of every farm-
er.selting milk in the city as impracti-
cable Is the iilan of having each can
of sulk tested before being offered
for sale. State Senator Wheeler
Cam p bet 1 represented Mr. Fowler and
cited decisions In the supreme court
of the United States. suitaining the
tight to test food for diseriee or to
prevent dletare. There was en much
authority to look up that Judge Cross
asked the attorneys to bring in briefs,
IIMd a de-Haien probably will be given
Weinesda) warming.
The clause in the ordnance
Inv outer the city milk and Mar in-
stpector to do the testing has caused
Morning eubject: "Christ Jesus, and
Fie Cruetted." Evening subject:
"Treading the Wine Press Alone."
SWOND-There will not be an)
presetting services; at the church to-
morrow. thinday school at the regu-
lar hoar.
NORTH TW E E.FT I I ST R EET- -
The Rev J. R. Clark, pnstor. Th4
regular services will he neld.
!
I
I River Magee.Cairo  14.0
'Chattanooga 1  6Cincinnati  33.8
RIVER N hit I
Presbyterian. Evansville . . . . 36. 4
FIRST--.me ac•. W. E Care Flottmee  5so
pastor. Usual serviece Sunday Johnsonville  10.6
Mt. Carmel ...
.Louisville   11.1
Nashville 1" 6
Pittsburg  5.7
St. Louis  31.3
Mt. Vernon 38.4
37.3
!Tennessee river this evening.
 1 





on the wharfboat. becameI
widows yes:tot:day when the only
rooster fedi overheard mid was
ormaiwilookorseroare,,rawro.roors, . drowned Captain Frank Brown has
!set one of the hens and expects an
, have spring chickens in i short time
0.2 rise When the ricer gets lower, the Bet-
0.8 fall tle Owe% will go Or the wars to ffei
3.7 fall a few new planks The ferryhthi
0.6- fall . might hare gone to Mound City hut
.03 fall iireferted to patronize the" hUllte ship-









THIRD STREET-The Rev. H. B.
Terry, pastor. Morning subject.
"The Gospel of God. of Quist."
Children's Day program in the even-
ing with an address by the Rev. J. W.
Blackard. the presiding elder. Even-
ing subject: "ReligiOn Stating Young
People."
MECHANICSBURG-The Rev. J.
\V. Centrill. pastor. Sunday school
at 9:15 a. m , J. W. Smith, superin-
tendfet..• Morning subject: "In the
Storm." Junior League 2:15 p. to.
Senior League 7:34 p. m.
GUTHRIE AVENUE--The Rev. T.
J. Owen, pasor. The regular serv-
ices will be held tomorrow by the
pastor.
TRIMBLE STREET- The Rev, G.
W. Bantle pastor. The Rev. J. W.
Blackard. presiding elder, will preach
tomorrow morning. Subject: "The
Ditastrous Compromise With the
Devil." De. Banks will preach
in the eveaing. • Evening subject:
"The Lost Talent." Dr. Banks will
preaeh the tiareakiurrate sermon of
the Cobb-Nichols college at Dresden,
Tenn., May 31.
Chrlatten.
FIRST- The Rev S B Moore.
iiardor. 'Sundae' sebo°1 at 9-30 11. m.
Morning subject: "Conecaled in the
bowie of God " Evening blibiert
"The Glorious Christ."
TENTH STREET- -The Rev G. A.
li-Wellen, of May-aeld. will reread; to-




liam Bourquin. pastor. Owing to the
illeess of the pastor there will be no
preaching services tomorrow. Sun-
day school at the regular hour. The
Intitatia conference of the Evangelical
German church ;I. In conference this
week at Freelandsville. Ind. Mr.
John Rock is representing the local
(turtle and he will return next week,
I.T'THERAN -The Rev. William
Grottier, pastor. Storming sermon In
the German language. Evening pub-
is-et: "The Holy Ghost's Reproval."
riRwr-The Rev. M. E. Dodd, pas-
tor. Dr. Deepl is attending the South-
ern Baptist penventkm, and the Rev
J. R Nark will preach tomorrow.
echoolat 9:36; at Mizpakend Hebron
misiiirns at 2:30.
KlinNTCCKT A V EN El- The Rev,
J. R. Henry pastor. Meshing sub-
Jeet: "The Life and Character of Ju-
das Iscariot" Evening subject:
%Red to hear the taleated youth. Me
great-grandfather was one of the find
cumberlaad Presbyterian ministers.
lVhen Padueah was a village he often
preached here. His grandfather, the
1414r. Jrreeett McLeskey, • month ago
retired from the 'charge of him coo-
gregation. His father, eke Rev. W
II. Mcleakey, is pastor of the Fulton
C. P. church.
Raman Catholte,
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES-The
Rev. Father Jansen. pastor. 1-bith
mass at 10:341 o'clock. Vespers at
7:3',0 in the evening.
(hristiam Science. •
Services at 11 a. se. Sunday schooi
at 9:45 a ni Wednesday at 7:4-:4
I. m. ''Three lAnks"
Fifth street and Kentuthy avenue
room *road floor. Public cordially
Invited.
Salvation Army.
Hail Mon South Fifth street. fain-
day at 2 p. m , children meeting; S p
m., public tervice. Allier(' heartily
invited. George Gundel, superintend.
ent.
Church Notes',
The Woman's Home Mission so-
clot) of the Third Street Methodist-1
chive* sill meet Monday afternoon
at 2430 o'clock at the choral.
The Woman's Home Mission erwle-s
ty of the Trimble Street Methodist
church will meet Monday afternoon
at 3 o'clock with Mrs, J. M. Oentry
1136 Trtnabie street.
At the Third Street Methodist
church a protracted meeting will be-
gin Moneta) and services will be held
every day at 3 o'clock In the after-
noon and 7:46 o'clock in the evening
The Rev H. R. Terry, the pastor, wilt
be assisted by the Rev. W Irion
of Dresden, Tenn., who has tw-411
Peclally stsoceesful in eV•11gPlleil
work. Itr. Won recently closed a
meeting Where there were 135 con-
verts, The Rev Mr. Dion is wel'
knows hers, as be held the pastorat.
of,, the Trimble Street Methodis
church for several years, and he haa
rrlitttie0 ID the etY Cntil he arrives
the Rev. J. W. Blackard will assist
Mr. Terry. Monday evening the Rev
l'r Blackard will preach oo "Pilate'..
Cluertien--Wbit Shall I 133 With
tone Christ?"
rise of .1 In the last 24 hours in the
face of a falling condition at most
other points. The crest of the rise is
passing Paducah sow. The stage
this morning was 37.3.
Strawberry pickers are baying Pa-
ducah In large tomb, rs on the Dick
Fowler every morntag for the ripe.
fields near (giro. It is the. annual
migrallth to the track Karde n region
of southern Illinois. The herr) etcet-
era are paid 2 cents a quart and the
expert ones can ph* from lee to lit
quarts a day.
The Mysterious. Mr. Rallies hae not
visited the river front. but if be does.
he will find the. interest In him as
strong there as elsewhere tn'the city
Most every river layila in Padueart
reads The San and they are equipped
to catch him if he comes their way.
B.g eompet It ion ettt Into the
rowdi the eiraelit0a steamer .1. S.
•Itherwise would have had yesterday.
The carnival, circus, moving picture
shows and other attractions with the
river excursion made Feddurah a live-
'.' place yesterday. Early this morn-
ing the J. S. left for Nashville for 4
two weeks' excursion engageno'nt•
Captain M. N. Mullen, with the
'Vest Kentucky Coal company's bar-
.or boat Kuttawa, is coaling the liar-
.estor today, which will leave .in a
laje or ins'affer a tear of coal The
giran of th's company's fleet arrived
sat /Odd from Me/alibis with empties
or the Caseyville mitres.
The Lyda has ioiaed the "summer
'sort" as the mouth of the Tennessee
river Is now called, from the large
%umber of boats tied we there wait-
ng for the tie tnisfilsoss to become ac-
Monday w411 Pee greater activity
One usual In the parket movemeeis.
('be SaltIllo will arrive Mortrlay peeli-
ng front the Tennessee river for St.
.ouls.
The Buttorff will come in frN
Zartiville and leave at noon Monday
or Clarksville.
The Georgia foe should arrive
donday evening from Cieehinatl on
he downi trip to Memphis.
This afternoon or tonight the Joist
1. Hopkins will arrive from Watts-
ille and cliar without delay for the
4444e port.
business on the In trip was good
vith the Kentuck4 and from the way
'might was rooming down .early
thriving, will he good going up the
Ontrial Forecasts.
. Thl. °hie at levansvile will, fall
at an Increasing rat- for ieveral irla)s
At Mt Vernon will begin falling to-
day and fall tor several days. At Pa-
ducah will rise slightly for 12 hours
aid be. mi.: stationary itattirda•. At
l.-rton. nut ms ik change for 24 hours.
:at Johnsonville sill rise slightly for
I hours.,
The Mississipol at Pbester will rive
during the, next le. hours. At Cape
Girardeau wilt eitntinue haling 1: to
31 heter's
The Watiaeh at Mt Carmel will eon
finue falling.
(Onatnessed from page este.)
•
had on a white waist -and hit• dirk
hair. I found a very good seat, only
I got _behind two Merry WIddw
hate. The ladles were &ratted very
nicely and seemed to be ennoing the
show. I noticed they both had the
Paducah Sun in their hands. I got
an Interested in the performance I
talmost forgot I was "The 1M,Sterlous
Mr. Raffles." The perforrnant e Ia
worthy- eif „Interest and every person
alto has not' had the pleasure of wit-
nessing the Crsstal he' this eiek is
Missing a great treat In the amuse.-
smelt line.
•„
After leaving the Crystal I ("Wel
on Roy L. Culies's clothing store.
As 1 was entering the store I sowed
an elaborate display of stria hats In
the window. My attention was eill1:041
to a beautiful- line of shirts, vers ar
tistirally dbiplayed in a glare; show
rise. Geer the-Fere was a sign whielt
read. "We make shirts." What at-.
!meted my attention most in th:s
Modern place of im,,liess wee lb-
by going down the street, nillIng In
the crowds, helping to look for my-
self. I taro:led down the street until
.1 so* a sign which road, "Smoke
Home:" and I watched my chance.
and, while some poor 'unfortunate fel-
low was having the time of his lite
by being taken for "Raffles." I made
a quick entrance and a double quick
."-sit. I noticed a show ease with •
fur and comp:ete One of plpek, very
nicely arranged I also noticed on
the. left a very nicely arranged rack'
of post card', and I noticed In par-
ticular the gentleman behind the
cigar case, filled with a complete line
of high grade cigars. lie was rather
stout. was In his shirt sleeves. bad
black hair, parted on the left. Mier
:caving the smoke house. I crossed
'the atrsist and went doer' and laid
Hank Brea, a visit. I found It very
difficult, but nevertheless 1 -made an
entrance. I noticed a gentleman
standing In the middle of the store,
tall, in his shirt el . a dark shirt,
slightly gray mustache. Everybody
was very hefty welting on customers.
Judging from the eppearaore of this
stork of goods. Hank Bros Is a well,
eqtelpped and neatO arranged hard-
ware store. Gentlemen. don't Col
excited the next dine. Just was the
-right words and You will get the
4r1ght man. I noticed the clerks paid
more attention to their customers
than they did "The Mysterious Mr.
Raffles." The most I ran say is re-
gard to Hank Bros', hardware stern
Is that they show every attentiotread
courtesy to all those who spay their
store a visit.
After leaving Hank Bros. I' walked
luli the street until I dune to the
'Cryetal theater. I purchased • ticket
of a nice looking young lady, who
artistic 4144 the high grade clothing
was (Depilated 1 have had the pleat-
rore4'4  ivnied dlifirtte„it 
cities 
greatie ntandy ureinlogthminyg
tilisterlous career, taut never saw the
equal to this enterprising plate of
bus ne•• in thiet di). As I was
leaving the store I noticed a gent 0-
man waling on a customer who ass
dr.-seed • dark suit anti a Olio k
.144111far and 
ritdri b)dfirm,uhagdt:".'• .-omplete line of
e iges,: rthirey rtor to kem11a4.dk.' aiein.stinis,11-.
I I -later visited Sieeth's drug store
dark-tompirsion gentleman to whom
j aailerd, evidentlt did not seed the
,!aitei.11e:Usfotro hi 
did 
nt, imtitfori7dPuttiel°6111e111 1 °tiro-
man to be very courteous and showed
me ellet" attention.
t After leaving itleath's drug afore,
lerhich rerinpleled inv reminds and 4wf-
fired no oisitgatIons. urned tee
p'•,. f resident* to rest Ty
• yfter a hard day's work.
e• 
Secure Today One of Puts
New 'Panic Policies'
Convertible Term, Low Rates.
Participating.
Compare Rates With Other Companies
Mutual Benefit
Age 40
One year term n 111.30
Five year term 1/1 1 52 Ss
Twenty Pay Life





Our 'oar term $15 22
Five year term 115.75
in 20 )earil $45.20 .$42.79 '
Other szes and &suites of policies in proportion. This oom-
pany leads, others follow; THIS conipany.,!-,haa alws;n been
gui eeonoMically managed rannpany. 01 heti Way,. twen forced
to it by competition and stair laws. See the titeli rsigned.




Pnone 108.3.4A 108 Fraternity Bldg.PADIU6.A11. KY.
Watch thla apaaa Monday.
- --Tek11 Your Grocer to Send YOU NOtiling EtUt







W.I1 not heat or must. You ;hag know it by its whiteness.
Manufactured Daily by BRADLEY BR • S. Paducah, Kentuelcz
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• ROOTS AND HERBS
A SAFE AND RELIABLE BLOOD PURIFIER
In the time of our forefathers the forests and fields were the only labor-
atories from which they could procure their medicines. is They searched out
and compounded the different roots, herbs and barks into remedies, many of
which have been handed down to succeeding generations, and continuously
used with satisfactory results. Among the very best of these old time prep-
ationa is S. S. S., a medicine made entirely from roots, herbs and barks,
In such combination as to make it the greatest of all blood purifiers. This
absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. makes it the one medicine that may be
lased without fear of harmful results in any slily. Most blood medicines on
the morket contain mercury, potash, or some other strong mineral. These
act with bad effect on the system, upsetting the stomach, interfering with
the digestion, affecting the bowels, and when used for a prolonged period of
time often cause salivation. No such effects ever result from the use of
S. S. S., and it may be taken by children as safely as by older people. For
Sheumatiatu, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Malaria, Scrofula, Skin Diseases,
and all other troubles caused by impure or poisoned blood, S. S. S. is a per-
fect remedy. It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons,
impurities, humors or unhealthy matter, and makes the blood pure and rich.
It eliminates every particle of the taint of inherited blood trouble, purifies and
Strengthens the weak, deteriorated blood, and establishes the foundation
for good health. S. S. S. is Nature's Blood Purifier, and its many years of
successful bervice, with a steadily increasing demand for it, is the best evi-
dence of its value in all blood troubles. Book on the blood and any medical
advice free of charge. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.e.A.TLANTA, GA.•
AM.. tsiNst 11. Then OLEIC.
4. Peel ,Aitested Deed for $24mr,4Wio
Is tweure of I onseyor.
PaJ /gay It —The American con-
sent a' iii of A. Pitel, has be-
come unpleasaili)tnvolved through
her attestation of a document in a
suit brought by the widow of Leo-
pold Saba. formerly of San Francis-
...el, to annul a deed conveying to two
of her w(nis certain property in San
 Freertero rained wt—Iliteto„tent. —gtr:-
PItel has admitted that the attesta-
tion ass Mindy at the request of one
of ti,o stone %Ritmo the prosetsca.of
the taiellitr.
1C1REstis GETS DIVORCE.
I ritr.i firheff Separated From Her
litiffuti Husband.
New York. May 16.—A decree of
absolute divorce in favor of Frital
t•letteff, the actress. was signed today
by Justice McCall, on a report of a
referee who heard the ertdence. Miss
itielscff was marrird to Baron son
Hadeleben in 11103
MANAGER MALONE
OPENS WALLACE PARK CASINO
MONDAY NIGHT FOR SEASON.
Ruth Grey, the ,i,ttraetion fee All of
Nest Week, Beginning Mosalay
N Otte.
Ruth Grey will appear at Wallace
park casino for one week, commenc-
ing Monday. May 18. There are hun-
dreds in this city who have witnessed
her feats of mind or spirit power who
are fully persuaded that Ruth Grey is
Just what she appears, or is repte-
Dented to be.
In fact. Miss Grey makes no claims
She simply appears before the pub-
lic, answers scores of questions that
have never left the bands of the
writers. She goes further, expresses
deep sympathy. offers consoling
iwords, gives 
information as to future
events and calmly warns against line
pending danger. She makes the sur-
p4sing and startling declarations in
a matter-of-fact manner. She enter-
tains and literally astounds man)
who witness these sittings, or what-
ever one may call them.
Xveryone is entitled to their own
opinion regarding Ruth Grey. She
Professes to be utterly indifferent to
applause and to criticism and there is
no effort made to make any person
believe anything. The opportunity
will simply be afforded you to form
r awn roneluidona lifter seeing her
any night next week.
Two matinees will be given during
this engagement, one on Thursday
afternoon for ladles only another Sat-
urday afternoon for the general
those who most ignore individuality.
Tie rainbow chaser at least gets a
run for his money.
We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values
hi Inks, Pencils, Envelopeti, Carbon Paper and Office Supplies.
,es it Ihellf1 anything to you if We say Falcon Pens at 50c a
grosaf NVe dou't ask you to keep an) thing that don't in t you.
We cell the ve, y best stuff made and know the quality and
prices arc right.
D. E. WILSON IHF HOOK endMUSIC MANI
fairseli WILSON TO RESIGN.
Word Plachot St III Become Secre-
tary of Agriculture.
Washington, May IA.—Secretary of
Agriculture James Wilson, who has
held his cabinet portfolio longer than
any member of the president's official
family, according to intimate friends.
will revisit In the near future.-
Should Secretary Wilson resign be-
fore the expiration of President
.Roosevelt's term in March. 1909.
there is little doubt that his etiocessor
will be Clifford Piachot, United States
forester.
Trouble leads some men to drink,
but lots of others beat trouble to it.
BLUE
WOMEN
Women should Under/ADM that
melancholia, comnaortly called "the
blues," is in nine times out of ten a
sure symptom of some tie rious female
organic derangement and should
have immediate attention.
Women whose spirits are
depressed, and who are ailing
and miserable, should rely upon
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
as is evidenced by fell a tug letters.
Mrs. F. Ellsworth, of Mayville,
N. Y., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
"For three years I was in an awful
despondent and nervous condition
canned by female troubles. I was not
contented anywhere, and was in sueh
constant fear that something terrible
was going to happen that it seemed as
though I should lose my mind. Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
restored my health. and I cannot say
enough for it."
Mrs. Mary J. Williams, of Bridge-
port, Ill., writes to Mrs. Pinkliani:
I have been suffering from a female
trouble, backache and headaches, and
was so blue that I was simply indespair.
I feel it my duty as well as my pleasure
to tell you that Lydia E. Pinitham's
Vegetable Compound cured me. The
change in my appearance is wonderful,
and I wish every suffering woman
would try it."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink.
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard .remedy for female ills,
and has posit i vely cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulmra-
tion, irregularitiea, periodic pains,
backache. Why dou't you try it!
"" Those who believe that matches
are made in heaven have faith to A woman's hair Is always too thick
burn, or too thin to suit her.
DO CIA'11 WOMEN
ATTEMPT TOO MUCH?
In an interesting eonveraation not
long ago Mn.. Joseph Mumford, of
PhSadelphia, gave some pertinent
ideas appropos of women's work in
club life and misapplied energies. It
was her opiuitin that moat club wom-
en tiled to do too much and worked I
too bard, forgetting that they could
not acconseillah all of the great results
in a day, or even a term of office. Her
suggestion was that instead oi trying
to bring about a number of big re-
forms, club women divide themselves
riteadnbralchintis2 ..u111:14 Sea h V 0$ .
into bands and lend their influence in
not more than one great undertaking
at a time. In her long experience in
clvic and educational club work Mrs
Y•tumford said that she had fouhd that
'women very often lent their aid to
work of which their better Judgment
could but disapprove. This she be-
lieved to be the result of their impul-
siveness and generosity. Such women
were like people, who in throwing a
stone threw their whole bodies at t
same time. Women, she said, nearly
always throw into the undertaking
not only their interest, as men do,
but their whole body and soul, so that
io a little while they find themselves
wrecked its health and wholly unable
to accomplieh just what they Mailed
out so zealously and overeisruestly to
gain. "No woman In the land believes
More firmly in woman's ennobling in-
fluences than I do, nor in the power
of that influence for good in molding
public opinion than I do," said Mrs.
numford, "but I do believe that we
women are making a great mistake
when we try to belong to half a dozen
dIffierent organizations and try to at-
tend ail the call, business and social
meeting's. We can't do them all well
without doing something toward un-
dermining our own physical strength,
fact that we owe our first ditty to
and we must never lose sight of the
ourselves and our homes."
• Kitty (lighting her cigarette)—
"Don't you smoke, Claire?"
Claire—"No."
Kitty—"Well, you are behind the
times."
"Claire--"Oh. I don't know. I've
learned to swear and bet and drink
highballs and I've got a safety razor."
—April Lippincott's.
Look before you leap; you can't
Jump back from the fire into the fry-
ing pan.
Even a wall flower will bloom when








The stifling air of a
close kitchen is changed
to comfortable coolness
by installing a New Per-
fection Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Stove to do the
family cooking.
No kitchen furnishing
is so convenient as this
stove. Gives a working
heat at once, and main-
tains it until turned out
—that too, without over-
If you examine the
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
you will see why this is so. The heat from the
chimney of the "New Perfection" it concentrated
under the kettle and not dissipated through the room
by radiation. Thus it does the work of the coal
range without its discomfort. Ask your dealer about







a clear, powerful light MOM agreeable than gas or
electricity. Safe every. here and always. Made
of braes finely nickel plated—just the thing for the





Roth Sustain Bruises — Peaceniaker
Also Hort.
Guthrit, May 1.6.—Senators Morris
and Roddie engaged in a fist fight on
the floor of the senate hero today as a
result of Roddie calling Morris a liar.
Senator Roddie sustained serious
bruises on the head. Senator Brook,
who intervened, was hit by the com-
batants.
Real Meaning of the Worw "Club."
The founders of the club movement
Intended that the club should mean
more to a woman than- the whiling
away of an idle hour. It means study
and self-Culture to this great body of
women, many of whom were deprived
of the advantages of hightr education;
I; means an uplift from the rut of the
live, of busy housekeepers and home-
mekers; it means a broadening of
their outlook upon the world making
them better wives and mothers; it
means a widetlinff of their intelligence,
making them better able to cope with
the problems that daily confront them
The club that elms at thesc high ideals
will avail itself of every stimulus to
intellectual and moral development.—
Louisville Herald.
Cleveland Improving.
Lakewood. N, J., may 1g.—Mrs.
Grover Cleveland, who participated in
the dedication exercises of the college
of the City-of New York, returned f0
New York, and after a -vosit to the
sick room, announced that Mr. Cleve-
land is st-Aidily gaining strength.
The sudden change of temperature
iv the cause of extra vigilance on the
part of the attending physicians.
Manager Becker. of the Lakewood
hotel, says no arrangements have yet
been made to remove the ex-president
to l'inceton
$1,000 BONDS $200 s
Paducah and Cairo Electric Railroad
An Opportunity to make a Safe, Secure Investment and Help the City of Paducah
This Electric Road is a Necessity
THE conditions which we are building this railroad to meet are so unusualthat it is hard to gauge the possible and probable earning powers accu-
rately, for we do not believe that there is in the United States of America
today any section of country as badly in need of an Electric railroad as the
country traversed by the proposed Paducah and Cairo Electric Railroad.
Glance at the map and you will see that this is a thickly populated coun-
try, the two terminals have over 50,000 people. The farming through this
section is stupendous, and shows that the amount of freight to handle will be
so great that it would seem necessary to figure not how we are going to get
the businesi, but how are we going to take care of it.
Why This Road Should Be Built
It is conceded by all that a line of this kind will give territory through
which it will operate what has been needed for some time. The traveler will
soon learn that you can conic and go almost any hour in the day, that you can
spend a day in the country at a minimum cost, that you can come to the city
and do not have long, tiresome waits for a train, and that the small stock-
holder---we hope you will be among them—will have an investment paying a
good dividend. Electric railroads are paying handsome dividends all over the
country, and we know of no failure of any such line to do so. We are trying
to show you that this is the time to lay aside a nest egg for the future. There
may be some fear that this railroad with tremendous earning power will he
bought up by some set of capitalists, but, remember, if your bond is in your
hands the only way they can get it from you 111 to pay you your price for iL
Our advice to you is to invest every dollar that you feel you can sp'ar'e for the next
year or two in this railroad, a careful study of all the tacts in the case, the conditions, the
country through which this line will pass, will show you the wisdom of such a course.
Will Earn Good Dividend
We base this on enormous business the road will do, small amount of
Securities issued—no watered stock---the economical way in which the property
can and will be operated.
Now Let's Talk Heart to Heart
You are interested in Western Kentucky, and want to see it grow, have a
personal interest, pride and hate to see something that would be of such vast
benefit to the community allowed to slip by simply because you had offered
no ass'stance. Opportunity now confronts you, grasp it, a modest invest-
ment, which is not speculative, but sound investment. The sagacious man
or woman knows that he or she must grasp opportunity as it comes, not as,it
goes, help us and we will help you. Call at our office when in Paducah. We
will be glad to see you and talk face to face about this railroad. Come to-
morrow, if you can, if not, come as soon as you can. We want to See you,
we want to talk this matter over with you.
This is the Proposition:
The company has placed in my hands $40,000 of its 20 year gold bonds
to dispose, in denomination of $200 and $1,000 payments to be made by the
purchaser at times and under following conditions:
One-fourth (I) at completion of first five (5) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth (I) at completion of ten (10) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth (I) at completion of twenty (20) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth Or balance when entire line is completed between Paducah, Ky ; and
East Cairo, Ky.
Write or telephone, will be pleased to call and explain in detail how you (an hlp
Paducah and a meritorious enterprise. 
c
S. T. RANDLE Americ an-German Bank, Building, Paducah, Ky. Phone 1116-a
•
•
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Is now one of the dearest corntooditles "elliptic and 
tither commer-
teal business is wore or leis' fluetenting. 
andlluticertain: and notto
lug is more certain than death;
Consequentlp,
High Grade Lik Insurance
is kids,' the cheapest, safest and best invest
ment In the realm of
enance ad commerce;
Therefore
BUY AT ONCE. Policy in
The Great New York
Life Insurance Co.
For infertuatien n ti • rates for men and 
women and the beat
form of policy adapted to your age Itud condit
ion, in Sums of
$5,000 to $100,000 etsch
APPLY
M. B. NASH, Agent
All pelicies in this clouppny are Incimtestable f
ew) date of lave.
THE
FREEMAN







The only sAilitary pide
not a freak
For sale at
BONDS' DR•UG STORE, 215 Broadway
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better aid work 
better. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you are it annoyed f
iy horse hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert
 operator and will give you as
good work as can be done, at the regular pi ic
e,
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
'Incorporated. I
fourth and hentuctty Avenue.
INSURAINCE$ AGENTS

















Compbell L3iIdlrtg, F-IncluCetts, 
Ky.
Fighters Are Born; Not Made.
Some people say It is as nature for
mane men to be prizefigtiters as it is
for others to be poets, musicians aAct
artists. Circumstances often devel
op
le pugilistic nature In the successf
ul
(having man, but nobody can become
a topnotcher In the prisering unl
As
he has the natural requirements in
his make-up.
John. L. Sullivan's parents *Kea
declared that they intended their
husky son for the church, but nature
made the big fellow a champloa
prizefighter. It was about ,the same
with the parents of Jeffries: ' His
Lather. who is a travelling preaebee
up and down the Westernilvers, tried
hard to have his big eon follow in the
same path, but again nature stepped
In and declared Jim a gladiator. It
is almost always the case that parents
of pugilists are'epposed to the flght-
ing genie.
When Sullivan was a yeung fellow
in South Boston his father put him to
work ins Its factory to learn the
trade of tinner. John had refeete, to
study for the priesthood and 'wanted
to be his own boss. He dereloped
fond:tees for bestehen and at each din-
ner hour he would join his friends
In a nearby lot. The boss of the fac-
tory was a big, burly fellow, who
rteerb the apprentices with an iron
hand. When the whistle blew at •
o'eloelt be would accept no excuse
from the boys who were a few ado-
flies late.
One afternoon Sullivan was 
so
fliken up with the baliplayIng that he
did net hear the factory whistle and
was about tea agitates late when he
came back to the shop. With no
word of warnIttg the boss rushed at
John L. like a cyclone. clouted him in
the face and kicked him'In the body.
LAke an infuriated tiger Sullivan
tnrned, and shooting out hie mighty
fist be landed on the bows' jaw, sen
d-
ing the latter flying through a win-
dow in the yard.
sollitisiem Pasch.
Sullivan lost his job. but It was
not long after that he came to be
known as "the strong boy." The
first Cme he ever put on a pair of
holing. glove* was at a variety enter-
tainment in the Ludley-street Opera
house, in Roschury, Mass. John aj-
tended the show, not eipectIng to
take part in it. But it so happen
ed
that a museular young Man n
ame('
Scannel came out on the stage and
announced that he was ready to meet
'anybody in the house.. Some of Sul-
  livan's friends induced him to accept
  the challenge. So after a parley John
cliinbed over the foot'Ights: lie had
no holing toga with him. but he just
puled on his coat, rolled ap his shirt
sleeves and drew on the gloves.
Sullivan and Scannel went at It
hammer and tongs. In a mixnp John
received a terrific blow On the back
of his head. Ills ayes flashed fire,
"Will you take writable( 401vit41)8?"
drink'!" I "Oh. sir. that Is just a trade
 rus,
"With pleasure." ''- . of mine to give 
a ebtural and inter
Tbe photd was taken, and the sitter ested expre
ssion to th.face."—Lon-
sald: "But what about the' little In-14os T
it-Bits.
Keep Posted!
World's appenings, State, National a
nd Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge f
or delivery.
The Glieriee-Jeurnal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St. Louis Republic
The Record-Herald Claicage) Examiner
The Me-Democrat Chicago Tribune 
•
The PostelMapatch Nashville Americ
an
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle ())sicago Dully News
JOHN WILHELM Lecal Circulator





Singing, Talking and Dancing
CHAS. BOYCE
Funny Monologues and Songs
GOLDEN 6 BOGART







an I he came bite k .it his antikeonIst
with a punch so hard that Scannel ass
knocked clean ot.el th
e piano which
was near at hand 'iliac settled Sean.
nel. sad arse) stare -,1 eteleran on his
pugliistic career Prom that night
on his sole allibitit,:, ass to become
a champion fighter
Jim (wisest a Bank Clerk,
Jim Corbett beran his breads-in
fling career as an employe of a bank
He became a member of the Olymp
ic
Athletic C:tity. anti under Walter Wat-
son. a past master ot the manly art,
be soon developed a clever boxer.
Platte science was a natural quality,
and It was not long before he had
bested a:I of the best sparreri in the
in the club. Corbett, Slays that the
sight John .L. Sullivan met- George
Robinson at the Mechanics' pavilion
in 'Frisco he was the first person to
pass the gates at 5 o'clock In the af-
ternoon. He went early, to get a
seat close to the ropes and to avoid
the howling mob that Jammed the
building that night.
"That was my first real lemon in
practival professional pagilialle," de-
&arm Corbett. it was only a few
years later that Corbett became one
of the leading Male stars of the Pa-
cific coast. When he was Snatched
MI fight Peter Jackson Corbett's
father filed an objection to Urns' am-
bition to become a pugilist and also
wil:ingnese to meet a negro in the
ring. The old gentleman was faley
beside himself with rage over t
he
match and declared that he would
lines' Pin arrested! But Corbett took
his illaid mil, and said:
"Nei*. father. I've signed Articles
to meet Jackson! Tree, Ws a col-
ored man. and I Appreciate your feel-
ing, but I've 'Ivied the agreement
and can't get out of the tight without
41114gracing myself and lotting the
I friendship, as well as the money, of
la whole let of good People.' If Yoeprevent me from fighting Jackson in
'Frisco I will go to Australia and
fight him. You 'to/tidal want me 
1,
go off into a strange country l'
wh.t.•
I wouldn't receive fair play, would
you?" TM.; was tO0 mue h for 
the
c:der Corbett. who shook his herd a
nd
walked awns.
Joe Gatree„,the lightweight champ-
ion of the world. used to hang
around :the baseball parks In Bale-
more. Joe Elliott kept after Gans
for a -fight, but the colored boxer
steadfastly refused to meet him, de-
claring that he would tackle any-
negro of his size, but barred the white
fellow, After a while Gans told one
of titer, '.Ipla3 ern how Elliott had
been t ling tern, with the result
that ar gements were made, for a
fight in private in the ball iark were
made. and Gans adniinisteeed such
a beating that Ktiott was never beard
of, again. This good showing coal
elated Gans that he was cut out for
a ring career and be soon became
noted.
Dart creedon and his appposdd
hat-brother, "Tom" Traeey, were
two ha-id-Working young men wh
en
they went to see Ainstraliaa Billy
Smith tackle aoine noted paginate
in Melbourne. Tbe next week they
Purchased boxing gloves, practiced
steadily and finally entered the pro-
fessional ranks. Creedon afterward
came to this country as the middle-
weight champion of Austral', only
to be beaten decisively by remiss-
Mons. '
"Young Griffo"—Albert Gaillitiss
----picked up boxing around Larry
Foley's piece In Sydney. N. S. W. HP
never received any regular instrtirs
lions but was • natural born fighter
and one of the cleverest boxers th
at
Australia ever turned out -
deInies a Hamner? siwitliper.
Jeffries began his bushes career
as a boilermaker in I,oit Angele
s.'
He was fond of swinging the hea
vy
hammer, anti soot developed gre
at
physical strength. Jim *as nev
er in
the habit of iookinc for trouble
, bur
when It was up to him he general
ly
sailed In and won. Among his c
o-
workers in tho boiler factory Jeff 
soon
gained a reputation for his rough a
nd
ready fighting so that ve
ry
few eared to cross his path.
One day a negro boxer visited 1.0a
Angeles with a challenge to meet all
routers. The boys In the boiler 
far.
tory coaled Jeff to take a chance
 with
the dusky boxer. Jeff knew 
nothing
of scientific boxing In thos
e days, too
he could rush tit and hit w
ith the
power of a mule kick. So he tackled
the darky. and after the latter
 had Pas
Imitated his strength 
In pounding
Jeff's head and body, the b
ig Cali-




Thee It as that Jeff go
t the prize-
fighting bee, anti left his job lo
ng
enough to VII/ up to 'Frtscry, w
here he
knocked out Dan Long. a loca
l fighter
of some reputation. Jeffries
 says he
really learned how to fight 
when -he
was helteng to train Corbett 
for that
memorable battle at Cartoon Ci
ty.
Tom Sharkey learned to bo
x In I'n
rly Sam's navy. which has turned
 mut
a number of pugillsets. 
Tom gave
up his tfeep-oen career whe
n he es%
loped the champion of the 
British




for 'Frisco, "(Mill was then
 the Mecca
of pugilism. He wan a 
novelty In
the fighting game, end wa
s soon pit-




pE codfish has an enormous appetiteLot shell-fish, crabs and lobsters.
Pk eats them alive and he cats them
raw, tie eats iSem all without in-
digestion aod grows tat. Mc has a
powerful liver.
The oirfrom the cod's liver makes
Scott's Emulsion
A natural power to digest and to
Isadore flesh is in every spoonful.
Thu power means new vigor anti new
flegh for thosc who suffer from wasting
dist aSe.t.
AU Dr- itiMsi SOC. 610/11 SLOS
:iamsborg. in the same shop was an
o:d-tittle tighter who gave the two
Jacke fighting lessons dnr!ng tke'nooti
hour, Dermot y developed into the
middleweight (Mannikin w,th a leon-
(lethal record of hard skin glove bate
whee McAuliffe, because of his
remarkable generalship and game-
ness, became the lightweight champ-
ion of the wor'd. This particular
cooper shop adieu turned out aeveral
oilier noted pugilists who have carried
fame in the ring.
Maa Jotativetymon ItincitsmIth.
Dofi rissirsimons was a einniey-
man blarksinith, working hart for
his daily bread at - Tionarn, N. Z..
wheil he entered Jern- Maces boxi
ng
eornpet.on in INSO. He dete..ted
fete. men and won the neddlewe'ic
ht
amateur chantpioni.hip of that cull'-
try. The' fo'.kming %ear he- won •te,
same eofere litho% and then des—le.1
to put up his band% it, a means of
livelihood.
Terry )4 irGOVerli was once a le ws-
boy, wiling papers to Paseerigers on





In most cages are direct results
of WEAK KIDNEYS sad IN-
FLAMMATION TIIR Shale
DER. The sirs.0 on the Kid-
ails and Inramed membranes






Two dose., s give rel:ef, and
one box •II cure any ordinary
ease of Kidney or Bladder
'trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Sem Mal Smartens,
Weak and Lame Bark, Rheuma-
tism and al! irregn:aritles of the
Kleiner' and Bladder In both
Men and women. Sold at 60
'sews a bow on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drag
awn.. Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark areatete. Co., Loulaviths.
Ky,
SA N TA L- M I DYStNotarl r000616 1,6ConerrI0116 16101110661001
IN as SWANS. pod-
s., 4014 111.0046, T, • it
••1 know boo. 'slog esscollolle far 110•0111111111.
whit-SI Isegni be saltrood ter oros Sweaty yaars,
Ills4 I CMS Say 151/4 iaar•rria hi..
 (I... is. Isorr•
1011•16600 wry 6000, '.'.4,t kers ow, 5:1.4 
I
shall //arta/WIT fOrsalossarssa "Orats. IIIY VI600J• Oa
ester stS 1.10ry nrp006001.66Thos. 4111taid, Klee, III.
Pleasant. Prdgamo Tact., narokne nor.
/
lgo•or hictoo. W•5k., ii II ripe, 1.
40. Yke,1111o. ii.,.,
sold Os 'Wk. The gort•In• 1.6100 otar•p•• C C C.
guar...wed Is tun or yoor se,.•ory Lori,
3/0flifift ',Kato or N.Y wr
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10c and 21c at
Mcherson's
- — -
The old Oreenwood Athletic Club
toed to hang up purees for the young
lightest' in the neighborhood, and It
was. there that Terry Midi his first
tow as a professional. Before that
Wed to box In the open lots near-
f., . where any flumer of young
prisetightere got their first pointers
in the. game of tilts, Mop and get
away.
Jimmy Iiiritt comes from It noted
fighting lonely In San Francisco. His
hrothi r. hilly, was a 'rioted rough:
and-tumble artist before 'homy ever
beeume• famous. So it Was natural
for the 4ttter to enter the ring.
Tokio sad Trade.
Trade reports at Tokio show that
America leads, with a total of 211.
000,900 !en. Of this amount Im-
ports were li0.000,000 and exports
131.000.000 yen. Chlaa .Js next
America, with a total of 11118.000,000
Yen. The total Japan trade for the
year amounted to 926,000,000 yen.
The balance this yeer somewhat'd
unfavorable to Japan. Lotto quan-
tities of machinery are beim' ordered
by Japan from Great Britain. AMong
the latest orders Is an immense beat-
ing plant for a group of manatee-
tortes and a complete out* for a new
sugar-making industry.
Kodol comiNitely digests all elaases
of food. It will get right at the met-
tle and do the sery work its. if for
the stomach. It Is pl. asant to take
Sold by all druggists.
•• '•My wifti.insisted upon my attend-
ing her pink tea yeterday afternoon.
and I simply had to swear under In)
hreath." "Why, how was that?"
-What e'se could I do? There were
ladies present."- esthetic Standard
and Times •
SUMMER HAS ARRIVFD
Slid wttl Ii the necessity for a
rew light weight 16ulit If you
your want clothing the tome
if etyle and elogant•e you should
choose your fabrics from our 'su-
perb assortment, OM we will tit
them perfectly, and elve
In style such as yeti cen't





liusranteed purl' apple eider.




124 S. second St. Phones 477
MESANOvisma.




'r" /tallow/ of %lit ,r•Il AS
lury Wteke,• of os orosS slasslibr
oasa.
Issweie oessene. Cuises., &ad Oct sa
ws.
ustast CII, gust or too.o.•osot.
mesa ••• aresietwisk
W foal OS plus mr
apiOW.
by //a Ora., 'CMOs/4, far
51.06. or loo.1100 I61 II.
Otretalar mat esa smsam.
(Ditto FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma- ,
chines, Band Dater', etc.
• II.
---




Judge -Then I Omit feel it gay duty
to impose the maximum floe ----
_PrIessaer --But_ Yuen. Honor, islet-
It stet> (skirls) give a redmed rate IS
tegular ‘ustomers! !whir.
Kesinesly'elAsative rough Syrup does .
cot eeneltilate, but an the otte
•r batISI s" •
its laxative principles gently mos* t
he
busies. Chlidera like it. Sold by all
dr/titbits.
Antwetp and Amsterdam have the
fleet Istaith records of all European
cities.
DeWitt's Little tarty Risers are email.
safe, more and kf•ntie little pills. Sold
by all druggists. ;
Leteve_that is blind during rourtoblp
!ought to remits, after 
ni.erriage
ICE! 10E!
See that you rot COMMA







THE NE4HET OF A
• 1/000 TOILET
Is. solved It you eons. here for year
perfumeries. toilet preparations and
emcees. Our assortment of these
centains all the standard makes and
none of the inferior or Injurious,
kinds. We take pleasure in inviting
yeet to examine such dainty wares.
We know you will enjoy looking .0
mvich as we thwahowing.





If you boy a car for *Mat it mill
$10—neA what the salesattip says
about It—you buy the lord, for by
actual use 11000 cars have proven




Other Models for Sb00 to S2.800
for legit money than soy other ear, even at a considerably higher price.
Twenty-five to 35 miles per gallon 1.1" gasoline, !else) tee 15,400 miles per
set of tires, repairs lets than $15.60 per year: that's what the user Sala.
liret cost kiweet, Maintenance Mat lowest, eMciency highest: that's
why they call the Ford &quality car.
FQREMAN /11&08. ELECTRIC CO.
FORD—The car that WSW longer and costa leaset white IL INAS,
Ammilimrommungr
Automobilist s and Boat Owners
SPECIAL NOTICE
We bate Deemed the services of e. D. ROBINSON,
of fit. Lords, to repair every description of 11550-
line Etiginee, atieh as atitomobilestend gasoline
hoists* nntl vasoline engines of every description.
We make a specialty of adjusting mixing valves
and earbertonrs, at the lowest prices in the city.
Satisfaction truavanteett. Work called for and











Illustrated Songs , 376 328 Smelt Third Sim!
Demi y Was Arts a Wrestles.
Jael, vempoey "barbel his
 athletic
,ari er a collar-and el
bow wrest-
ler. He and Jack McAulif
fe workel
together a coopers is shop
 la WU-
DRUG STORE
Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.


















"I've Just been to see the Gar
...Wis." said Mrs. Limiting. laying
aside hor wraps. "They're all well
etc, pt Mr. Garlich. He's got an aw-
ful bad knee. Ap near atoi can make
cat from what ths -dottor says the
poor roan le threatened with diagon-
als of the tiote."—Chleago Tribune.
"She wag crazy to go on the ?tate "
-That's what all the critics said
after her first psetorMance."—Hir.
mainsheet Age-lieraid
SPEND SUNDAY ON THE RIVER
And all interim (hate points.
Fare for the round trip
London's, -Water.
11,1,4 According to the London Exercise.
London's consuniption of water for
is year IS S2,12:4.2'49.347 gallium.
nits is oit:y one of the many gigantic
,fiiur t 101140411 Water aultply con-
twined In the annual report of the
.'Metiopolitan water_ board for the
year ending March 31. 1907. A
staff of 770 oalcials. tefelYIBIR 1154.-
sGI in salarles.,ituperIntends the Work
:of the board. ubith Is shown by the
foliowmg totals: Total water supply.
s2:125.249,347 gallons; 'daily water
upply 226.0040,0%3 gallons; area,
supplied, ii37.4 'square miles: popu-
lation supplied. 6.8.1.043; daily ay-
(,lage a head, 7,2.1,5 gallon!.
%tithe to INietractses.
The Board of Public Works and
City Eastover will receive bids on
Tuesday. May 19th 11108, at 3 o'sleek
m., at their oilloe la the elly hell.
for gradibg and gravelleg West Clark
atreet and Gould avenue from Tenth
lareyt to Brunson avenue. as per
14:a4114 and specifications on tile in the
City Engineer's °See, under the or-
dinance aathorlzing
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Ry L. F. Kolb. Secretary.
1.' A 'Washington. City Engineer.
- -
ENTARLIS11111) 1,474.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
P.% DOC.% H. k NTUCE Y.
UNITED STATEN DEPOSITORY.
4 ̀ sp4tal. Meephas sad Undivided Profits $100.000 00
Pliarebokiers   1.100.011.0 5)0
Total lysv.nsthillity to Dellotaltors 114X1.000 00
S. B. Prrairkst. JOB. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice PT:raiding.
J. C. sea. Oardsier. C. K HICHAR11.40N, Amt. Cashier.
INTEniorr PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRlitilfi MRS.
A. F.. liNtir WHIM. S. M HUGHES, M. A. FOWLER, J. L. nom.
.1%N..1 e 1-f-rritItseh. flSt J. ta. 10100101, lilt trK OWE(.
Total seem*, to tinposliors 110350.000
AccoUntas.f bolliithiala awl firms solicited. We appreezate
small as well as large depositors arid orlon' to All the MOO Ctillaefo00111
tryst meat.
8.1TIUMMY NIGHTS 1-1104 7 To a 0'(71,0CM.
Dfttilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing tip.trior
%Vaithigiton. May 16.—Bcnator Mi -
Lando has secured the Pasaage of a
bill by the senate whir.* provide* that
the IIlblle lands of the United States!
1i the state of :Mississippi, the pro-1
'weds of the toile thereof to he used
in the support of the common 'school's
if raid state.
Section 2 provides that the grant
made In section 1 of this act shall no
Interfere with the. claim of any portion
who hem before the passage of this act
initiated a homestead on any °a said
I ohne lands., but said homestead'
claims shall proceed UN if this act had
not beep yoistied. If said homextead
((ball for any (sure be canceled the
title to the land included therein shall
thereupon vest in said state of Mtn-
sieeppi.
Should this bill pass the house and
receive the approval of the president,
the state of Mississippi would come
into possession of about 45,000 acres
• isublic land for common school WM:
loses.
Hew Cellestees Have Circumvented a
Melted Typo.
The hook borrower l's the sworn foe
of the book collector, and many dollen
are told of the plans adopted by- the
latter to defend his treasures from the
alisaulta of the borrower. Especially 1$
the collector opposed to the unfeeling
wretch who borrows one volume out
of a aeries arid forgets to Morn It.
This was one a Coleridge's weakuess-
-irs and was so pronounced that Lamb
described him as -a maker of odd vol-
umes." The late J. WhItefoord Mac-
Kenzie. a well knowu collector, once
told the present ivIter that when any,
one asked him for the limo of a single
robotic out of a Pet he sways replied
that he would rather...lead him the
whole teu, iffteen or twenty volumes
of the series (halt have them left az
odd volume's on his bands.
Roberts, the renowned bibliophile. tells
In -The Book [touter In London" that
the bookplate of a certain Ilene' col-
lector hire this text from the parable
of the ten virgins! -Go rather to them
'that sell and 144 for yountelves.'•
"Sir," said • man of wit to au ac-
quaintance who laturtited the difficulty
vrhIcia be found in giersuailing his
friends to return the volumes that be
had lent thetn-7sir, your acqua 'Mamas
Sad. I suppowe, that it Is much more
easy to retain the books themselves
than what' is contained In them."
AM ingenious plan to limit taxek bor-
rowlug la told ter I. Ashby Sterry. In
MI the books of a certain cunning book
collector he had the price written bei
plain figures. When any one asked
him for the loan of n book be !marts-
bly replied. "Yea, with pleasure." anti.
locking In the volume, further added,
frl see the price of this work is 42 175.
fid- (or whatever it might happen to
bet. "You may take It at this figure.
which will, of coons, be refunded
when the volume Is learned"re tir Wit's
ter Scott's plan was ingenious. When
he loot a book from his library be put
In its place a wooden block hearing
the name of the liorroiier and the date
of the loan. Many were the anathemas
leveled by collectors againstghoote who
would borrow or steal their volumes.
Sometimes these were macarook
rhymes written by student's—es, neer
ample, the following, which was in




Per roebera. Per JOvem
I'll kill him I'll fell him;
In yer 'rem till,
I'll • ick my scalpellum
And teatiii him In steal
My tittle Menem.
In the library of a famous Glasgow
collector there was recently the copy-
of Scott's 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border" which belonged at one time
to William Motherwell and in which
the poet had Inscribed the following
verse.
William Motherwell ways die work Is his.
Who shall esinsay hitn7
Ile that dare. do it
May the melkte dell flay him!
Even- more violent denunciations
were written against the book stealer
In the sixteenth century. when bookie
were more precious than now Yet
even the modern poet nods it needful
to anathematise politely:
To the had looks my fancy clings;
(yet them my metnory grovels.
I swear In aptelt when I see
The gaps among 'thong...1s.
Thal Thackensy I -loved and lost-
I mourn stilt sorrow tender.
Whoever hs• it elso has
The curses of the lender.
The lady Illegal. ('ralgtuyie) who
wrote those linen expresses her grati-
tude for the fact that "no one bor.
rows poets," though that is not the
opinion of Charles Sayle. who thus
threaten's the poostble thief 1/1 "The
Marriage of Cupid and Psyche:"
Cursed be he who robs me of this book, '
With all his race. Let It lwe desolate
And brought Slow If an be It wa• great.
For that he wiekedly. Impiously took
That was another's. Let great serpenta
look
At him a-Weeping. with dull 4” es of hate.
Art let hlm, waking, be compelled of fat•
Ti, cast his cerse wittillta the nearest
brook,
This to as comprehenalve a curse as
that 'which overtook the fated "Jack•




The great iron and tonic restora-
tive for men and women, produce*
strength and vitality, builds up the
sylterti and refiners the normal vigor.
For sale by druggists or by mall, $1
per hog. 6 boxes for If).
M'f'g. Co Cleveland. 0.
Seats Now on Sale at McPherson's.
Will Have 05 More Than Majority M
11eput4ican i'4)11% ent for.
Washington. Ma) 16.— in the Taft
headquarters in Washington Ibis evim-
lag Mr. 'Hitchcock issued the follow-
lag statement
"State eseventions in California.
Montana, North Dakota and Oregon
and rive district ronventions is. Cali-
fornia, two in Oregon and one each
North Carolina. Ohio and Texas.
elected lifto-two delegates .,,ad in-
structed them for Taft. The total
number of delegates pledged to Taft
L. now 574.
The Texas State convention sill
Inert-s.. the total number In the Taft
column to 5,46. ti 93 more than a
itta)orlty of the Reput•Ikan natkinal
con vent ion
Th• Orci•al by Fire.
The really 'strong scene of the play
had arrived and the amateur bero
Waned hit:Melt r.u• the effort. The
hottee tutu CI11.11 !lie Wily ,111111111 had
entrapped hill, 1%:14 MN., and lila
thrilling escape from the burning strut!.
titre was where he soli going to bring
doe n the house.
"I am choking!- he cried. -The
smoke Is overpowering
That would hale been all right ex-
cipt for the fact that there was no
awoke, and It Well's unreal to choke
with snioke when there Isn't any
smoke to choke with.
"Tbe Barnes!" he cried. "The names
feel them!"
But the names were absent alto. 110
glanced Into the wings and realized
what had happened. Some one had
damped the red tire.
It was • moment of terrible strain
Nothing relieved the situation, and he
tint him head and rambled ou about
the fire that DO one could see. It yeas
awful, and It was worse when a big
brute In the gallery bellowed forth:
'•Nover mind the firs. irtiv'nor! Get
on with your
And then the actor laughed a wild.
maniacal laugh, and the kindly curtain
came dowu.--LotithioTit Bits.
•
"Just said T. rlfd.
Newton, a Chicago railroad man, ”the
first din e on ally
Ch I rago * Alton old put on the
railway train in the w Use. Is wason the ran between Chi r ago and AO
heels. If that car could be exhile•
tted now it would create waivers&
merriment. It had olkloth • table
rovers, the *eats. were arseeseta40
the floor, and Its Ilthaolisat.10111
th
elle-at
pdaded on   candles,
"Think of the
prInt!t.ve affair uf 1.,̀6S And the mod-
ern dialog ear, finished in Mild ma-
hogany, with gorgeous furniture, and
a menu as elaborate and cooking as
dainty as that supplied in any of the
foreidost hotels of America. Verily,
we have been going some in the four
decades that have gone by since the
Alton's first crude experiment."—Bal-
tituore American.
EV.tNa KWh IN WA/4111INGTON.
Glad to (let Home—Will Take Much
Needed 144.4.
Washington, May 16.—Roar Adtui
:al Evans returned to Wenbinkton
Just In time to hurrah for the armored
et tt''scr Msfylanti. wh,ch, the nary de-
niartnwitt hau announced, bat irtm the
tiophy in the gnat battleship and
luirer target practice In Magdalena
bay.
Admiray esans *as i•xtremotp glad
to get back home.
He NOS, that he had been In the boat
of hea'th at almost eve' stage of his
journey from the roa•t to Weishing-
ton, aid could only repeat the eulo-
gies ht had uttered of- the ships, their
officers and their men.
"1 purpose now," he said, "no take
is rest We had a famous twine.
left everybody in good health and
spirits, and I wish them a safe and sue
cessial veyaw till they arrive hack
in Hampton Roads."
WILDIAMS' KIDNEY Midi
Have yot1/4neglected your Kidneys?
Have yhu Overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains
In lolls, side, back, groins and blad-
der! Rave you a flabby appearance
of the face, especially under the eves.
Too frequent a desire to pass urine?
if so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure
you—at Druggists. Price 50c. Wil-
liam? M'f'g. CO., Celeveland. 0.
She asked him IL he Was the ph°.
tographer. He sad he was. She
asked him If he took children's plc-
totes. He said he did. Sh e asked
hi,,, how much he charged. He said:
•.Four dollars R dozen" "Then
hare to go POMPahore P:FP," she re-
plied: "I only haye p!pren."—auvreee
Magazine.
He—Do ton think It wool(' he
foolish for mo to marry • girl who,
Was my Inferior intellectually? She
—More than foolish— im possi hie.--
Philadelphia inquirer.
. .
Vi'e esn't help feeling sorry for
the pelf made nran who boasts of his
handiwork
Pming llw Way.
"George," said the pretty girl, "I
know you're awful bashful."
This was portentous, with leap
year so new. He blushed assent.
"And you'd have proposed to me
except for that'!"
- This, too, he was bound to acknow-
Hedge.
"Well, then I would have accept-,
rd." she went on, "and so that's set-
tled.' •
Discussing the matter later she
expressed a natural pride that she
had not taken advantage of the sea-
As a tonic for a run-down reputa-
tion try a dose of charity.
--
DO VOU• OWN A HOME?
How long have you been paying
rent, and do not own a pleket, or
,hingle on the roof' Own your
home. $6.00 or ;0. a day will start
after thyou, and,  oan is granted It
will cost you only $7.7r0 per month
on each $1,000 borrowed with 10%
years to pay back. We have bought
and built 30%1 homes at $1.000 each
for people in the state in the heat two
years. Call on Standard Treat Co.,
State Manager W. E. Mathews, for a
few days at 216 South Third street
Denneberger House. from /8 h. In to
9 p. m.
The path or giory leads to the
grave— se do all other paths.
A man's elle usioilly has snip,
fiftt;n him than he has In himself,.
It Is a great dos} rhos-peer to place annual subscriptions to sev-
eral rtnagazines at the same time and order them all together from
1ta, than it. is to buy the same magazines singly or subscribe to them
Separately. Combination club offers are now made by vrbloh sub-
Scribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
fatting three or four magaz!nos for the price of one or two. Sub-
ScriptIons may be 'sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. Lot us know what magazine, you ara tak-
Mg now or what magazines you want to take nest year, and we will









All for $3.00, Half Priori
Hoarier Magazine • • • $3:"





Both for $3.00, Half Petro




Home Magazine. .. 1 00
8. 10
All for $LIM Half Pries
Desiga er . . . . . . . . $0.60
(with fambiOnli)
Cosmopolitan . . . . 1.111 0
Reader ltia_gasino... $ 00
4.60
All ler IMAM
Onisplete Subscription Oatalogue, with Asa atifal Mar. :won rid,fir
rovor listing till magazinos singly and in elute at lowest rates, mot
You free on receipt of postal card' request.
- -----









German Lutherans From United States
to Emigrate to Saskatchewan District
Chicago.—Inipelled much as the wili send to Western 
Cenada ante.'
Mormons were when they fought investors and settlers in larger Itti&W
their way across the "great Ainerican tiers titan ever befor
e. He added
desert" to the valleys of Utah, and i the °picket that "the ev
ent or the
as the Dunkards Were whea the) enit.; past four months 
had created abeui
grated front Ohio to CuItforula. bun- the United States a str
ong feeliag
dreds of Germs' Lutherans from the; favorable to investaient 
lands rathei
United States are preparing for ailtthau In stuck e and 
industrial enter-
exodus to Saskatchewan. Their, prises, nir the reason that 
their se-
church leaders are encouraging theituilties are subject to 
alarming
movement, and the Getman Lutheian shrinkage in times of financial 
strin-
asseclation has bought a greet tract
of land--30.0-04 aerese—in the Tramp-
ing Lake district of Saskatchewan
province, which the Canadian Nor-
thern railway is linkiag to Hudson
Bay and Liverpool beyond.
Religious faith has impelled many
hegiras within the United States, but
this removal of die German Luther-
ans. principally from Nebraska,
Iowa and Kansas. to Canada. is
unique in the msnner.of the going.
The Mormons trekked across the
plains in moving wagons and en-
countered danger every step of the
way. But theft.. Gerinien Lutherans
will ride In Pullmans. eat three meals
a day in the dining, cars and eojoy
all the comforts of modern travel.
gums.
"This determination on; the part
of Americans to put their atrium; in
lands Is k capital thing so far as Cana-
da is concerned." he said. "Canadiao
lands are highly thought of in the
United States as Mn investment."
Other. Coluaies.
Men) religious beliefs are repre-
sented among the people who pre-
ceded the German Lutherans eis
their movment to Caucada At Roe,-
them, in the Seekateheasen valley
a colony of Russian Meusonites has
taken root. Early in the 90's they
comprised son:y a small handful o
Immigrants. Today a traveler who
leans out o the train window can
corn eight loge' elevators Mantling
It will be an hegira de luxe. beside the tracks, with a capacity of
These People have been la a ter- asquart,r of a mew, 
bushels of
and peop:e wit' travel together aud
e
arrive simultaneously.
A curious feet, bearing on the
changes going on in Canada is this.
that the German Lutheran colonists
when they have settled in the Tramp-
ing Lake region will be really nearer
. to the European grain markets than
were the Dunkard farmers before they
left Ohio. The new Canadian Nor-
thew route has accomplished this.
When the railroad is completed to
Hudson Bay. with the terminus ht
Fort Churchill, the. distance from
Saskatchewan to Liverpool will be
shortened by at least 500 miles.
while the freight rate per bushel 4111
be. Dom Prince Albert to Edmonton.
. from 10 to 1.4 citadels," bathe' less
than they are. now. Another thing
which tared the thrlity- German Luth-
erans and will aid a neer impetus to
Wheat raising in the Dominion. is the
fact that the crop can be delivered
and sold during the autumn after
harvest. At feast two-thirds of the
actual gain watt be' disposed of by
-November. -- --
The purchase the 3e,00it• acrei
tract by the German Lutherans is an
Instance of the size of many per-
chases which have been made along
the Canadian Northern railway. The
days of a "million acres of Canada
land for a millions dollars" are pest.
however. Today, while the Saitt
amount of money is represented, the
blocks of land bought are smaller
"That author keeps identity ethse-
than they used to be. William Pear- IS con'ealed
son. of Winnipig. recently *bought 
.-
"Until I read his books I thought
90.0011 acres of land in the Last it was due to modeety•"•
Mountain Valley district form the "Isn't 
Ir."'
Canadian Northern and paid about "N
o; diseret ion."—The Sacred
$1,000,000 for the land. but It. will Heart Revie
w.
not be allowed to remain MID. but re-
sold in smaller tracts. Colontee us- "I was awfully worried
 about John-
ually buy a large block of land and fly when he had that last
 sick spell."
divide It Into lots of 160 to 320 acres said Mrs. Lapsing. "and
 when the
among the individuals. This la !hat Goctor told me he
 was going to get
the Letherans of Nebraska will do. well I went fairly 
deleterious with
In announcing the big purchase in joy."—Chicag
o Tribune.
hind, Mr. Pearson expressed the view
that the estates of Illinois, Iowa, Mich- It is seld
om neeesssary to reprove
igen. Nebraska and WIsconsio, as the sett-made men for la
ck of rever-
well as many of the eastern states. care to his Maker.
wheat, betigaswith the produca of
the commuelly. . These Mennnites
are a thrifty and orderly people
Another colony Is that of the Ruse
saw stioukhobors, wire are priscipally
known to the reading public becauss.
of their abandonment of their fermis
and their marth masse toward
Winnipeg "in as arch eif Jesus."
Thousands of these peculiar people
lire at Yorkton and toiler are con-
tentedly- tilling the soil The Doti-
khobors still affect the great oven-
like stove, the icon above the door.
and the raised platform circling the
living room. where the beds are made
dewn.
England Ms furnished several
hands of eolopista for Canada. Sev-
eral thousands of Galiclios% have set-
tled in Canada. "coming to Goda
country from the land that God for-
get." The largest Galician colony
lies northeast of Edmonton. When
Ment of exciteMent for weeks. Last
fall one of the elders wire went to
Canada ,.to inspect the tract which
later was purchased. wrote a ietter
which was published in a Nebrasks
paper. and aroused so much interest
among his people that they talked
of little elsa bp this new "plotaleed
land." The minister has been quoted,
as saying that his people thorght of
nothing but "Canada. Canada." all the
time, and complained that he "could
not get them to talk of Christ at all."
His congregation determined to move
to the new laid in time to raise a
crop this season, and, finally. to sat-
isfy them, the mieister and two prom-
inent members of the church were
selected as delegates to Ink at the
land. The segue: was the purchase
of 1.0.00o acres from an American.
J. F. Luse, of St. Paul.. Milan.. and
now the exodus is at hand.
This movement has found wan' re-
cruits In Nebraska, From Hastings.
D5 famIlTee will go In a special hale 
the, Galiclans first arrived In panada
so that heusehold goode. live tock
they were half-wild gypsy folk. Thes
women were barefooted or wore heavy 
fii-goots. At the st the (rilidan men
shoaed a disposition to set the women
to work in the) fields behind the plow:
but now they permii the females to
dl) woman's work, while they perform
the heavier tasks.
The Mormons of the linit"ed States
beard the call of the Canada wheat
fields way bark in l$'5.ni few Mere-
anon families located- at Cardston in
that year. Today the followers of
Brigham Young own four prosperous
towns in southern Alberta—Cards-
ton. Slagratis Raymond and Stirling.
At Raymond a large sugar refinery
pays the farmers $4 and $5 a ton for
sugar beets, and even the_ dry lands
average eight tons to the acre. In
the oiher towns the Mormons princi-
pally engage In agricultural and dairy
pursuits. About 10,600 of the faith-
ful who came up from Utah. Idaho
and the American Southwest, have
settied in this section. It is whis-
pered that some of the early Mor-
mons had plural wives; but they
brought but one of them into Canada.
The Canadian Mormon farmer doe&
not "patter" with vegetable raising,
or keep cows and (thickens; farming
thereabouts means wheat and sugar
beets, but the man with hundredsedf
acres; buys his butter, eggs and vege-
tables. jest as he might do if he dwelt




Will vtiit our store Friday and
Saturday nights
$150 Reward if You 
Catch Him in Our Store 
Attend Our Extraordinary
Suit Salo Now Going On
sal tot Fe This'Way?
•
THE.' IrOLLOWING SYMPTOMS, described by ladies who have been 
cured
by Cardul, ma3i. be just ilia YOUR OWN CASE.




Two years ago, niv .bealth as bad. I geared
eintr.id te.aery and &died all over ever', rennth. At timeo
T 1.4fted for death, to end my oilier-lie.: At last I de-
ei led to try Wine 'of Cardin. '1'wcIve bottles of this
srenclerful medicine stopped niy 1Utur1ii. and made my
lite worth living.- •
MRS. MATTIE CAMPBELkb lit% Texas.
FEMALE CA
T sedteeed for nine (9) yeors wifIt*Ifemale estarrh,
which eamed many disegrevalfles symptom. At hue I
derided to *bullion other nieelienwe and trsa Wine of
Carahai, anti have been imprinting evet'sin, 0. Now I
am ehnoet as strong as I ever wab ane.stalt for no one to
help me with worientsesterk. ri •
mann; AREIMATIIY. Gaffney, S. C.
• NORM" G BICSBISS
cannot env eseteth in praise of Carini. It is a
Iffeseing to suffering women. 'During pregnancy, I
vomited tsearly all I ate and my Knits Were. stroller. so
I (-mild not walk. .1 wtok after taking Cardui, the
swelling was nearly ntl one, and thriegh I have had
12 children, the bahy that clime after taking eardui,
was the easiest birth fattest lutbg I 
ever had.
ALler, COITTE.N. Wheeling, W. Va.
a -;• - e
ALL larfit DOW)!
Abreit fire rola ago, I was all rnn down, haying bees
.Meted with female trouble for tees-melt. years. The
&dor eaid I would have to have an operation. but I
began to take Carden, and before I had taken half a
bottle I felt lilke a different woman. F,"1.-neyer I feel
over-worked or run-down,, a few dor.,:s at l'ardni make
meted better.
MRS- L. BPYSER, Cameron, Ill.
SUCH DITZT SPELLS
T suffered froe female trouble every month,, ever
sinceI was i. I had such dirty epelle and backache
that I would have to go to bed, and was so weak.I could
not get around for days at a time. Ever mime I began
to take eselci, the diaty spells and other female
troubles stepped. and now I am cell and happy.
MRS. if. E. ALLRED, Hartford, Wash.
*SAVED PROM OPERATION
The first three years I was married was the most
wretched part of my life. I suffered everything with
female troubles, had stich bearing titian pains I could
hardly walk across the room, and wit& in awful miser'!.
I tried several medicines-without reief, and the dnetor
said I would have to haw an 'Operation. brit my bus-
band said on. and so I begin to take Cardui. After
the Arm three bottles I felt EV aeother person, slept
better, didn't hive to be oggreted,Oe and now we have
a fuse baby girl.- •
YRS. NADEL RAY, Wilmore, VAL
NEARLY CRAMPED TO DEATH
For nine years. I suffered with severe female tiit1.
orders, was irregular, my back and side would almost- •
kill me and every mouth I nearly cramped to death.
I tried everything, without relief, and lost all hope, till
one day I took Cardui which toned Inc up, tae I ,an
My housework withalt ease anal *ow !girl' good h"lth-
SARAH J. vroniNs, Cary, Ky.
DIZZY. DULL HEADACHE
am 60 wars old. and had female trouble, pains
kw down in hock, a dirsy, dull headaehe, palpitation of
the )wart, and was en weak I could only sit up a little
while at a time. I had one of oar brat physician& but
jaw I was going down, rapidly, so decided bo try Cardni.
Before I had finished the first leUtie T felt much im-
proved and now that I have taken 10 bottles I am up,
able to do my work.
MRS. E. BEATY, Lusk, TeL
A TOTAL WRECK
• Carlini ie certainly the iwee and meet wonderful
tonic there is, to build up limo-red nerten and for all
other female b-oubles. I have used it for myself and
daughter*. Before taking it, I was a total e -ark, but
after I began improved item the first and I know that
Ii eared my life.
MRS. EVELINE MeGREW, Austin, T.
ALMOST A SKELETON
I was very week from fereale disorders and was al-
most a Oreiotm. it tired mc to wk pea a little. Now,
I all the seeiret. codeine. washing. ironing and
general hotLrwork, for a famey of :,;na (9). and haven't
been in bc#1 • itingle mliv, for over Iwo (2) yalaa. I
tiink Cardni i4he greatoot, remedy sun ,wrth.
MRS. 1.1:11 W.ALPEN, roweling, S. O.
PATITS BIZ
Before I began to take Citrilui, I sus so gook and
nervous I could hardly be up lied could hardly 1141: the
Wile of my children. I had sell a pain in my side, it
hurt me evert, breath. I also had a hacking tangle
(-mild not eat well, foil off a prat data and lay intake at
nights or else had scare (interne. irsieie of one week.
after taking Carlini. the pain had left my side mad in
three weeks I felt like another pereon. Now I feel
right well
MRS. DORA STAI'FFER, Wily, Va.
•
SAVED HER 1.1111
I take groat p:eatsure in telling you how rardni bene-
fited me,' foe I know it saved me life. I was troubled
with flooding spells anal other female troubles for years,
sad was so week I could not walk alone acmes the room.
I had not tatzpit MP bottle of Vardui before I was
retitle improved and when I had taken two bottles, I
felt like • new wrweraii.'• -
MRS. 111"TH WILSOTT, Travelers !test, S. C.
• COULD NOT SLEEP
You know hues pock I was, 
when I first irrnte,von for
advice and yon told me to take
 Cardui. 1 had bad faint-
ing orelle• ouuld not 
eat, was weak and thin and had
such awful pains alLorer. I was 
nacreous, I could
not go to sleep at night till 
abnut four &dock in the
morning. After taking II bottles of 
\Vine of Carrlui
an now well ap.I ntrong; can 
tot anything, sleep all
night, can do all my housework and feel 
better than in
years.
MRS. F. G. PETERSON, Hershey, Neb.
nestmi PAIN
I dial neat know that anything mild step female
seine, from which I had suffered for two years, until I
'sled rim wonderful medicine, Wine of Cardail. I bad
either female trouhlre besidea, but was cured in a little
While. Parallel is a bletwing to womankind. I retina-
mend it to all inv friends.
OKitTRtI/E GATLIN, Timberrille, Miss.
BO IRREGULAR
I was as irregular and suffered from other female
tronbles, hut I took three bottles of Cardin and it has
done me more good than any medicine I ever took in my
life. Now I am perfectly regular and on the way to
health again.
RS. MARY FREIMAN, Paint IAA, Ky.
WORMS LIKE A CHARM
T reenmmend Cartini to all my lady friends. I think
It is the hest medieine fee female trmibleri. It works
like a charm. I had suffered untold misery for 20
pars, with earimia female troubles, I took all kinds of
IllstROiSaa, but nothing 1e'1 me as much good as Wine
of Cordite. Now I am regular, suffer no pain aud am
better in every way
MILS. MATT1P. CHRISTOPHER, Atlanta., Ga.
EASY 002IFINEXIENT
I cannot find words to eypresie my gratitude to Wine
of rartlui, for helping me in my last eontineeneot. For-
merly I suffered all day and night. but this last one
war a fine hir herr girl: she wrigled 1-2 lba. at birth
and I was sick only 43 minutes. I Tamer felt better in
ely life than I do now.
MRS. IRA GRAY, Redd, Ill,
NUMB SPELLS
I amffered with numb faintAng Tells ever Gime T was
eirteen. I ei,ulal lie, mornetimee all day, Ur I wee dead,
led (could not talk or we. They spent hundreds of
(Idlers on tiernora, but nothing helped inr. At bet,
ahrint 4 wore ego. T began to take Canine and since
then T titre never had any more of theiee spells I took
fro bottles of Cardut, and can truthfiely may that it
cured me.





TOO WIDE FOR THE Boma.
'Merry IA Moo" Hat Cameo Ember-
riesament at the '('hone.
Pitsborg. Pa., May 16.--An (onus-
reefed disadvantage of big Easter
tale developed when a stylishly at-
ttred woman of McKeesport,
trOsting a tra.n for Pittsburg. at Wil-
inerdiog, tried' ti telephone to this
eny of her delay. She. had planned
It, join friends letup and visit the
flower show, but os reacting Wilmer-
ding by trolley discovered tier train
had lust left.
Crossing the street to a telephone
• 
I MOO'S 1 NV. IN PON? LARI1F .
-
The More People Know Newbroa Her,
pleide the Better They like It.
The more it beeomes known the
better 11 ha liked One Matte sells
two, and these two eel! four. New.
bro's'Herpleide is vriatt we Sre, talk-
ing shout. It el•sasea the scalp of
all dandruff, and deetroyikg the douse,
olittle germ or parasite., prevents
the return of dandruff. As a belt
(hewing It is deligatful, it ought to
he found on everrrteklet table. It
slops falling hair. and prevents Dela-
no-gp. ft rhoelel be toed oreateogially,
as a preventive tri protect the seats
fror a new invasion of the dandruff
microbe Sold try leading dorainets
4141 St geed toe in
owarrp,h 42T Of, to TIP I Or 11,
-On., Dieresis Miele R. W Walker
8 01 AVMs.
pay station in • confectionery 'dowel
the got her dime ready and was about
tu enter the booth, when she sudden-
ly halted aria turned a dietreaseed face
toward a avowed of patrons who were
sdmh-ag her kenning millinery crea-
tion. •
After a moment a perplexity ishe
confided to George Benerantano. the
I roprietor "I've just gat to telephone
some friends that I've missed my
train, but I can't get Is the telephone
booth; my hat's so big It won't go
through the doorway. Would you
mind calling up for Me! I'll tell you
e:hat to aev?' Beneyantam eventilled.
(hods and waste'.
The gods. deeming themselves
quite shrewd and clever, no doubt, be-
stowed on woman lips with which by
keeping them shut, -Ole might make
her mouth like a rosebud Rut what
happens! Then trap proves Ineffectual
and woman perneeeda to enhance her
rearm, while at the same time having
her own way about it, by using those
very lips to say "no" with when she
means "yes."
So, too, her nowt The gods I n
tided this to add chleaeater to her
face. but shli never rested until she
had learned to blow wileke through
•
Evorybody knows how it is With the
fees given her to see, and the ears
eve her mister. OS wears stylish
gleams on Se an* dud Image the
"nein hark-wee-04 other _
.
NO of attire mart endow t
*worse taatehrlalt sot so La
' "Sim& Forret Inestrims.
The peasant farms of the Black
Forest are hainfhd down from father
to son ri a direct line, often datisig
back .405 years
There Is no division as In France;
an falls to the heir, only here it Is
not the eldest, but the youegest son
who inherits. It Is rite that a Bur
(peasant) dies as reigning %end.
When be gets on In years he abdi-
cates, In (oder to end his dios in the
jsellagertingeheuri '(dower house)
which stands beside each Hut (stead-
ag I •
That hi. does so in favor of his
youngest son is wer) sensible; were
It the elder he would have so peace.
for as IsOOD as he married he would
try to Induce his Parente lo retire
Jun at an age when power Is sweet-
est and best exereinosi For thlp rea-
son the prhetleal ferment eft bygone
generations decided to band over the
aneemmion *n the younsteart,almee
when Benjamin is a full grown dna*
father Jacob is old and glad to rest.
The law of hvberitanee toes by
the name q, VOrtel. Rhould the heir
of his own free will desire to resign
In favor of hie elder loather the lat-
ter must buy the property from hlm,
la such ease the younger nia) be
termed a eine of Esan.—The Anti-
gnarr.
Wben a woman says her hetsband
she. -mean* that be tee 'all in."
After praying tor Oat rOU W
Magiusham for ibe Army.
The Woman's Army anti Navy
League ler tnekIng adrift/0bll request
for books and magazines_ to_ee seut
to the soldiers In the Philippines,
Alaska, Cuba end far Western penes
In the United States. The corning of
spring hap brought many requests
form there stations. pant. 11 it!? .y
from Alaska. and contributions of
such literature are requester! With
the practical eye of 111- Niatisn's
housekeepera, member* of the league
believe, now that spring houseclean-
ing is here. there may be as extra
allot meat of* megesiatiseones books
for the soldiers. .
1 The genuine pleasure these pet-Iotai leals give the soldiers is not to he
fefoierountre they read them eagerly,
leach finding I sort of Message trent
Th-orne within the pages. One lot is
torn, thumb-marked . and almost
fwern out before another assortmeet
arrive., and the men of the gsarleon
look eagerly for the coming-of the
,t7attspoti that will bring fresh maga-
- Washington TIMM.
"What forced you to become
el.:mkt-di" asked the magistrate of
the. prisoner before him:
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bookkeeping in IIIRElt months than thus
kiln all. Drsugh.ai tan convince YOU.
SHORTHAND rre rigt •(ourtiteporteri
wrtte the system of r.tiorthand Irrautrhoa
kowtow because they know It le I'll t..,11EST
SOS YRKF. CATA.1.00U11 and booklet -wee
Learn Tr legra tiny ?" «liken ett Oslo all, esE
OS or writs .P4U. F. In, A l'aft0a, rresPleut
DRAUGRON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
CO se. m.o. It nuts
t I ocorporated ) P.IIDUCAH, 3 1 4
Bniadway. or St. Louis or NaslavIlle.
Dr. Stamper
Dr NT 1ST
ftahreitl B111,1111 Roos 205
'Ittraettllog Teeth and Platt!.
W•,t1t &Spatially.
IMPORTANT DECISION
Case of much interest was tried iaat
Tuesday before Judge Emery, where
Ort.rge Ficklin, of thia city, was
ctarged with selling Intoxicating
liquors, and the evidence miaowed he
sold Dr, Fizz, Creme and Vivo, pre-
pared by A. M. losevison & Co., and
the proof all went to show thew bev-
erages were non-Intoxicating, and the
faile was dismissed, as no violatiou of
the law could be proven.
The decisien of the court will act
favorably with the sale of Dr. Fizz,
live and Ctetno, which are prepared




telourm: ePuegir td li nl'Lull ion. er 
taalty to see the real thing In ChineseRBOAR W WitiTTECIRE IN HONGKONG--DIN- It was a beautiful affair,
sill:reettgta
llpo
episoehis I hive thd Plea
n It as mum tao oolst
REAL ESTATE INC WITH CHINESE ore of remembering Of course we
put on our best bib and tucker, and
were carried in chairs on coolies'
shoulders up the steep Peak—the
e--"1110 fashionable residential part of the
City—ti) Mr Wei Yuk's handsome
The Fanny Timis One Sees merble residence (to say palace would
he no misnomer( which is called Bran-
side. The eaelanation for this name
Is that Mr. Wei Yuk lettrned his Eng-
lish (which he speaks excmisitely) in
Edinburgh, at whose university he was
graduated, being the first Chinese
chileaser sent out of China to be edu-
cated. His house was very English
In its appointments, and there were
truly Chinese apartments, but we saw
only the drawing room and dining
room, which were very English in-
deed. There were present, beside the
host and hoatess their two daughters
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
tall, Sued or IrlepL oar for it
Mame 835. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH. KY.
t, 
DOOKKEEPINa Histehine Ostrich Eggs.
secreting hill Ostrich eggs are being batched inneeds that ti• teaches more _
an incubator in this city. A novel
egg-hatchilig is being carried on at
the store of Crenshaw Bros. on upper
Franklin street. Thirteen Atte oak-
rich eggs from the receetly estab-
lished Tampa ostrich fare have been
plata d In an incubator and they will
ha(ch off some time early in May.
It takes an average heat of (07 de-
grees and forty-five days of constant
expesare to such heat to develop the
germ in an ostrlch egg and to hatch
a young ostrich. The eggs are weEth
$211 es(h, and it Is a conservative es-
timate lb illy that the young bird
will be worth more than twice that
money after It has patted the first
month of its existence.
Stone idea of the use of the eggs
ay be gathered from the fact that
the. "Mandy bee"- incubator which
is being wed for the hatch, would
bold 140 average hen egge. Four-
teen bf the ostrich egss would fill it
completely-. An empty ostrich egg
holds Just one quart et liqq1d. This
is the first attempt at AsetrIcb hatch-
ing In Tampa. Tampa Times.
• 
FIRST CLASS  LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
Thew are the feundations up, n
whice we are building ulcers*.
tor hones are gemmed to the
pink of condition always and our
equipment the hest, yet our
prices are ex trettic ly reaninahle
Next time you want LIP take a
drive, Just call
HAWLEY AND SON




The following reduced rates
are announced:
'onf edera tie Veteran., Myth-
ingtuttst. June 9-11.
For this occasion the Illi-
nois Central Railroad corn-
pans will grant exceedingly
low rates, and will arrange
for special train service leav-
ing Paducah about 6 p. rn
June eth, and arriving Birm-
ingham about 6 a. m. June 9
If sufficient attendance can be
se( tired a spetial car will, he
run from • Paducah. Those
vonterttplatIng the trip should
advise the undersigned as soon
as possible.
J. T. DONOVAN. Agent.
I.
J. T. DONOVAN.









FOR C8Efr ,.,:r7.4,7ids NI.1 MOAT Pad LUINIT1100111LES.
nous/LA-map &tall/AMOR
JKONXimpsimmi rawo
Per seta, epralisa, bralwe, bores, libelliastie
mid all other pesos, use Voiesale thl
Iwenneut. Yaw wart In itaa, Will taw maw
en. etc. rrawdy la Um Boon for man ar
beast. zse.. Me. sad Vita.
•
ere Keitlw.e Plant.
After the recent discovery of a
meet rubber plant In Cochin China
tome( the discovery in Brasil of a
new artily group of a plant which
promises 4o, be( ome A valuable source
of !tubber. the demand of which is
constantly incroting. A report of
the Royal Botanit41.,Garden and Mu-
•etim at Berlin mentions the results
4.1( exeerinients with threeertew apeciee
of Manlhot trees, which we're dIscor-
, red On a trip through the feekelea of
"labia by an agent of the Mahe rah.
her syndicate. Two of theseare cone
sIdered the rubber plants of the fu-
ture for dry and Unto fertile re-
gions.
Ineint upon DeWit's Witch 'Hazel
AS - It is especially good for-plles.
eold by all druggists.
I woman hasn't much faith in an-
other woman who keel's lila"' ea
, All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertiood in this
wiper are on sale atl
McPberson's Drug Store
• Fourth and Broadway.
IEW STATE HOTEI
arirroortous,fl
B. A. Raney, Peep.
*weed and heeil hetet In las Me
&Mee .no. Two 'sego winept
°otos. Bel room& rierteic Liglate
be isely neutrally located Bowe •
i• city
















Hongkong Is a wonderful city. COO-
strpcted on a hillside, with a fine
series of walks winding in and out
about the Peak.
When Great Britain grabs a piece
of real estate she generally displays
good taste Horigkeng is as handsome
a one as could be found anywhere for
the tfurpose of showing off a city.
In a snburhan trazie•ar in London
that I get into the seats were all full
but one very vacant place Man, very
drunk, hanging to a strap, tries to sit
down.
Another man, not relishing a beery
companion, spreads himself all over
the seat. The "jag" steadies himself,
pulls himself together and asks Hebei-
sty to "move u6." Sobriety netsuke.
"You're drunk!" says sobriety.
"That's right!" replied the "jag,"
with some difficulty, "I'm—hie—drunk,
but I'll get over it. You're a—blc—
bog, and you'll never get over it."
The houses and buildings on' the
Peak were all built from material car-
ried up by coolies, a great number of
them women. They receive such piti-
ful wages that it is cheaper to have
them carry it up than to send It up by
the tot%
When lireat Britain and China fell
to fighting over the opium trade' China
got the the worst Olt and the English
got Hongkong. They immediately pro-
ceeded to reconstruct it according to
approved Egglish methods. They even
gays it an English name--Vietorla--
by which it Is known in government
circles, but the good old Chinese name
Is prelSrred by the masses, even Eng-
lish ship captains who abound 111 the
port giving the royal name the go-by.
In methods, customs and senUrefent
Hongkong in thoroughly English, as
though there are enough resident Ger
mans to support a very fine club.
Americans are greatly in the minor.
Ity in Hongkong and Incline to keep
to themselves for many reasons.
To American people who contem-
plate a visit to the far east a word of
warning in regard to Hongkong will
not be amiss, for, while It maw not
help matters, they would at least in
some measure be prepared for the
hold-up they will encounter there.
In the first place, no more unwel-
come visitor can go to Hongkong tbad
an American, and he Is looked upon as
fair game.
The Hongkong hotel is without ex-
ception the worst In the east and
charges the most, exorbitant prices.
The only thing lacking in the make-
up of these prices is a black mask and
• pistil.
The manager of the hotel, recenUy
a steward on one of the P. & 0. steam-
ers, acknowledges that the betel was
a failure until about four years age.
When the opening of the Philippines
boomed business for them to the ex-
tent that there has not been • vacant
room since, yet. in sets: of this, Ameri-
can are unwelcome, and are treated
with scantkourtesy. •
A feature of the town sr* tie sedan
chairs. There are no horse., with the
Efeetrfe T4114.
exeeption of polo ponies that are
never driven, driving being impossible
up and *own the dizzy Slopes of the
Peak. It Is just as much out of the
question for Miashas, so they ate only
used in the level part of the city along
the water front. There is also an elec-
tric trolley that runs thrnugh this part
of the town. The chairs, however,
reign supreme on the mountals. They
are very comfortable, for the most
pert like rattan armchair*, with car-
rying poles leld on the shoulders of
two, or four, stoutroolles. It Is ming
very pleasant to go swaying along, up
and down steps as easily as on the
sloping path.
We were so fortunate as to seas
something of the miner stielal life of
che Chinese through the courtesy of
Mr. Thomas EcAran of Hongkong. Mr. John gnu. to' • la.. *aye
who introduced me to Mr Wei Yuk, a "I have been 'telling Kidnoy
prominent and wealthy banker and one and Bladder PIlle for about a year
of the two Chinese members of the and they give better ourtlaraction than
English board of governors of Hong- any pill I *ear sold." Sold by aft
tun& Mr MeAran v.•ty kindly took druggists.
me to cell on the barker, and that
evening a eereire brought a peautlfully 
yell ever get seasick?"
S010 ON, The Tailor '111'rs. Wet Ylik reemeitinst the pleasure "ked Or, 0`re-HY Calif/et:fan Of the
•
two sons, a niece, Mrs. Wei Yukal
brother and brother-in-law, and a few
English and Americans. Mrs. Wei
Yuk spoke no English, but was very
gracious and charming and entirely
without the reserve I expected to find
In a native Chinese. Mr. McArap told
me she was an example of the very
highest type of Chinese lady. She
was a large woman, tall and stout, and
her feet, about four Inches long and
two wide, were encased In little sett%
shoes of a color that ladies would call
cerise, and embroidered and sewn
Material Cahled Up.
with need pearls. 1 will endeavor to
make my description of t.he rest of her
costume Intelligible—to my lady read-
ers, that id:
She wore •as a principal garment a
long jacket of plum-colored brocade,
beautifully embroidered about the
edges, over wide trousers of black
satin with an embroidered blue band
at the hem. Her Jacket Was fastened
with buttons (if carved pink coral
that would have made an American
girl jump out of her shoes to Posses-
Her headdress was the usual black
satin can when by Chinese married
women of efery chug, Marie Stuart in
shape, without • crown, Just a band,
curving to fit the head, her beautifte
hair neatly coiled round and round.
This cap is generally ornamented with
, Jade and pearls. Our hostess had the
resole ornament's. but beautifully
carved and set with whole pearls. Be-
side these there was pinned in front a
diamond sualurst much bigger than
the lady's Itttle flit, and atop of the
rising sun an enornious emerald
larger than a nickel, surrounded by
diamonds Her earrings were dia-
mond solitaries as big as ma.rrowfat
peas, with long pendants of jade. Her
hands Were covered with rings--cir-
cies of pearls and diamonds In short,
the lady was what, one might call an
Oriental flashlight.
Her married daughter and litUe
daughter years•oid were both in
pik brocade, with gorgeous pearl
ornaments and earrings
Her niece was in white brocade,
with ornaments o( diamonds and Jade.
• Her brothel-in-law is one of the few
mIllionaires lb China, and made his
fermate in neer. Her brother, a very
much ThoopeanIzed Chinaman, being
a graduate of Oxford, had Bret re-
turned from England. where he tad
been since a child. He was truly
Brithe-arlothes, accent, and all; even
his cue cut off. He carried on ',con-
versation between us and our hostess,
Interpreting for the trio.
The table was beautifully decorated.
Instead of g.roareeplore, tbere were
two doyen ori• more small silver vases
scattered over the table, filled vita
flowers The service was certainly all
that coulchbe desired. a Chinese serv-
ant in Mee linen gewn standing be-
hind every chair.
The dinner was afelined Chinese,
and very good; with very few a:cep-
terns the dishes were most 
suitableto western taste, and several, such as
roast beef and fruit salad, were dim
tioctly European
It was a novel and interesting af-
fair and the glimpee at Chinese badly
life, an opportunity touch appreciated
by us.
Eyes of Deep-Sea Fish.
"Few people know that when deep-
sea fish are taken from the water
their eyes pop from their heads." said
N. It Wynn of Mobile 'This is due
to being relieved of the tremendous
water areasere and coming In contact
with air On the gulf coast, where
thousands of fish 'Ire caught dells% one
can sec hnedreds and hundreds of








graved invitation front Kr. and
.it Mn and Mrs. M P 'a company 
sailor
at dinner the next eveniag. Of course
Re accepted, as It wits a rare _opPor•
Medical Fallacies.
"The fanciful notion that a break-
ink ant of bolls, pimples or other'
eruptions rid the system of poison is
firmly rooted in the minds of ninety-
nine of every hundred persons," said
t a physician the other day. "When
!anyone has a large boll or carbuncle
'his frIenes tell him it is good for
him, because it lets out all the bad
i
blood.' There is as little reason in
this as there is in the remark attrib-
uted to a tenement-house mother to
her instructor in the hygiene of
eh ild r en i 'Miss Brown,' she said,
hell, vein' that I've buried ten. Idon't see as no one has any call to tell
!me how to rare up babies, spechlysonieone as never rared up any of her
own.' .
"As a matter of fact, boils, car-
bapcs and similar eruptions are col-
lections of germs and pus, and not
blood diseases, whose origin is usual-
Ire-t' Ilse location found. A sweat
gland beeomes clotted with germs
and dirt, a hair turns in with its
numerous bacteria, or, as is the case
of the so-called 'bone felon.' the
germs are scratched in with the
point of a file or by clipping the mat.
rix of the finger nail. Wherever
there is swelling, redness, heat and
pus you may be sure these germs
will be found.
"Bolls do not mean impoverished
ki_wd. and are not a blood disease.
although popular opinion, fostere
by.porne medical men, would so
dIcate. Infections on the skin such
as those mentioned, eczema, the itch,
barbers' lufeetion, ringworm and
many others have absolufely no con-
nectimi with the blood or Internal
conditions. They are skin infections,
pure and simple, and as a rule do not
influence one's general health favor-
ably or otherwise. Here, once more,
the popular iuppositton of 'better out
than in' is illog.cal, and unsupported
by the facts.
"Mothers who glye children with
measles arid other eruptive diseases
home remedies to 'bring out the
rash' do harm in many unseen was a.
The worst and most fatal cases of
measles, scarlatina and smallpox are
those with the dark red eruptions—
the wen-named 'Weer- liltragrett Strir-
latina and smallpox.
'There are very few (Catty who still
cling to the old mettluId of withholdz
'Mg water from the burning, dry,
parching lips of tbf fever-stricken.
Yet, who of us st111.11vIng fails to re-
call the tortures Inflicted upon' the
thirsty sufferer with pneumonia, ty-
phoid or other burning malady?
'at has been finally demonstrated
as a perpetual truth that water in-
tereelly and externally Is the best an-
tipyretic known. Cold water admIff-'
Buttered internally In unlimited
amounts is, the Wel fever-reducing,
agent. It is 'harmless, desired by the
sufferer, reduces the temperature, di-
lutes the toxins, replaces the destroyed
fluids, and washes out the bacteria
and accumulated waste products.
The antipyretic drugs, however, are
all depressant to the heart, deetrea-
eve to the blood cells, and. injurious
to the other organs."-*--Baltimore Sun.
r a hen I'M ashore, miss." re-
plied the tar.—Philadelphia Ledger.
A Japanese. Banking Kpleodei.
"After fruitless efforts to obta'n
pa)ruetas." says the Shanghai News
In all seriouansse, "a committee ree-
resenting about 17,000 depositors of
Chioda Bank of Japan has sent a
written request to Viscount Honi
president of the institution, asking
him to commit harakiri as an act of
expiation."
Did an old or a new civilization
ever more fantistically meet? Here
the vhirosthatV grave contrares are
Infinitely more picturesque than the
mere anachronisms of the Mecca
-trolley ear pilgrimages or the phono-
graph concerts in the Sultan's sero
io.
We do not know how the Japanese
taralcirt statute ram but we should
tlank that Viscount Hori would Vt--
an order of the court he'ore complo-
trig with the depositlarte request. Al-
though ells would prat:ally only be
a fit‘tI15Ilt , a man le his point°
ravine; be too careful stout such IP
Be teliots.—Chicago Esening Post.
Wiren food seems to nauseate take
Kodol. Take Kodol now and "until
You know you are right again. There
Isn't any doubt about what it will do
and you will find the truth of tha
statement verified after you have used
Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold
flare by all drugghits.
Tits Magic Pewit-.
This curious incident of travel in
Africa is told by A. lielire Savage
Lander: "I whined to buy n bag if
grain, but the woman who owned It
would on no account leeept sneer
money for it nor any article whieh she
tittW In my camp. My Sonine 'servant
had a bright idea- the only erre ire had
dieting Use entire' MOrney serum( f
reit fie went to Ode of the boxes or
provisions and tore off a highly color"!
label from a corned beef tin. Melte:
Ileeee! It copiously, be stuck it In the
middle of his foethead. Imp:bathe.
like a woman, the Carnyn aakisi him
what be did It for. 'the fseennii .31111
he had been seized with a viohlit
headache and the colored potwr was
a certain cure. Tbe 4.7nrayit nt one,. of-
fered the grain If the Somali would
part with the fusee paper Her wish
was satisfied without debt*. and the
woman departed happy."
Ever notice how hard it is to par
for a thing on the "espy payment"
plan!
You are not likely to hard strength
left for lidatag min akin you are
busy fightleg abadowet
are just tile covering needed for country buildings, becaui
they're fire-proof, storm-proof, easy to put on, and last
.* 
't
long as the building itself—come in and see them.
c. %VB.; & BRO.. Paducah, Ky. 129 South Third Memel
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.












Absolutely Fireproof. Rates, el.Siaail up
A high-cle, I ransient and Resident:4110W, is the most
!Ceti part of the city—near the Lake. con/talent t• beautiful
North Park System. Rotundas a barman/1U Within marble.
beautiful statuary and cathedral glass, wo handsomely (tar-
nished outside rooms. stogie or eti suite. Large bright Innate
Hall, with finest cuisine. Every convenience thet • meals to
the moat exacting patron. Par enough from city nuhse tor
restful quiet, yet within ten minutes' walk of [easiness cente(,
it cars '2 block, away) in 5 minutes take you In the .hot«
ping district, passing all leading theatn• H•Mlk t«t flee.
• GEO. W. REYNOLDS. Prim...Rush wet ohs. So_
Lumber, iron, all salvage of fcrmer
Anderson stable. Purchaser to remove debris





tioryt h Pla(irices 201 132 SciLath 1,catirth St. •
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager,




Mrs. Dowager tdealerl—tio you
made ft nti tromps. Whore are your
diamonds.
Mrs. Gaylite (dummy)-1-41 hate to
tell sou.—Brooklym Life.
Our standing Heber is estimated
to be somewhere betweep fOurteen
and. two thousand billion feet.





Steamers J0111 POWter and Joha I
Hopkins leave PacIncelt for levanel-'
rills and way landings at 11 a. na. Room 7, Tree-heart Bandies, up.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER stains. Neat to Catholic church. NOW
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way phone 1391,
landings at 15 a m sharp, daily, ex 
rept Sunday. Special excursion niter
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and rettarle With or without leek
aid record. Good E0111041 and ta,W.• an
surpassed.
For further Information ape, IS
a. •. Fowler. General Peal. Agent, fei
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at






IliadIng, Bank Wee% IMO
emil Library Week a speedallip•
-- t 
DR. KING BROOKS, man"
LOCIS A TicmtwatiltIl RIY
PACKET COMPAIIY.
(Ineorporated.)
FOR THE PENNlialflleil NMI&
STRAINER CLYD111
Lewes Paducah for Temeemwe River
Ett,•ry Wedueoday at 4 ge
a. W. wittutIT Mee*
ictrutexilt ROBINSON  COMO
This company is sot rseponsthi•
Lot' In; es charges unless eolleetee
by the clerk of the boat
appela1 exenrsion rates from Pads
eah to Waterloo. fare for th• root!
trip $11.00. Leaves Padticait every
Wedaesday at 4 p. as.
Rose Plants for 2c
•
-••• • es...1
Branson's last cut on bed-
ding plants. Rose plants, Ge-
raniurn. Crepe,. ete., at 2
cent"' Largeitt and best as-
sortment of oleos at lowest
















7 Riding heipby horse.
S Picking roars.
9 Taking swim.
10 Shoeing kicking horse
11 Catching butterters.
12 The sitter). cloud.
13 23. 23, Skiddoo.
14 Fishing IA lake
15 A solo sound asleep.
IC Clog dance.
17 Milking kicking cow.
18 Making love.
19 Prize fight referee and seconds.
20  Bed bugs  are biting.
21 A political speech.
22 Game of ball.
23 Female impersonator.
21 Mechanical walk.
2-5 A rubber nose.
96 Monkey's cage





32 Rocking baby to sleep.
33 Bumble bees nest.
34 Wash dayL
35 Mysterious Mr. Relies.
36 Villagetband.
37 The pin test.
3tr Crying boy,.
39 A subject in rigid state, supixorted
by head and feet, bearing stren-
uous weight.
40 Selling fish thro audience.
41 Laughing boys.
42 Asleep at the switch.
•,/e " +OF




PROF. CLINTON E. MARQUIS
Demonstrator of Hypnotism and Mental Telepathy •
"He Will Tell It To You Without Being Asked"
Extraordinary Engagement for Three Nights of This World Renowned
Mesmerist, Mind Reader and Exponent of the Occult Sciences
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
May 18 May 19 May 20
POPULAR PRIES
Gallery 25c Balcony 35c Orchestra 50c
Greater, grander, more instructive and entertaining than any vaudeville show ever before
staged. Two hours and a half of solid fun. You'll laugh! You'll roar! You'll scream!
The veil of secrecy surrounding the Mysterious Mr. Raffles, the sensation of
the week, will be rent asunder at Monday night's performance. He will stand
before you -in the living flesh, sinew and bone.
D3n't forget to witness Prof. Mirquis' nerve-racking, death defying; auto driven while blindfolckd, in quest of a
p;n, hidden by four Paducah gentlemen. This mind reading feat will occur Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Start in the auto to be made from the Kentucky Theatre. Local volunteers only will be used as subjects.
Doors Open 7:30 Curtain Lifts 8:30
-.III lilt \l In
One Hundred Dollar
Offer
An offering of $100
will be the big thing of
the performance Mon
day night, May 18, to
the person holding cou-
pon having been prev-
iously and gratuitiously
distributed to all pur-
chasers of tickets be-
fore 6:30 p m. Monday
No Free List.
14;k4f.tt Stile hcigints
Monday, 10 rt. m.
The reader can easily
divine that Prof. Mar-
quis is no less a per-
sonage than "The
Mysterious Mr. Raf-
fles," a difficult role he
has so successfully es-
sayed the past week.
He has not orly mys-
tified the thousands,
who have sought in
vain to discover him,
but he will greater mys-






Negroes in titles Especially Subject
to Dread Ilitoesine--0111cers
Elected.
lions and of the results they had re-
°Olio& 01%-.11.__K_Heuter,,of Lexing-
ton, said that the colored preachers
must be urged to see that their
ebierches are ventilated mere and the
lodge rooms kept clean and given
more fresh air. The treatment of the
dieease was discussed by Drs. W. H.
Pickett. Mary Britton, N. J. McRidley
and N. S. Fuller. The 'wheel evoked
SO much dIscussibm that Dr. R. W. Oli-
ver motioned that an anti-tuberculosis
society be organized in each city and
town and work in conjunction site
the health officers to lessen the disease
as much as possible. The motion watt
esterdaY's enanknously adopted,
was a session of the
State Medical aseociation, colored, at
:lie Thlitek nth street and Broadway
A. M E. Zion church. The Interest
1 enterhtt in the discuttion of "Tuber-
culosis." and all the doctors agreed
ihat this white plague was the most
dreadful disease 'known to the negro
taqe. Dr. P. D. Robinson, president
tif tht association. led the discussion,
.and Dr. E. E. Underwood. of Frank-
fort, a specialist on the ,subject, do-
c'ared that "negroes crowd the cit-
los and live in poorly ventilated
homes, many are unclean and are lg-
. norant of the many things which bring
tin the disease." He urged his relicts.
doctors to begin a crusade on the




Dr. J. A. C. Lattimore and Dr. E.
Whebee, of Louisville. spoke of
the recent "tuberculosis" mteting
here and how since the Louisville
rs had been going by the instruc-
'Me committee on resolutions re-
ported and they coeered the entire
ground Of work necessary to make
the local and state associations be of
practical htlp to the race. The strong-
est point urged was that the colored
physicians do as much as they could
to mitigate the spread of tuberculosis.
Officers were elected as follows:
Dr. P. D Robinson, president; Dr. E.
D. Whebte. vice president; Dr. B. F.
Jones, secrttary; Dr. C. M. Harris.
treasurer. Dr. W. H. Picket was
elected as lecturer on surgery and Dr.
J. A. C Lattitnore orator on medi-
cine. The meeting will In held at
Frankfort next year.
Mrs Browne--She's forever com-
plaining. but I think she merely lacks
stamina—. Mrs. Malaprop- -Oh, no;
she's got it; at any rate, that's whet
the doctor calls her disease. Aloe





Rentarky arts a Half Milliner Dollars
in the Public Beibillog
BUL
Washington, May Id—The public
buildings committee reported Its
measure to the house. In round nutn-
hers the state of Kentucky receives
half a million dollars for new build-
ings. site for new buildinge and Im-
provtinents.
_The appropriations for cilia; in the
state are as follows:
Bowling Green, $4'd.000; Danville,
1190.004o; Lebanon, $26,000; London.
$441.000: Mayfield, $15.000; Paris,
1115.00 : Versailles. $15.041.e; Win-
cheeter. $2:1.000; Paducah. $15.000:
Oatlettsburg.i$100,0041: Mt. Sterling,
$66.4Xtrus. Somerset, $65.460; Ash-
land. 2'1'2.000: Hopkinsvilit, $12400;
Lawrenceburg, $7,500.
Jeffersonville, Ind gets $5,000.
Some men not On)Y save their
moues bat a lot of 'other people's as
well.
How ten he 'bie • friend to another




From "Stelae of the Hill" to Jos
dith 14 the cumistes
lands."
When Tom Moore was "paying his
way" for hlmseit ind his family by
his verse, It will readily be believed
that he was not pleased to discover,
after half finishing an Eastern ta:e
in verse, that Byron had a completed
mem that duplicated his plot, and
which caused him to abandon his
 illOrk; nor Wilia_Dr. Johnson _pleased
to and that with his Bassets.. he
had reproduced the general scheme
of Voltaire's Candide. To return to
our mutton, some kind (nen,' of Miss
Mactdowsn's railed her attention to
fact that. The Strength of the Hills,
the happy title selected for her serial
which Is to begin in early number
of Putnam's and the Reader, had al-
ready been used as a name for a
book by another Author. published not
long shy*. Confronted with toe dif-
ficult task of choosing a new title,
Mhos MacGowan hit upon Judith of
the Cuatberlands. it is in the June
Putnant's and the Reader that Judith
of the Cumberlauds opens.
"1 hear that the new tenor is a
great, success -that he can hold one
of his notes for half a minute,"
"That's noting. lire held one of
his notes for over a, year."—Judge.
Shortly after a man leads a Ira-
nian to the elite be ',coulees the lis-
tening habit. •
te OLD Ro SD le NINPVEREU.
"Corduroy" Built in IMO *
Mins' Street of shelbyvIlle.
Shelbyville. Ky.. May 14.--A "cor-
duroy road" built in 1803, has bees
uncovered on Main street by the men
employed in digging trenches for
sewer pipes in ibis city. The logs. IY-
ng side by side, were .uncovered at a
,,epth of four or five feet, and many
,.f them arv in a good state of preirerv-
slim,. It was necessary _ to cut
through them In order to rem* the
depth required for the sewers. No
citizen living now remembers the
building of It, and perhkee no living
lemon knew of Its existence.
From old records it Is learned that
ellen ShelbyvIlle's Pulite; were Third
greet on the east and Seventh street
on the west, there was. kin,, mar111Y
stretch from Third street east to Clear
creek-- a bog that ass the bane of
the traveler. As Bites on the old
stage road from leoursvIlle to Frank-
fort. the people finally detecnobted to
have a "chopping bee," to cut dowa
trees from the thick rumen on the
road side and build • "corduroy" road
across the bog. It required 'eventl
dasos and many hundreds of logs laid
crosswise on the road.
While riding over it was rough,
there was no danger of miring down
or "stalling." Gradually the road
was rained by covering the logs with
locks until now it is from four to live
feet above' the old level, end In as
solid and smooth as any part of Main
street.
THE llt SIEN.StiERIE.
The flowers once made up-their minds
They wiebed to have a areel-
A pier* where everyone could hear
The ousts) willow mew.
They caught a tiger-IIRT-Serre.
And, wishing to be sure
The !edit a cage of goldenrods
To keel. him quite secure
A dandelion,' tawm-maned,
The trapped with grevtist fare,
Their hutsters found in shady dells
Book eowl SI. DEFERIOD
SOIt R. be UK 1.1 IMAM'.
Os account of the fart that the
schools will 'close in a few weeks the
improvement league of the R. IL
low school has decided to tletor the
"Soot DOOM" that was to have been
threw/ Tuesday eves lag nal sonic,
ditte jug before whole convene next
fall. The members of the league will
be glad to receive books hir the pro,
posed library ot soy time and Mrs. C.
Purcell. of Sti k street. will re-
ti 
Clar
f-The foxelove' "had hit lair. tve the donaon, o -
They fed them with the beefetetiO "Tau. to wiltin the
plant
Each -afternoon at two,
And just before the moon came sap.
They stAtered them with dew.
Youth's Companion.
Woodmen of the Wesid.
Jersey camp, No lo. Paducah. Kr ,
will have their annual decoration and
Memorial services at Oak Grove cem-
etery, Sunday, May 17, 1908, at 2:3O
p. In. Wel leave Jersey camp hall.
Third and Elisabeth streets, at 1:30
p. m. Evergreen and Manchester
Groves, Woodmen Circle, will take
part In the services. All other mem-
hers of the Woodmen of the World
and Woodmen Circle are requested to




A. C. SHELTON, Committee.




nr•P p it the twilight of my heart
I hid a rose:
Red petal. on its red
At dusk I looked to greet its ye'vet
face.
And w. pt- the este as- Unit.
Deep In the In eight of in, heart
I hid a kiss
Red mists ahopt It shone.
At morn I looked to raise it to ritv
lips.
And wept-the kles was 'ton, .
Deep in the twlight of my heart
I hld a tear,
A pearl in its red sea.
At night I looked to star It in my
dreams;
The tear - awaited me.
—'Archibald Sul:Ivan in Smart Set.
This is undoubtedly a dirty looking
old world to the man who Is tup
lazy to clean his spectacles
•••••••
JEWELRY AUCTION
Commencing Saturday, May 16th
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME to buy jewelry at Your own price. This will be one of the greatest jewelry sales ever held in
I SOUttAir vei Commencing Saturday, May 16, we will have three sales daily, at
at Each Sa 
lifildielle Gl Aillii
10 a. in., 2:30 p. in. and 7:30 p. in.le
Wu Lyc lilt n in P,i(im ;111 for three N ears and duriniz that time the quality of our goods has spoken for itself. Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, we carry nothing but
the best arid every piece bought at our sale carries with it our guarantee. Terms are cash. Everything sold during this sale is guaranteed as represented or your
money back. Mr Lee Maxey, of St. Louis, will conduct the sale for us. Watch the papers for next announcement.
Paducah.
I HIldifill SOIEllif Ski Away
it East Sall
POLLOCK, The Jeweler, BROZWAV
"MINNIE&
•
••
•
